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On trial: whatever it takes
By Patricia Aiken
SacredCowBBQ@protonmail.com

So eloquent was Ryan Bundy’s opening
statement to the jury
even attorneys admit
they cried. N ewly
released pre-trial and
under house arrest at a
cousin’s in North Las
Vegas, the eldest son
of the Bundy family
said it was the first good night’s sleep he’s
had in two years. It showed. The only
defendant not using an attorney expressed
that he felt inspired by the Almighty. Court
observers couldn’t agree more.
It’s been a long time coming. Ryan
Bundy, joined by his father Cliven, brother
Ammon and militia leader Ryan Payne, are
finally having their day in court. That day
will most likely stretch into three or more
months, although an unbiased judge would
have granted one of the many motions to
dis miss by now. Only Ryan has been
released; the others continue being held by
deceitful arguments from the judge and
government, who are clearly one and the
same.

Peers?

The jury in this case is not even close to
a jury of peers. With the usual shocking
interference from Gloria Navarro, chief
and presiding judge, the majority are nonWhite and from the city of Las Vegas. Not
one is from rural Nevada or has a ranching
background. When asked about the Las
Vegas massacre, prospective jurors who
said they thought it was multiple shoot ers
or that they did n’t trust the official
nar ra tive were shown the door. The
Pros e cu tion has de manded Cliven’s
per haps poorly cho sen words about
White culture

slavery be admitted, hoping to prejudice
the jury.
One of Ryan Bundy’s more blistering
arguments is, “How much crime could I
have committed on April 12th, 2014, when
I spent the entire day with Metro officers
and the sheriff’s deputy who is now the
sheriff?”
But the government keeps attacking the
phrase that has been emblazoned on
t-shirts: “Whatever It Takes.”
They viciously construe that to mean
that the Bundys would attack BLM agents
who tried to take their cattle. And, when
prosecutor Dan Scheiss told of the Bundys
promoting a boycott of a Utah sales barn
and confronting the owner, he claimed it
was such a huge dis tur bance that the
sheriff had to be called. Ryan admitted,
“Yes, the sheriff was called. I called him.”
That was just one of the self serving lies
and deceptions in which the government
has been exposed.
Prosecutors have been caught redhanded withholding exculpatory evidence.
This is evidence that blows holes in the
gov ern ment’s case and is called Brady
violations. Navarro ruled, “Those aren’t
ac tual Brady vi o la tions; they are just
allegations of Brady violations.” It’s also
been found in discovery that the private
prison in Pahrump recorded privileged
calls between defendant Blaine Cooper
and his attorney. Core Civic has been
caught doing this elsewhere in the country
as well. This sup ports Ryan Payne’s
suspicions that his calls to his attorney
were recorded and given to the Prosecution.

FBI threat assessment
In April of 2016, magistrate judge
Peggy Leen ordered the Government to
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Attorney’s office provides, Rudwell was
actually more beneficial to the Defense.
She enumerated all the crimes of Cliven
Bundy's “trespass” cattle committed such
as endangering the desert tortoise, then
said that she was prepared to give Cliven
grazing privileges for another ten years if
he’d have just paid his fees. Apparently the
crimes of the cattle would cease to exist if
only those fees were paid. The next bomb
was Rudwell claiming that she planned to
give Cliven back his cattle or sell them and
give him the proceeds. This would be in
keeping with the definition of “impound,”
which implies that property is being held.
That should deeply encourage Todd Engel
and give him an even stronger appeal as he
was convicted on extortion and interfering
in interstate commerce, charges which
evaporate with Rudwell’s testimony.

The accounting

Ryan and Angie Bundy’s first kiss in two years

turn over all its discovery to the Defense
in two weeks. Yet today, discovery is still
be ing given to the de fense in clud ing
documents which were requested more
than a year ago. Among those are the FBI’s
Threat Assessment. They reported that the
Bundys and their supporters were Zero
Threat. The De part ment of In te rior
assessment was Low to Moderate Threat.
Only the BLM claimed that the Bundy
family and supporters were a High Threat.
The first witness for the Government
was Mary Rudwell, the head of the BLM
Las Vegas office at the time of the raid.
De spite ad e quate coach ing the U. S.
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Finally, after twenty years of lies by the
Las Vegas media whores claiming Cliven
Bundy was a welfare rancher who owed
the BLM $1 million, the actual invoice was
produced. The sum of those fees were
$8,815.50 with a ten buck service charge
and $283,776.00 for “administrative fees,
investigation, detection and resolution of
trespass.” As Ryan Bundy pointed out in
his opening, “It’s never been about the
money.” Ryan shared that he’d been told
by inside sources the raid on the Bundy
Ranch had a budget of $7 million dollars.
The Bunkerville court cases have been
over $100 million and the tally for the
mur der of LaVoy Finicum and case in
Oregon at least the same. While we’re on
numbers, a motion filed to vacate that court
order to impound the cattle includes an
(See “After two years,” page 7)
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HERE’S WHAT WAS IGNORED OR MISREPORTED ELSEWHERE:

Armchair warriors volunteer no personal risk
WAR is being engineered in the Middle
East in which Israel will eventually find
itself pitted against Iran and Hezbollah.
The destruction of Iran and Hezbollah
would be Israel’s objective, something
Israel could do easily enough with help
from the United States. The big questions
therefore are: Will Trump give Netanyahu
the help he needs to destroy Iran and bring
Hezbollah to its knees, revealing himself in
the process as a Zionist stooge? Will Putin
come to the rescue of Iran and Hezbollah,
as he has come to the rescue of Syria? Will
this confrontation lead to WWIII?
TECHNOLOGY gurus and digital
prostitutes of the world have finally
thrown in with the technocrats. Events
of the last few days prove once and for
all that the Deep State and liberal order
are truly “all in” for fighting a total war
against moderation and decency. The
whole sub-culture underneath Google,
Microsoft and the social entities invokes
a surreptitious suspicion of darkest evil.
Why else would Google’s founders tease
us with their “Do no evil” joke?
RUSSIA’S large mining group Norilsk
Nickel announces it has begun operations
at a new state-of-the-art Bystrinsky mining
and processing plant outside of Chita in
Russia’s Zabaykalsky Krai. Notable about
the project is the participation of China, as
well as the fact that four years ago the huge
copper, gold and magnetite reserves of
Bystrinsky were inaccessible to any market
and completely undeveloped, one example
of the trans for mation of the economic
geography of Eurasia that’s growing as a
result of the close cooperation of Russia
with China and especially with China’s
Belt Road Initiative, earlier known as the
New Economic Silk Road.
TWO weeks after the Duma, the lower
house of Russia’s parliament, approved
legislation naming U. S.-backed media
as foreign agents, President Putin has
signed the bill. Washington’s decision to
force media giant Russia Today to do the
same wasn’t such a bright idea.

CNN has finally headlined an article:
“What next for Germany as Merkel
myth implodes?” The writing was on the
wall throughout 2015 that the German
public resisted Merkel’s “open door”
policy advocating for the unrestricted
migration of civilizationally dissimilar
individuals, most having no desire to
assimilate and integrate into their host
societies. The E. U.’s powerful leader
pushed through her “Cultural Marxist”
in spired “EuroLiberal” agenda of a
borderless bloc flush with low-wage and
uneducated “replacement migration”
by agreeing with the continent’s media
impying that anyone arguing against
her on na tional se cu rity and so cial
cohesion was a secret “racist,” “fascist”
and/or “White supremacist.”

EIGHTY percent of cannabis grown
in Paraguay is smuggled to Brazil, says
Paraguay’s Anti-Drug Secretary. Three
million Brazilians regu larly use the
drug, according to the Second National
Survey on Alcohol and Drugs at the
Federal University of Sao Paulo, and in
the first six months of 2017 Brazil’s
Federal Police seized 126 tons of the
drug.
THE FCC is scheduled to vote on this
dangerous proposal at its meeting on Dec.
14th. The draft is a lot of things: thin on
substance and reasoning, cruel, willfully
naive – and it’s everything that ISPs like
AT&T, Comcast and Verizon could have
wanted (and more). But what it’s not is
sensible or grounded in reality. It will take
away every safeguard we need to protect
the open internet we’ve always had, giving
ISPs the power to kill off their competition,
choke innovation, charge more for different
kinds of content, suppress political dissent,
and marginalize the voices of racial-justice
advocates and others organizing for change.

May God continue to bless and help
you in the work that you are doing.
RICHARD SMYLY
Point Clear, AL
I am very impressed with each new
edition of The First Freedom.
MICHAEL ARNOLD
Nashville, TN
I really have to give credit to your
ed i to rial fac ulty for putt ing to gether
such high quality, informative articles.
JASON BAKER
Waymart, PA
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Scalawag of the Month
Phil Murphy

NJ’s near communist governor

libertyhangout.org

25,000 tons of wheat was offloaded on
Nov. 27 for starving people in Yemen, the
first food allowed into the country facing
mass famine after a three-week blockade
by a Saudi Arabia-led military coalition.
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TRUMP’S Five-country Asia tour was to
do sales for the Military Industrial Complex.
Amazing the world doesn’t catch on.

“Be assured that if this new provision
[the 14th Amendment] be engrafted in
the Constitution, it will, in time, change
the entire struc ture and texture of
our government, and sweep away all
the guarantees of safety devised and
provided by our patriotic Sires of the
Revolution.” – Orville Browning

Since the running of MTV’s Jersey
Shore ear lier in the de cade, New Jer sey
has been painted across the country as the
armpit of America. Of course, the laughable
governorship of Chris Christie didn’t help
either, and set up the State to elect a man
governor who will do more damage than
all of his predecessors combined.
The 2017 gubernatorial race in New
Jersey flew under the radar until the weeks
leading up to the election. The two primary
can di dates were for mer DNC finance
chair man and 23-year Goldman Sachs
veteran Phil Murphy, and NJ’s Lieutenant
Governor, Republican Kim Guadagno.
The candidates offered vastly different
platforms, painting starkly con trasting
fu tures for New Jerseyans to decide.
Guadagno wanted to roll back New Jersey’s
already strict gun control laws while Murphy
seeks to bolster them, as well as increase
taxes on the purchase of firearms (the NRA
gave Murphy an F rating on guns). Guadagno
opposed raising the minimum wage, citing
the laws of economics as her reason for
opposition, while Murphy wants to raise it
to $15. Guadagno focused her campaign
around lowering New Jersey’s high property
taxes. Guadagno was so committed to
lowering property taxes that according to
the New York Times, she was “promising
not to run for re-election if she is unable to
lower them.” While Murphy claimed he
wanted to ease property taxes, he “also has
proposed raising other taxes, including a
so-called millionaires tax, closing corporate
tax loop holes as well as legalizing and
taxing marijuana.”
But, if you thought the horrors of a
Murphy governorship end there, you
would be wrong. A quick pass through
Murphy’s issues page on his website
Murphy4NJ.com shows no love of liberty,
and only a love for government, regulation
and redistribution of wealth. Murphy’s
economic agenda involves increasing
spending for infrastructure, education,
stu dent loan re lief and healthcare. In
addition to this, he wants to implement a
public bank in New Jersey to bail out small
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Self-government begins at home
Speech and religion were already ours
back when FDR named “four freedoms.”
But he would whip hunger, fear and oppression,
abstaining forever from Europe’s wars.
When politicians lie, the State bites off
what only individuals can chew.
It’s time we recovered
those powers not delegated.
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businesses, student loans, and fund infrastructure projects. On his website, he also
says he wants to “make millionaires and
corporations pay their fair share of taxes,
so we can make the investments we need in
our schools.”
Murphy wants to build a “fairer economy
for every New Jersey family” and wishes
to help “all New Jer sey res i dents find
secure and meaningful work.” He supports
free commu nity col lege, gov ern ment
sponsored job training and government
funding for clean energy programs. On
his website, he attacks Chris Christie for
slashing funding to NJ Transit, New Jersey’s
public transportation service.
On top of this, the governor-elect wants
to help create retirement plans for New
Jersey workers. He supports “women’s
rights” issues, such as ensuring equal pay,
and gov ern ment fund ing to Planned
Parenthood. A blatant opponent of property
rights, Murphy seeks to ensure LGBTQ
inclusion, and wants to make access to
healthcare non-discriminatory.
While his list of fouls against liberty
rage on, some of his more notable positions
include wanting to expand democracy in
NJ, which libertarian economist HansHermann Hoppe has called a “soft variant
of communism.” Murphy also wants to let
17 year olds vote in primaries if they’ll be
18 come election day. And, perhaps most
notably, Murphy seeks to make New Jersey
a sanctuary State for illegal immigrants,
seek ing to pro vide them with driv ers
licenses, financial aid, earned sick leave
and workplace protections.
New Jersey may have been on the brink
of collapse before, but the election of Phil
Murphy is what will bring down the State
for good.

Seriously, now
When the bride announces that she is
getting married, her excited mother gushes,
“You’ll want to have the rehearsal dinner
someplace opulent where there’s dancing.”
Her father, seeing where this is heading,
offers, “I’ll pay you a thousand dollars to
elope.”
“And,” adds the mother, “you’ll have a
breakfast for the people who are coming
from out of town.”
“Two thousand.”
“We’ll need a photographer. Oh, and
what colors do you like for the reception?”
“Five thousand!”
The bride and groom elope to Spain.
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Aviation, geography and race
From the vantage point of the present, it
seems almost impossible that the following
article could appear in a popular magazine
like Reader’s Digest. Yet it did appear in
November 1939 – within the lifetime of
many of those living today. We
are working for the day when
such articles can appear again.
May it also be within the
lifetimes of many living today.

ebb and flow – except by the strength of
armies. In the last analysis, military strength
is measurable only by its own expenditure,
by the prostration of one contender while
the other can still stagger on the field – and
all about the wolves of lesser stature abide
their time to spring on both the warriors.

Cosmophobia

Charles Lindbergh, 1902-1974
counter-currents.com

A

viation has struck a del i cately
balanced world, a world where stability
was already giving way to the pressure of
new dynamic forces, a world dominated by
a mechanical, materialist, Western European
civilization. Aviation is a product of that
civilization, borne on the crest of its outlook.
Typical also of its strength and its weakness,
its vanity and its self-destruction – men
flung upward in the face of God, another
Icarus to dominate the sky, and in turn, to
be dominated by it; for eventually the laws
of nature determine the success of human
effort and measure the value of human
inventions in that divinely complicated,
mathematically unpredictable, development
of life at which Science has given the name
of Evolution.
Aviation seems almost a gift from
heaven to those Western Nations who were
already the leaders of their era, strengthening
their leadership, their confidence, their
dominance over other peoples. It is a tool
specially shaped for Western hands, a
scientific art which others only copy in a
mediocre fashion, another barrier between
the teeming millions of Asia and the
Grecian inheritance of Europe – one of
those priceless possessions which permit
the White race to live at all in a pressing sea
of Yellow, Black and Brown. But aviation,
using it symbolically as well as in its own
right, brings two great dangers, one peculiar
to our modern civilization, the other older
than history. Since aviation is dependent
on the intricate organization of life and
industry, it carries with it the environmental
danger of a people too far separated from
the soil and from the sea – the danger of that
physical decline which so often goes with
a high intellectual development, of that
spiritual decline which seems invariably to
accompany an industrial life, of that racial
decline which follows physical and spiritual
mediocrity.

Priorities

A great industrial Nation may conquer
the world in the span of a single life, but its
Achilles’ heel is time. Its children, what of
them? The second and third generations, of
what numbers and stuff will they be? How
long can men thrive between walls of
brick, walking on asphalt pavements,
breathing the fumes of coal and of oil,
growing, working, dying, with hardly a
thought of wind, and sky, and fields of
grain, seeing only machine-made beauty,
the mineral-like quality of life. This is our
modern danger – one of the waxen wings
of flight. It may cause our civilization to
fall unless we act quickly to counteract it,
unless we realize that human character
is more impor tant than effi ciency, that
education consists of more than the mere
accumulation of knowledge.
But the other great danger is more easily
recognized, because it has occurred again
and again through history. It is the ember of
war, fanned by every new military weapon,
flaming today as it has never flamed before.
It is the old in ternal struggle among a
dominant people for power; blind, insatiable,
suicidal. Western Nations are again at war,
a war likely to be more prostrating than any
in the past, a war in which the White race is
bound to lose, and the others bound to
gain, a war which may eas ily lead our
civilization through more Dark Ages if it
survives at all. In this war, aviation is as
important a factor as it has been a cause – a
cause due to its effect on the balance of
strength between Nations, a factor because

PUT IT BACK
Your “representatives” – forbidden by the Southern Puberty Lechery Center, a
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months.
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of the destruction and death it hurls on
earth and sea. Air power is new to all our
countries. It brings advantages to some and
weakens others; it calls for readjustment
everywhere.
If only there were some way to measure
the changing character of men, some yardstick to reapportion influence among the
Nations, some way to demonstrate in peace
the strength of arms in war. But, with all of
its dimensions, its clocks and weights and
figures, science fails us when we ask a
measure for the rights of men. They cannot
be judged by numbers, by distance, weight
or time; or by counting heads without a
thought of what may lie within. Those
intangible qualities of character such as
courage, faith and skill evade all systems,
slip through the bars of every cage. They
can be recognized but not measured. They
lie more in a glance between two men than
in any formula or mathematics. They form
the unseen strength of an army, the genius
of a people.
Likewise, in judging aviation, in its
effect on modern Nations, no satisfactory
measurement of strength exists. It is bound
to ge og ra phy, en vi ron ment and ra cial
character so closely that an attempt to
judge by numbers would be like counting
Greeks at Marathon. What advantages will
they gain? What new influence can they
exert? To judge this, one must look not
only at their aviation but at them, at the

geography of their country, at their problems
of existence, at their habits of life.
Mountains, coastlines, great distances,
ground fortifications, all those safeguards
of past generations lose their old significance
as man takes to his wings. The English
Chan nel, the snow-capped Alps, the
expanses of Russia, are now looked on
from a different height. The forces of
Hannibal, Drake and Napoleon moved at
best with the horses’ gallop or the speed of
wind on sail. Now, aviation brings a new
concept of time and distance to the affairs
of men. It demands adaptability to change,
places a premium on quickness of thought
and speed of action.

Guarding against whatever
Military strength has be come more
dynamic and less tangible. A new alignment
of power has taken place, and there is no
adequate peacetime measure for its effect
on the influence of Nations. There seems
no way to agree on the rights it brings to
some and takes from others. The rights of
men within a Nation are readjusted in each
generation by laws of inheritance – land
changes hands as decades pass, fortunes
are taxed from one generation to the next;
ownership is no more permanent than life.
But among Nations themselves there is no
similar provision to reward virility and
penalize decay, no way to reapportion the
world’s wealth as tides of human character

We, the heirs of European culture, are
on the verge of a disastrous war, a war
within our own family of Nations, a war
which will reduce the strength and destroy
the treasures of the White race, a war
which may even lead to the end of our
civilization. And while we stand poised for
battle, Oriental guns are turning westward,
Asia presses towards us on the Russian
border, all foreign races stir restlessly. It is
time to turn from our quarrels and to build
our White ramparts again. This alliance
with foreign races means nothing but death
to us. It is our turn to guard our heritage
from Mon gol and Per sian and Moor,
before we become engulfed in a limitless
foreign sea. Our civilization depends on a
united strength among our selves; on
strength too great for foreign armies to
challenge; on a Western Wall of race and
arms which can hold back either a Genghis
Khan or the infiltration of inferior blood;
on an English fleet, a German air force, a
French army, an American Nation, standing
to gether as guard ians of our common
heritage, sharing strength, dividing influence.
Our civilization depends on peace
among Western Nations, and therefore on
united strength, for Peace is a virgin who
dare not show her face without Strength,
her father, for protection. We can have
peace and security only so long as we band
together to preserve that most priceless
possession, our inheritance of European
blood, only so long as we guard ourselves
against at tack by for eign ar mies and
dilution by foreign races.
We need peace to let our best men live to
work out those more subtle, but equally
dangerous, problems brought by this new
environment in which we dwell, to give us
time to turn this materialistic trend, to stop
prostrating ourselves before this modern
idol of mechanical efficiency, to find
means of combining freedom, spirit and
beauty with industrial life – a peace which
will bring character, strength, and security
back to Western peoples.
With all the world around our borders,
let us not commit racial suicide by internal
conflict. We must learn from Athens and
Sparta, before all of Greece is lost.

A position statement by American Whites
By Socrates

A

vanguardnewsnetwork.com

bout the anti-White atmosphere in
America in the era of Black Lives Matter,
Social Justice Warriors and Antifa:
1. White people founded and built the
re pub lic called The United States of
America in 1776, therefore it belongs to us;
we are not leaving it, nor are we going to be
marginalized in it by Black and Brown
extremists who didn’t build America and
who actually hate America. If you don’t
like our country, there’s a simple solution
for you: leave. Move to Canada or Mexico.
2. White peo ple are tired of be ing
expected to apologize for the “racial
crimes” of their long-dead an ces tors.
Modern Whites were not involved with
slav ery, nor were they in volved in
ag gressions against the In di ans, a.k.a.
Native Americans.
3 . W h i t e p e o p l e wa n t an e n d t o
immigration into America and justifiably
so: Our country has 325 million people in it
already. That’s more than enough people to
clog our cities and freeways, and more than
enough to cause crime rates to soar. Indeed,
Donald Trump was elected by White people
based upon the idea of less immigration.
4. White people are fed up with paying
for, fighting in and dying in endless foreign

wars that aren’t our wars. We did not ask
for the Iraq War, the Afghanistan War, the
Gulf War, etc. White lives are not cheap
and we are not cannon fodder.
5. White people want to end the Cultural
Marxism that permeates every part of
America: Our schools, our media, our
workplaces, our movies and TV shows.
Cultural Marxism (an anti-White creed that
pushes multiculturalism and “diversity”) is
destroying our country.
6. White people are tired of the liberal,
anti-White media decid ing what is, and
is n’t, le git i mate speech or le git i mate
behavior. Only we should be allowed to
decide that.
7. White people will no longer tolerate
the censorship of pro-White speakers – such
as Richard Spencer – at the universities.
We Whites built the universities, so they
belong to us, not to the Black/Marx ist
trou ble mak ers.
8. White people are sick of Mus lim
terrorism and the never-ending “war on
ter ror.” There would n’t be a “war on
ter ror” if the U. S. gov ern ment would
stop letting Muslim immigrants into our
country and would stop invading Muslim
lands on be half of Is rael; why does n’t
Israel fight its own wars?
9. White people are tired of one ethnic

group – the Jews – dominating America.
For example: Hollywood, the mainstream
media, social media, the banks, Wall
Street, the music industry – in other words,
they dominate most of our culture. Don’t
the Jews have their own country (Israel)?
Of course they do. Then why are they
ruining our country? Let them destroy their
country if they want to engage in nationwrecking.
10. White people are also angry about
globalism. We are sick of seeing our jobs
and our sovereignty disappear. We are tired
of one-sided trade agreements that weaken
our country but strengthen the Brown
countries. We are fed up with foreigners
owning a significant portion of America
(about 40% of it). Why do the Chinese own
hotels in Pittsburgh? Why do the Arabs
own su per mar kets in Omaha? And
foreigners own roughly 50% of all U. S.
Treasury debt. Why is that? Is this our
country, or theirs?
11. White people have had enough of
the bought-and-paid-for pol iticians in
Congress who sell out our interests at
every opportunity. We need new leadership.
We need politicians who represent us, not
special interests.
12. White people founded and built
America, and it belongs to us.
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— Nationalism —

American National Socialism – the pre-war movement
By Martin Kerr

T

nationalvanguard.org

he first period of development of
American National Socialism came to an
end with the entry of the United States
into the Second World War. Although
some tiny remnants of the pre-War
movement continued on through the War
years and into the post-War period, for all
practical purposes, the attack on Pearl
Harbor by Germany’s Japanese ally put
an end to the American movement as a
force on the po lit i cal scene. A great
di vide sep a rates pre-War Na tional
Socialism from its post-War counterpart.
Therefore, before resuming a chronological
account of NS development, it is appropriate
to examine the strengths and weaknesses
of the pre-War movement, its successes
and failures.
With the benefit of 80 years of historical
perspective, we can say that there were two
optimal strategies that the movement could
have pursued in the pre-War period.
1. American National Socialists could
have dedicated themselves to supporting
National Socialist Germany by adopting a
low profile, and working to weaken the
economic boycott against the Reich, and
by fostering German-American friendship.

In 1930s America, youths attend
a German-American Bund camp

Those who wanted to play a more active
role in building National Socialism could
have relocated to Germany. This strategic
role for the movement is the one favored
by Adolf Hitler.
2. Al ter nately, Amer i can com rades
could have focused their resources and
energy in building an authentic American
NS movement, rooted in the broad masses
of White America, that would have been
separate from, but allied to, the Hitler
movement in Germany. This is the course
fa vored by Pe ter Stahrenberg of the
American National-Socialist Party, and a
small segment of the American movement.
But neither of these two strategies were

pursued in a focused manner. Instead,
American National Socialists, who were
over whelmingly Ger man in eth nic or
na tional or i gin, chose to sup port the
Ger man-Amer i can Bund. The Bund’s
strategy (to the degree that it had any grand
strat egy) was to serve as a home for
Germans in exile from their fatherland. It
imitated the NSDAP in every way it could,
and conducted no outreach to non-GermanAmerican Whites. It dressed its members
in stormtrooper uniforms and attempted
to reenact the German NS Kampfzeit on
Amer i can soil. Its pub lic ac tiv i ties
included marches and meetings, which
often ended in brawls with Jewish and
Marxist opponents. Such battles were then
reported in newspapers, magazines, and
newsreels.
Although the coverage was always
negative, the media gave an exaggerated
portrayal of the Bund’s strength, implying
that it posed a real threat to American
democracy. Perhaps this publicity was in
some way psychologically and emotionally
fulfilling to ordinary Bund members. But,
if it pleased the Bund, it was a black eye
to Hitler, who was trying to convince
America and Western Europe that the New
Germany was not the menace it enemies

claimed it was.
Other Bund activities were low key and
internal, such as those that strengthened
the folk identity of German-Americans
through an emphasis on German language
and custom. But, in the long run, these
activities did not contribute to establishing
National Socialism as a native movement
on the shores of the New World.
From hindsight we can judge that the
pre-War movement was a strategic failure in
every sense. It failed to provide substantial
aid to National Socialist Germany, and it
undercut Hitler’s efforts to have normal
diplomatic and economic relations with
the U. S. Rather than building support for
National Socialism among White Americans,
it played into the Jews’ false nar ra tive:
Hitler was a dangerous, evil mastermind,
and the “Bundists” were his willing goons
and thugs. The Bund’s image convinced
or di nary cit i zens that Hit ler har bored
sinister and aggressive designs on the
U. S., and that the Bund itself constituted a
“fifth column” that would aid the German
military in the conquest of America in the
event of an invasion. No concerted effort
was made to explain National Socialism –
ei ther as a worldview or a po lit i caleconomic system – to the American public.

Sir Oswald Mosley: November 16, 1896-December 3, 1980
By Greg Johnson

S

how ever, Mosley main tained cor dial
relations with the Third Reich. Mosley
married his second wife, Diana Mitford, on
October 6, 1936, in Berlin at the home of
Joseph Goebbels. Adolf Hitler was one of
the guests.
In the late 1930s, as Jewish anti-German
war mon ger ing in ten si fied, the BUF
worked to save Britain and Europe from
another war, campaigning on the theme of
Mind Britain’s Business. After Britain and
France started the Second World War by
declaring war on Germany on September 3,
1939, Mosley campaigned for a negotiated
peace.

counter-currents.com

ir Oswald Ernald Mosley, 6th Baronet
of Ancoats, was an English aristocrat (a
fourth cousin once re moved of Queen
Elizabeth II) and statesman. Mosley was a
Member of Parliament for Harrow from
1918 to 1924 and for Smethwick from
1926 to 1931. He was also Chancellor of
the Duchy of Lancaster in the Labour
Government of 1929-1931.

The BUF
Mosley began his political career as a
Conservative; then he broke with the
Conservatives to become an independent;
then he joined the Labour Party. In 1931,
he broke with Labour and formed his “New
Party.” After the New Party candidates
failed in the elections of 1931, Mosley
regrouped and founded the British Union
of Fascists in 1932.
The BUF went through typical political
ups and downs, but claimed a peak
membership as high as 50,000, including
prominent members of the aristocracy,
military, press, business community and
intelligentsia. Furthermore, many Britons
who sympathized and collaborated with
Mosley and the BUF never officially joined
the party. Ad ven turer T. E. Law rence,
author Henry Williamson and conductor
Sir Reginald Goodall have been profiled at
Counter-Currents. For an extensive list,
see the Wikipedia article on the BUF.

Raising the bar
Like other fascist parties, the BUF was
anti-communist, nationalistic, pro-private
property and anti-egalitarian. As fascists,
the BUF rec og nized the ne ces sity of
cultivating individual excellence, ambition
and cre ativ ity. But they also wished to
mitigate the worst excesses of individualism
and capitalism by opposing free trade
(globalization) and usury and advocating
better wages and benefits for workers, social
welfare programs and public spending on
infrastructure.
Like Hitler and Mussolini, Mosley was
a charismatic leader and speaker who
sought to attain power by the creation of a
Order extra copies of
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To prison

mass political party. Public marches and
speeches were staples of BUF activity. To
protect BUF rallies from Communist and
Jewish violence, Mosley formed a paramilitary “blackshirt” corps. There were
many bloody brawls and police bans.
The largest meeting addressed by
Mosley took place at Victoria Park, Bow,
in July 1936. The crowd was estimated at
250,000 people. In July 1939, the BUF
held the largest indoor meeting in the
world at Earls Court in London, where
Mosley addressed a Peace Rally of some
30,000 people.
Mosley’s strongest support was in East
London, where in 1937, the BUF won up
to one fourth of the vote.

On May 23, 1940 Mosley’s opposition
to the war was silenced. He was interned
under Defense Regulation 18B, which was
used to silence the most active fascists and
National Socialists in Britain. The BUF
was later banned. Diana Mosley was also
interned. The Mosleys lived together in a
house in the grounds of Holloway prison
un til November 1943, when they were
released from Holloway because of Sir
Oswald’s ill health. They spent the rest of
the war under house arrest.

In memory of Bob Mathews
Treuelied
(Song of Loyalty)
By Max von Schenkendorf
Translated by Duncan Edmister
duncaneedmister@gmail.com

At the beginning, the BUF,
like Mussolini’s movement,
was not anti-Se mitic and
actually had a number of
Jewish members. However,
over time, it became apparent
that the vast bulk of the
Jew ish com mu nity was
aggressively anti-BUF, thus
the BUF became increasingly
anti-Semitic.

Fellow travelers are the youth,
The picture of a new day.
Which a man’s new vision be couth
And against death a new victory holds sway.

The BUF was never a National Socialist
party. Like Mussolini, Mosley never took
biological race or anti-Semitism all that
seriously. After Hitler’s rise to power,

As one who never ill of us spoke
And always near us and in deed fine
True, as the Germanic oak
As moon and sun will shine.

“The principle for which we
contend is bound to reassert
it self, though it may be
at an other time and in
an other form.”
– Pres i dent Jef fer son Da vis

Af ter the war, Mosley re turned to
pol i tics, in 1948 form ing the Un ion
Movement, which called for a European
federation (called Europe a Nation) with an
essentially fascist political and economic
order. The idea of a European federation
was advocated in the 1930s by fascists like
Pierre Drieu La Rochelle, although it was
always a minority viewpoint. After the
Second World War, however, it became a
central idea of the most far-sighted thinkers
of the right, including Francis Parker
Yockey, Jean Thiriart, and now Guillaume
Faye.
In 1951, Mosley left Britain for Ireland.
Later, he settled near Paris. He explained
his decision to leave Britain by saying,
“You don’t clear up a dung heap from
underneath it.” In 1959, Mosley returned
to Brit ain to run in the 1959 gen eral
election at Kensington North. In 1966, he
ran in the general election at Shoreditch
and Finsbury.
In 1968, Oswald Mosley published his
autobiography, My Life. In his later years
he suffered from Parkinson’s disease. He
died on December 3, 1980, in Orsay, near
Paris, aged 84.

If all others fail in
moral dearth
We to you true will be.
That forever on this
holy earth
For you a banner to
see.

This grace have the heroes earned.
Victory ours, Satan’s efforts burned.
Come what may in life is known.
The dream of glory never old has grown.
Once again the light will bring
In every brother’s thought.
They turn back to the spring

That honor and loyalty brought.
Your fate is to us witness
That quietly fades away.
If all brothers lose moral fitness
And false gods will obey,
We will hold our duty as oaken.
And small boys their arms will hike.
We pray in remembrance, words are spoken,
Of the holy Germanic Reich!

Bob Mathews led the Order Brüder
Schweigen, or Order of the Silent Brotherhood, against the Zi on ist Oc cu pa tion
Government’s bid to destroy any folkish
European culture and homeland in North
America. He was burned alive in his home
on Whidbey Island in Washington State by
federal agents on December 8th (significant
to crim inally in sane Free ma sons and
Kaballa Jews – 12 x 8 = 96). Robert Jay
Mathews died on December 15, 1984.

— Culture wars —
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Southern Nationalism
South ern Na tion al ism has a
bright future.
By Hunter Wallace
occidentaldissent.com

I had been planning to lay out my
thoughts about this,
but got distracted by
criticism of the White
Lives Matter rally on
the Nick Fuentes show.
Palmetto Patriot has
beaten me to the
punch.
It has been a wild
two years for Southern
Nationalism. From the summer of 2015
until the spring of 2017, the rise of Donald
Trump and the Alt-Right overshadowed everything we were
do ing. This only be gan to
change around April when
frustration with the direction of
the Trump administration burst
to the surface after the military
strikes on Syria. Until then, I
know that I was per son ally
mesmerized as everyone else
and absorbed by mainstream
politics which reached a fever
pitch and climaxed in General
Bannon’s na tion al ist pop u list
revolution in the 2016 presidential
election.

Busy days

Since April, the League of the South has
participated in some form in Richard
Spencer’s speech at Auburn, the Nationalist
Front rally in Pikeville, Kentucky, the
Battle of New Orleans, Unite the Right in
Charlottesville and the White Lives Matter
rally in Shelbyville. This year has been

remarkable for the fact that there has been
a return to street activism and we have
come into contact with so many other
groups which we did n’t in teract with
previously. More than anything else, this is
due to the rise of Antifa, the more polarized
political climate and the embrace by our
opponents of political violence.
New Orleans was a good example of
this: Southern Nationalists, Patriot groups,
Confederate heritage supporters, Alt-Lite
civic nationalists and Alt-Right groups all
coming into contact for the first time and
getting cross with each other over ideological
differences. The rise of a popular front was
due to the common threat posed by Antifa.
In New Orleans, there was also the Take
’Em Down NOLA move ment, and in

Charlottesville there was a similar effort to
remove Confederate monuments. This was
resented by a wide variety of groups which
came together at Unite the Right in August.
Southern Nationalism was swept up in
this. It happened in 2015 after the Dylann
Roof church shooting in the backlash
against removal of Confederate monuments.
It hap pened again in 2017 when the

Confederate monuments issue heated back
again and the streets became more violent.
I think it is a good thing that we now have
allies and we look forward to working with
them again in the future. No one should get
the impression though that this is all we are
going to be doing.
As the weather turns colder, we are
going to have a series of League of the
South public rallies. The first of these
events is scheduled for December and
more details on that will be released soon. I
believe Trad Worker is going to be doing
some of their own events as well in the
Midwest or Appalachia. There won’t be
another big Nationalist Front event until
January or February at the earliest. In the
meantime, we are going to do some of our
own events which will focus on familiar
themes.
Get ready, South Carolina. We’re
coming back.
In hindsight, I am
not sure if I would
change anything about
the last two years. I
feel that Pres i dent
Donald Trump and his message of “Make
America Great Again” needed to happen.
It had to happen to finally show our people
that the system will never be reformed,
conservatism will never conserve anything
and even when given absolute power Taking
Back America isn’t going to go work.
There is no stop ping the cul tural

polarization which is creating political
gridlock. We’re growing apart as a nation
and no amount of wishful thinking about
Hope and Change or Making America
Great Again is going to reverse that long
term trend. We need to be em brac ing

polarization and balkanization. Acting as a
cultural vanguard, there is much the
League of the South can do to spur it along.
We don’t need a million members to
raise the question of Southern identity.
What do we get out of the U. S. Empire?
What do we get out of elect ing weak
politicians like Lindsey Graham? What
happens after Trump tries and fails to
Make America Great Again and our people
realize there is no going back? Southern
Nationalists are already playing a bigger
part than ever in that conversation.
What comes next? Does the feral
anti-White Left come back to power? If
so, are we prepared to live under such a
government which tramples all over our
heritage and rights?

The League and Nationalist Front at Shelbyville
By Michael Hill

T

leagueofthesouth.com

of time to pass through the two checkpoints
before we got to our rally area. Because of

he League of the South and the
Nationalist Front had a successful “White
Lives Matter” demonstration in Shelbyville,
Tennessee, on Saturday, 28 October. In all,
we had about 300 attendees and the event
was peaceful, thanks to the professionalism
dem on strated by lo cal and State law
enforcement. Unlike Charlottesville, the
peace was kept by thorough planning and
on-site action by the authorities.

Altered plans
The only draw back to the in creased
security measures was that it took us a lot

League of the South President Dr. Michael Hill
and Michael Tubbs lead the Shelbyville march on
October 28 protesting Tyson Foods replacing local
workers with Sudanese imports, one of whom shot
up a Shelbyville church gathering recently.

these delays, we were not able to leave
early to make our way to Henry Horton
State Park for lunch and fellowship; thus
by the time we finished at the park we did
not have time to go to Murfreesboro to
demonstrate there. This might have been a
for tu nate turn of events since we had
received earlier in the week actionable
intelligence that said Murfreesboro was a
potential set-up for lawsuits against the
League and the other Nationalist Front
organizations. We don’t walk into potential
traps where we cannot win. Instead, we
fight bat tles we in tend to win, and
Shelbyville was one of these.
In Shelbyville we got our message out,

had a fun and peaceful rally (like we had
hoped to do in Char lottes ville), and
enjoyed the fellowship of other Southern/
White na tion al ists. All in all, it was a
profitable day for the League and our allies.

predecessors in office combined.
Now we have President Donald Trump,
whose for eign pol icy is par tic u larly
unarticulated, though in many ways similar
to that of his predecessors. The United
States is in creas ing its in volve ment in
Af ghanistan, where it has been engaged
for longer than in any previous war, is
threatening both Iran and North Korea with
annihilation and is hopelessly entangled in
Trump’s pledge to completely eliminate
ISIS. Destroying ISIS (and al-Qaeda) has
been the one clearly articulated part of the
Trump foreign policy, though there are also
occasional assertions that it should be
accompanied by yet one more try at regime
change in Damascus.
And the grand tradition of using military
might to back up diplomacy has certainly
found little favor, so much so that it is clear
even to the supine American public and a
risk-averse Congress that something is
wrong in Foggy Bottom. It is astonishing
to note the main stream me dia, which
reviled George W. Bush when he was in
office, describing him currently as a voice
of mod er a tion and re straint due to his
recent criticism of the White House. You
can’t go wrong if you pile on Trump.
Even the U. S. media have reluctantly
reported that ISIS has been rolled back in

Syria by the joint efforts of the Syrian
Army and the Russian air force with the
United States and its allies playing very
much secondary roles in the conflict. The
Russians have, in fact, complained that
Washington seemed just a tad disinterested
in actually cooperating to destroy the last
remnants of ISIS in the few areas that the
group still controls, citing most recently an
alleged incident in the Syrian government
liberation of the town of Abu Kamal in
which U. S. air assets on site appear to have
allowed ISIS fighters to escape.

“No Jihad in Tennessee”: The indigenous White
people here want no more of Tyson Foods hiring
Africans whose violent ways just don’t fit in.

Boy, is this stupid or what?
Did the U. S. allow ISIS to escape
to keep the fighting going?
By Philip Giraldi
unz.com

A

mericans have been living in a country
that has not known peace since 9/11, when
President George W. Bush and his posse of
neoconservatives delivered the message to
the world that “you are either with us or
against us.” The threat was coupled with a
flurry of hastily conceived legislation that
opened the door to the unconstitutional
“war on terror” carried out at the whim of
the Chief Executive, a conflict which was
from the start con ceived of as a global
military engagement without end.
Bush and his handlers might not have
realized it at the time but they were initiating
a completely new type of warfare. There
would be fighting on the ground worldwide
against an ideologically driven enemy
somewhat reminiscent of communism but
there would also be included “regime
change” of governments that were not
completely on board with the direction
coming out of Washington. Instead of
invading and occupying a country in the
old-fashioned way, so the thinking went,
far better to just knock off the top levels
and let the natives sort things out while

acting under direction from the pros in
Washington.

Confusion

Even though “regime change” in Iraq
and Afghanistan did not work out very
well, Bush saw himself as a triumphant
war leader with his vainglorious “Mission
Accomplished,” and he later dubbed
himself the “decider.” He insisted that his
reelection in 2004 when running against a
weak John Kerry was a validation of his
policies by the American people, but one
has to wonder how many voters really
understood that they were signing on for
perpetual war that would of necessity also
diminish their most cherished liberties.
Nobel Peace Prize winner and U. S.
President Barack Obama followed Bush
and made it clear that there would be no
stepping back from a policy of proactively
“protecting” the American people. Obama
and his Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
de stroyed Libya, a di sas ter that is still
playing out, increased involvement in Syria
and introduced death by drone for both
American citizens who have transgressed
and random foreigners who fit a profile.
And, to eliminate any pushback to what he
was doing, Obama relied on invoking the
State se crets priv i lege to block le gal
chal lenges more times than all his

Don’t answer questions
occidentaldissent.com

If asked a direct question by a
Judenpresse TalmudVision “reporter”
– look directly in the reporter’s eyes,
for a beat of 8-10 seconds (that’s a
long time, in TV world, and silence
is extremely unsettling….) hold that
gaze and create anticipation. Ignore
the baiting question, and talk about
whatever you want to talk about.
Who says you must answer the
question? If you are going to control
the narrative – then do it. Learn how
to use the Judenpresse against them.
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— Government berserk —

Ryan Bundy’s brilliant opening statement
Posted by Gary Hunt

T

ini-world-report.org

hanks to the jurors for being here. I
told you a little about myself at voir dire,
but I’d like to introduce myself a little
more, and tell you about my heritage and
how that affects my case. [Pro jects a
picture of his family – and leaves it up
throughout his statement!]
This is my ID! Not my driver’s license.
This is who I am, a man with a family and
I’ll do whatever it takes to provide for
them. I want you to picture in your
minds…you’re out on the land… I’ll take
you to our ranch, you can see all the beauty
of the land, the fresh air, sunsets and
sunrises, the brush, you’re on a horse in
front of the cattle – place yourself there –
feel the freedom – out of the congestion of
the cars – that’s how I was raised, playing
in the river, we were called river-rats and
that is where my life began and I hope
ends.
My family has been on that land 141
years; my pioneer ancestors settled there in
1877 – there was nothing there. They
carved out a living… they brought a horse
and wagon and some provisions… this
case, the government mentioned, is “not
about rights,” but it is – those rights do
mean something – rights are created
through beneficial use. When my ancestors
arrived, undoubtedly the horse would need
a drink, so they led him to the water and
that is ben e fi cial use. The horse and
perhaps a cow that had been led behind the
wagon need to eat some brush in the hills,
that is beneficial use. That established
rights. The water rights are real! So real,
the State of Ne vada has a wa ter rights
reg is try in clud ing live stock wa ter ing
rights. A law was created to protect those
rights. The water rights that my father
owns were first registered in 1891 by the
State of Nevada – the State of Nevada is
important, a sovereign State, its own unit,
which entered the union in 1864. It entered
equal to the original States; it is its own
entity and State laws are important.
My family and I are charged with some
grievous things and they are not true and
evidence will show they are not; force,
ma nip u la tion, ex tortion, vi o lent – my
family is not a violent family and I am not a
violent man. For 20+ years we turned to
local law enforcement. Rights are real
prop erty. The fact is that we cre ate
government to protect rights.
To have rights you must claim, use and
defend… man only has rights he is willing
to claim, use and de fend. There is a
difference between rights and privileges.
Rights you own. Privilege is afforded. Like
renting or owning a house. Government
asserts there are no rights, only privileges
and unless we pay, we can’t be there. The
State of Nevada says differently. These are
my father’s rights. Everything we have
comes from the land. That is wealth, not
the dollar bill. The things we use all come
from the land. Who controls the land,
controls the wealth.
We create government to preserve and
serve us. These are some of the beliefs of
my family. That we have said we will do
whatever it takes to defend is not a threat, it
is a statement. Being right here before you
today is part of doing whatever it takes.
The Founding Fathers pledged whatever it
would take… their lives, their fortunes and
their sacred honor, to defend rights. With
the evidence you will see that is what we
were doing; there was no conspiracy to
im pede, to harm… but, to pro tect our
her i tage that our pi o neer an ces tors
established. We were attacked, surrounded
by what appeared to be mercenaries, snipers
pointed di rectly at me. You will hear a
report from a sniper that he was keeping
watch of me in my van, with my wife and
two of my daughters with me.
Our ranch – children are always welcome
– it is a place to play, play in the river, the
pond, chase or hunt rabbits, burn your toes
in the hot sand in summer – always free.

Never before did we feel like someone was
always watching. In early spring of 2014
we felt like someone was always watching
… the dogs were watching the hills; when
you are always with a dog you get to know
what they are saying with their bark… you
can tell by their bark what they are seeing
… surveillance cameras on one hill, but the
dog looking at another and growling…
[tear fully] This is not what Amer ica is
supposed to be. Supposed to be a land of
liberty. The Founding Fathers fought and
bled so we wouldn’t have to and now we
find ourselves in a similar situation.
They say this issue is over grazing
fees… it’s terrible, terrible, he must be a
freeloader – it’s only rhetoric – I’ll tell you
why – You don’t pay rent when you own
your home! We own those rights! Not the
land, I know we don’t own the land, but
access…you and others have rights on that
land. We own water and grazing rights. We
don’t pay rent for something we own.
The BLM was formed in 1960. Our
rights were es tab lished in 1877, long
before BLM. The original States own
100% of their land and all States were to
come in on equal footing. The crux of the
issue is, are we a State or not? They say
grazing is a privilege they can revoke and
charge fees. If it is only a matter of money
it is no problem. In fact, Mr. Whipple
showed a copy of a check made out to
Clark County. If the whole purpose is to
show we owe a fee, then we’ll pay to the
proper owner of the land. That was not the
only check written to Clark County; we
sent several. Also, in Clark County, there
were 53 ranchers who owned rights. There
is only a single one still out on the range.
The BLM is not gaining revenue, it’s not
important to them. My father could see
they were there to man age him out of
business. It’s not about grazing fees. In the
BLM office there were signs that read: No
more Moo by ’92 and Cattle Free by ’93! If
it were only about the grazing fees, the fees
would have been under $100,000 over 25
years. It is rumored, it may not be seen in
evidence, but it is rumored, that they spent
$6 million on the operation. Who spends
that and court costs rumored to be over
$100 million to collect $100,000?
What is this about? The court orders.
They say my father had an opportunity in
the courts. The court wouldn’t consider
States rights. They have forgotten they are
servants of the people. We the people are
the sovereign and ultimately, we the people
are the government formed to meet needs
that are better met by a group than by
individuals. We are not slaves. We need to
remember that. I think that’s forgotten.
The def i ni tion of free dom is lost in
America. When we have to have a license
or ask permission to do everything, we are
subjects.
Back to the charges – they claimed I
went to Richfield and that the sheriff had to
be called because we were causing such a
ruckus – evidence will show otherwise –
we boycott to influence to change ways –
we protest to cause a change – these are
First Amendment rights – we do not get
rights from the Bill of Rights – we have
rights to begin with – it should be called
the Prohibition of Government – we have
freedom of speech, freedom of the press,
freedom of religion, freedom of assembly,
we can petition for a redress of grievances
– rights we don’t want the government to
mess with.
A redress is to find an answer, find a
solution – one way to protest. The BLM
put up first amendment zones – not much
bigger than this courtroom – we called
them pig pens – by creating that area, they
were denying our right everywhere else –
that’s what they used to arrest my brother –
he was outside the pig pens. The First
Amendment has been protected over and
over again in our history. There’s lots of
media in the gallery today; they wouldn’t
be happy to have their right to free speech
taken. First Amendment was put in the

Supreme Law of the land, the Constitution
– they shall make no law restricting these
things… as you saw in the video yesterday,
my brother was not impeding, not blocking,
he was on a State road, on its right-of-way,
simply to take pictures with his ipad of
them stealing our cattle – they attacked
him, threw him to the ground, rubbed his
face in the ground. [emo tional] The
American public saw this and came not to
impede or do harm. They came because
they felt the spirit of the Lord, spirit of
freedom and felt “we the people are not
going to put up with that behavior.” It was
not pointed out there were snipers on the
hill, I witnessed that through binoculars
and the evidence will show this.
Back to Richfield, Utah, evidence and
witness testimony will show there was not
a ruckus there that disrupted or shut down
that auction. I called the sheriff – that’s the
pattern – the local law enforcement and
State brand inspectors in Nevada, Arizona
and Utah and I had con tact with the
highway patrol, county commissioners in
several counties and State officials – not all
face to face, but some through phone calls.
Is this what a criminal does? No. We were
there protecting life, liberty, property. You
saw the video of them hip chucking my
Aunt Mar ga ret of 50+ years and just
finished with cancer treatments, the mother
of 11 children. They call these BLM guys
law enforcement, but they are just BLM
employees. All authority comes from we
the people; we delegate authority to the
county sheriff whom we elect and he hires
dep u ties and we then have a sher iff’s
department to protect our life, our liberty,
our prop erty. Choos ing for your self is
freedom and we have no right to impede or
harm others. That’s God’s law. Man-made
law is to follow that. Man is supposed to
be free, not controlled serfs or slaves.
Gov ernment is to be our servant. The
gov ernment went in and shut down
600,000 acres – not one of us ever went
into their enclosed area and never impeded
them. Even my brother driving into the
dump truck… isn’t that impediment? The
court order did not allow destruction of
water infrastructure. What was a dump truck
doing out there? Since that was beyond the
scope of the supposed court order, we had a
right to know. They could have stopped
and answered our questions, but no, they
set out attack dogs and tazers and threw
Aunt Mar ga ret to the ground. Ev ery
in ci dent they are charg ing us with
happened on property that belonged to
the State of Ne vada. Even if BLM had
authority to close public land, they have no
authority to close State of Nevada public
land. The fence was on the State of Nevada
land. Except by invitation, you will not see
one of us breach that fence or impede the
gather. We did not violate the court order.
Dave went over the fence by the invitation
of Dan Love and then the sheriff took over
and asked for our help to take down the
fence and then the cowboys, led by sheriffs
squad cars went to release the cattle. The
sheriff honored his oath and did his job. He
should have done it sooner.
I love my family. I love them. I love this
land. I love freedom. I am from the State of
Nevada. I’m a true Nevadan. I mentioned
before that Nevada became a state on Oct.
31st and we always got out of school on
that day… I always thought we got out
because it was my birthday. I’m a true
Nevadan. I believe you are, too, and love
freedom as much as I do. Freedom’s not
being lost overseas – it’s lost right here at
home in our back yards, our front yards.
Until we are willing to do whatever it
takes, liberty will be, is being, lost. We are
not anti-government! Government has its
proper place and duties to perform. I want
government to do its job. Nothing more.
Nothing less. When government does
more or less than its job, it becomes the
criminal. When government damages our
rights, it becomes the criminal. When
someone harms or damages another’s life,

liberty or property, that is the definition of
a criminal. Extortion, violence, pointing
guns – everything we are charged with,
they were doing and thousands of people
came running – the world knew about this
– China, Ireland (they sent us a flag), New
Zealand and other countries – why? Because
America stood for freedom and has for
years and the world is interested in seeing
how America [emotional] will deal with
freedom. The world wants to know. The
American people said, “yes, we will stand
for freedom. Government, you’ve gone too
far and we will put a stop to it.”
The courts have a place. It is said that
We the People are the fourth branch of
gov ern ment. I say we are the first. The
legislature to make laws, the executive to
execute laws and the judicial to judge. All
three branches are to protect your rights,
our rights, freedom, liberty. Government does
not have the authority in and of itself – man
creates government to fulfill and protect
rights. We the people give government the
authority through the Constitution. The
Tenth Amendment insures States’ rights.
Evidence will show my father and my
brothers are innocent men. We need you to
put on that paper that we are not guilty. You
are the twelve to represent us – peers,
equals, people…we the People.
Guns…lots of guns…scary…camo…
freedom of speech…also, the right to bear
arms, the Second Amendment…a militia
was nec es sary. What is a mili tia? It is
de fined in the law. U. S. Code de fines
militia: “all able bodied men 17-45 years of
age.” How many of you are a member of
the militia? State of Nevada extended that
and includes men up to the age of 64. How
many of you now are a member of the
Nevada militia? There is the organized
mi li tia, the Na tional Guard, and the
unorganized militia – everyone else. Why
did the Found ing Fa thers in clude the
Sec ond Amend ment? Was it for duck
hunt ing? No…no! Mi litia is men tioned
six times in the Constitution. Such a small
document, and few things are mentioned
more than the mi li tia; the cen tral
government of this union and yet media or
whatever wants to put a bad face on militia.
Why did militia come to Bundy Ranch? To
peacefully assemble, redress of grievances.
No one was harmed except Davey, Ammon
and Margaret. You will not see in evidence
that we ever harmed anyone! They attack
and we turned the other cheek. We were
peace ful – in sis tent? Yes! And, Yes!
Demanding. These men, these people, did
not come to seek an opportunity to point
guns at the government. Hundreds, even
thousands of people we didn’t know.
That’s exemplary. These people came to do
good. To protect me, to save my life. I had
a sniper pointing at me, 200 armed men
surrounding my home, my family [tearfully].
Ryan Payne has been portrayed as a bad
man. Evidence will show otherwise. He
saved my life. He saved my life. Others
came. I didn’t even meet most of them until
I was in jail with them, may have seen them
in passing, but I didn’t know them until
jail. I honor and thank them now! I thank
all who came. We only have rights we are
willing to fight for. You’ll see evidence
that I was nearly always with the sheriff or
a deputy – always in communication with
them – I was side-by-side with Lombardo.
Thank you for coming, for being here.
I will still do whatever it takes. This is
not a threat; it is determination. I love my
freedom. Listen to the still small voice to
dis cern be tween truth and er ror. The
indictment and grand jury testimony is full
of lies. Truth has been blocked in previous
trials. Listen closely – we will try to get
you the truth. The truth will set me free and
I’m counting on you to help me see that.
I invite you to our ranch. I recognize
your right to use the land. We want you to
come and enjoy it. I thank you for this time.
Please find me not guilty and these other
men not guilty. Stand up for freedom.
Thank you.

— Government berserk —
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After two years’ confinement, Bundys get day in court
(Continued from page 1)
affidavit by range expert Dr. An gus
McIntosh proving the damage to the
Bundy’s range improvements by the BLM
under the direction of Dan Love were at
least $1 million for the partial amount he
viewed at the beginning of 2017. It was
revealed before the first trial of the Tier 3
de fen dants that Love had been un der
criminal investigation within the BLM for
the past two years.
When cross examined by Ryan Bundy,
Mary Rudwell, without a split second of
consideration, said she couldn’t recall
signs posted in her office, “No More Moo
By ’92” and “Cattle Free By ’93.” Observers
also felt it highly irregular that the top
manager at the BLM office couldn’t point
out Hoover Dam on a map of the Lake
Mead area.

U. S. Constitution irrelevant
The next witness was federal attorney
Terry Petrie who works for the DOJ’s
environmental division: the BLM’s lawyer.
Af ter cit ing the Bundys as Ex tremely
Dangerous, Cliven’s attorney Brett Whipple
pointed out his hypocrisy in cross exam.
“Well, didn’t you come right over and
shake Cliven Bundy’s hand when you
entered the courtroom?” Whipple would
ask questions that Petrie wouldn’t answer
but would wax on about another topic. It
became apparent that Whipple was just
giving him rope to hang himself – bringing
up new subjects that Whipple could then
explore. Petrie wound up on the stand for
three days with lots of attorney wrangling
outside the hearing of the jury before and
between his appearances. The highlight of
the cross examination was again Ryan
Bundy. The Government keeps complaining
outside the hearing of the jury that the U. S.
Constitution is not relevant. However,
Ryan gave a seminar on the Constitution to
Petrie who admitted he hadn’t read and
didn’t know the Constitution. Even as a
former member of the U. S. Air Force,
Petrie didn’t recall ever taking an oath to
uphold and protect the Constitution. The
jury was well engaged in the discussion
compared to Scheiss who sat with his head
in his hands. Petrie complimented Bundy,
saying that his hat was off to him for his
knowledge.
Nearly as much time has been spent
without the jury in this trial as before the
jury, which highlights the Government’s
terror of Jury Nullification and Collateral
Attacks. They don’t want the Bundys to be
able to show the unlawfulness of the court
order to impound the cattle – which Scheiss
considers a Collateral Attack. It’s doubtful
that Jury Nullification will be a factor in an
acquittal; merely showing that there was no
intent to break a law should be sufficient.

Entrapment!
The thorn in the Government’s side are
the claims by the Defense of entrapment.
Those claims have gath ered steam.
Whipple echoed Eric Parker’s long time
assertion that the entire Bundy case was a
set up. Now it’s been discovered that Nadia
Ahmed, assistant prosecutor, was at the
BLM’s Incident Command Post during the
raid and worked on the Bundy civil case in
years prior for the Department of Interior.
Only circumstantial evidence perhaps, but
strong enough to warrant more investigation.
Now, with additional records, it’s clear that
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Let’s roll!

Special Agent In Charge Dan Love’s
phone call immediately prior to releasing
the cattle was to Dan Bogden, then senior
attor ney at the U. S. Attor ney’s office.
Love’s last call as he was leav ing
Bunkerville was also to Bogden, who may
also have been present at the ICP. It’s now
obvious to reasonable minds that Love’s
insistence that only a Bundy could open the
gate to release the cattle and his warning to
Ammon Bundy that he could release the

cattle but that action could result in charges
at a later time was for the pur pose of
en trap ment.
The snipers surrounding the range, the
kidnaping of Davey Bundy, the fenced off
First Amendment Zones and the failure to
execute the 1998 impoundment order by
the BLM and more damning information to
the government’s case is finally making it
to the ears of a jury. Undaunted by the FBI’s
No Threat as sess ment, Cliven, Ammon

and Ryan Payne are transported at high
speed with sirens blaring and helicopters
over head to and from the Henderson
Detention Center. They’ve been physically
abused by U. S. Marshals and have come to
court with visible injuries. The jurors have
been instructed to park in a garage a block
away and are shuttled to avoid the protest
signs in front of the court on Las Vegas
Boulevard.
Our tax dollars at work.

Trial of the century
Even though federal witnesses
had severe memory lapses, often
contradicted each other and one
pos si bly im peached her self, the
judge seemed to ac cept their
credibility without question.
By Terry Noonkester
itmattershowyoustand.com

Cliven Bundy, sons Ammon and Ryan
Bundy and co-defendant Ryan Payne are
accused of conspiring to block federal
agents from enforcing court orders when
the BLM tried to con fis cate Cliven
Bundy’s cattle. The cattle were on public
land where the ranch had grazing and
water rights since the late 1800s. The
government’s actions resulted in the deaths
of approximately 100 head of cattle and the

destruction of the Bundys’ livestock watering
system built throughout the last century.

Speedy trials?

only asked him to investigate
this issue, but set the parameters
and directed the course of the
investigation. Myhre repeatedly
objected to this testimony, calling
it “priv i leged.” Klemen also
testified that he learned of a
“hurried shredding event.” He
did not pur sue in ves ti ga tion
diligently by questioning all the
people involved, nor did he ask
why the shredding was done.
Prosecutor Steven Myhre was
con ve niently ab sent for the
November 3rd hearing.

Cliven Bundy’s War: Revolutionaries pause for the national
anthem before not getting to battle the government.

Shredding evidence?
Klemen may also have breached proper
pro to col when he called each of the
witnesses within a week of this
testimony on November 3rd.
The four witnesses claimed that
they did not talk about anything
pertaining to the case except
that they would prob a bly be
testifying on the 3rd. During the
November 3rd hearing, these
four witnesses from the Unified
Command staff who had been at
the ranch testified repeatedly
that they could not recall any
shredding. A shredder was on
site according to testimony from Randy
Lavasseur.
The November 3rd witnesses were (1)
BLM Deputy Special Agent in Charge of
Nevada and Utah, Zachary Oper, who was
directly under Special Agent Daniel Love
(2), U. S. Park Service Chief Investigator
Mary Hinson (3), Captain of United States

The four defendants have been locked
up since January of 2016. They were each
charged with ten felonies. Each man could
be sentenced to more than a hundred years
in prison for his involvement
while resisting the confiscation.
The men are brought to court in
shackles and each man has had a
significant weight loss since his
incarceration. All their motions
for pretrial releases have been
denied.
The twelve jurors chosen for
this trial consist of six women
and six men. The four alternates
consist of three men and one Steve Stewart, Ricky Lovelien, Andrea and Eric Parker and
woman. And the group is very Scott Drexler after being released by Judge Gloria Navarro
when the second Jury refused to convict them on any charges
diverse racially. All prospective
jurors with any apparent bias to either side Park Police Pamela Smith and (4) Chief
seem to be eliminated.
Ranger of U. S. Park Service Randy
Also eliminated was a juror who stated Lavasseur.
on his juror questionnaire that the protest
All these witnesses could remember
was somehow related to Uranium One. taking a part in the conference call to
Both the prosecution and Judge Navarro Washington D.C. that suppos edly led to
were very concerned that he would not be the re lease of the cat tle and their own
able to put that idea aside for an unbiased evacuation of the Bunkerville Standoff,
decision. The judge was not concerned but none of the four could recall the name
about a woman ju ror who said on her of the person in Washington D.C. who
questionnaire that she thought the Bundys gave that order. None of the four could
were guilty. The de fense had to use a recall the name of the man who took notes
peremptory strike on that juror.
on the con ference call using a laptop
A continuation of a prior evidentiary computer, nor which agency he was with.
hearing was held on November 3rd.
Mary Hinson insisted several times that
The hearing focused on the shredded she did not take any notes of what
documents found after the protest in 2014. happened on April 14th. When presented
The defendants think the documents could with a five page memorandum she had
have contained evidence that would aid the written about the event by defense attorney
defense and therefore be “discoverable,” Morgan Philpot, prosecutor Nadia Ahmed
which means the government had a legal asked if the defense was going to impeach
obligation to share the information with the Hinson.
defendants.
In a prior hearing, BLM Special Agent
In the prior hear ing, Kent Kleman, Daniel Love testified that the Department
investigator for BLM, testified that Acting of Justice had overridden his authority as
U. S. Attorney in Nevada and the lead the Incident Commander. Daniel Love
prosecutor in this trial Steven Myhre not implicated former U. S. Attorney Daniel

Bogden for making the decision to release
the cattle that brought an end to the protest.
He stated that the order to surrender and
release the cows was given immediately
after he spoke to Bogden.
During the November 3rd hearing, there
was repeated and detailed testimony by
witness Mary Hinson about a camera set
on the hill overlooking the Bundy home
and possibly another camera six miles
down the road. This equipment was set up
and mon itored by the FBI within the
Command Trailer. The existence of any
cameras had always been denied until this

Cliven Bundy

hearing when Ryan Bundy questioned the
witnesses. Randy Lavasseur also testified
that he saw the video stream from the
cameras. It is expected that the defense will
make another motion for evidence from the
one or two cameras in the near future.
Even though the federal witnesses had
severe memory lapses, contradicted each
other and one possibly impeached herself,
the judge seemed to accept their credibility
with out ques tion. Fur ther more, Judge
Navarro stated that “just because a piece of
paper or video exists doesn’t mean it’s
discoverable. It needs to have a particular
type of value.” She therefore denied the
defendant’s motion for dismissal of the
case and she also de nied re medial jury
instructions.
The press and court observers crowded
the courtroom to hear opening statements
on November 7th. After a few hours of
discussing evidence the prosecution has
not provided, the court date has again been
delayed. The first day of the trial with the
jury present for opening statements was
changed to November 14th, 8:30 AM at
333 Las Vegas Boulevard S., Las Vegas,
Nevada. It was estimated the trial would be
three to four months long. Many trial
protesters will be on the sidewalk in front
of the courthouse, and many more will be
watching the proceedings in the courtroom.
Subscribers to this newspaper are
eligible as non-paying members of
the non-voting political movement

American Defense Party
Your annual dues are what you pay
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— Leftist social justice warriors losing it —

Opposing fake news and views with the harsh realities
By Socrates

“W

vanguardnewsnetwork.com

hen your child is a little older,
you can teach him about our tax system in a
way that is easy to grasp. Offer him, say,
$10 to mow the lawn. When he has mowed
it and asks to be paid, with hold $5 and
explain that this is income tax. Give $1 to
his younger brother, and tell him that this is
‘fair.’ Also, explain that you need the other
$4 yourself to cover the administrative
costs of dividing the money. When he
cries, tell him he is being ‘selfish’ and
‘greedy.’ Later in life he will thank you.”
– Joseph Sobran

I saw a quote by Sobran on the internet a
couple of days ago, but not the foregoing
one; couldn’t find the other quote, “Liberals

as being enemies of ‘traditional’ America,”
and it reminded me of something odd that a
leftist said some years ago. The leftist said
that he “didn’t want his taxes cut.” This
sounded very strange, as most normal
people want their taxes cut! When he was
asked why he didn’t want his taxes cut, the
Liberal said, “Because then there would
be less money avail able for (ra cial)
mi nor i ties.”
This is the way that leftists think. It’s
like they have a one-track mind: always
obsessing about “minorities” as if they are
waaaay more important than the White
people who built America. In fact, you

could say that leftists are “pathologically
pro-Black/Brown and anti-White.”
They’re just plain sick. Given that fact,
leftists should be banned from holding
political office or similar positions of
power. When Liberals are in power, no
White person is safe.
Subscribers to this newspaper are
eligible as non-paying members of
the non-voting political movement

American Defense Party
Your annual dues are what you pay
for The First Freedom, so sound off
in its pages why we’re NOT VOTING

The criminal, terrorist organization behind these hoaxes
ADL Kike Greenblatt is still on
the ram page, ly ing about hate
crime hoaxes.
By Andrew Anglin
dailystormer.hk

The filthy kike Jonathan Greenblatt is
still rampaging about
hoaxed “hate crimes,”
claiming that they are
a crisis.
In fact, vir tu ally
ev ery sin gle one of
these alleged crimes
doc u mented by the
ADL and the SPLC
turn out to be hoaxes.
To bolster the numbers,
they include internet name-calling in their
“hate crime” statistics.

ADL’s pattern of deception
§ As the Washington Post reported in an
article admitting that the recent hatevandalism against Blacks was done by a
Black against himself:
§ Scores of these incidents are cropping
up across the country, particularly on
college campuses.
§ Using a ProPublica database, BuzzFeed
News found 154 total incidents of hate
speech at more than 120 college campuses
nationwide. More than two-thirds promoted
White supremacist groups or ideology,
while more than a third cited Trump’s
name or slogans, BuzzFeed News reported.
§ Yet authorities caught fewer than five
percent of perpetrators in cases of
vandalism or threats. In at least three
instances, college officials determined
the incident was a hoax, according to
BuzzFeed News.
And I helped the reader out with the
math on that:
· That is counting anything pro-Trump
and fliers by Identity Europa and other
groups as “hate crimes” – which magically
becomes “hate speech” when specifically
mentioned.
· And then we have (fewer than) 5% of
the 154 incidents being “vandalism or
threats” (what is defined as a “threat” is not
stated).
· If it were 5%, that would be 7.7
“incidents” that fit that category, and as it
says “less than 5%,” we can generously
estimate that it is rounded down to seven
incidents.
· And “at least” 3 of these 7 incidents
have been exposed as hoaxes.
· So that leaves potentially 4 incidents –
assuming the highest possible according to
this data here – out of 154 in ci dents
involved real “vandalism or threats.”
· Of course they don’t say how many
turned out to be confirmed as real – and it
could well be zero – but even if it is four
real events, how on earth do they claim 154
“incidents” and claim that there are more
real hate crimes than hoaxes?
Zionism is Communism
By Senator Jack Tenney, once head of California
Un-American Activities Committee. Studies Zionism
and finds that it is another form of Communism.
82 pages, $8 PPD
Truth at Last Books
P. O. Box 1211, Marietta, GA 30061

That is the truth of the situation.
It is a total hoax.
The ADL’s numbers for crimes against
Jews still include bomb hoax prank calls to
Jewish centers that turned out to be done
by an Israeli Jew. In fact, when they list
their anti-Jewish hate crimes of this year,
the overwhelming majority are from this
Israeli prank caller, who called in hundreds
of hoax bomb threats.

The truth
I am on the top of the ADL hate list.
They are ob sessed with me. And I am
going to tell you right now: I am 100%
opposed to any type of violence or threats
against minorities.
When the ADL was going insane about
the prank calls from the Israeli – before he
was caught by the FBI, at which point they
stopped talking about it – we here at the
Daily Stormer repeatedly condemned it
and said I was 99% sure it was a Jew. The
Jews then claimed that this was an
“anti-Semitic conspiracy theory” before it
turned out we were right.
The reason I am against violence is not
because I don’t hate Jews, but because it
doesn’t accomplish any of my goals. And I
am all about goals.

Right now, we are seeing enormous
suc cess wak ing peo ple up to the Jew
prob lem and the more gen eral race
prob lem. We are do ing this with words
and ideas. The Jews know we are doing it
with words and ideas, and they know that
people are turned off by random acts of
violence, so they accuse us of random acts
of violence.
The ADL will never report that I’m
against violence, unless it is in the context
of accusing me of having a “conspiracy
theory” for claiming that Jews are prank
callers themselves. They pretend, if not
out right lie and claim, that I am
pro-vi o lence.
This is because they wish I was violent.
They have a way to deal with that. They
know how to handle it. But none of us are
violent. So they have to invent violence.

Just who is violent?
The ADL needs to be investigated over
their prank calls. I be lieve they were
responsible for them. I don’t have proof of
that, but the fact that they promoted them
so hard indicates that.
The logic is this:
· The prank calls were good for the
Jews, fitting directly into their agenda of

claiming that anti-Semitism was going out
of control – and becoming criminal and
violent – after the election of Donald
Trump.
· The ability to make this many prank
calls without getting caught would require
high intelligence.
· No anti-Semite who is intelligent
enough to do hundreds of bomb hoax calls
without getting caught would not know
that this benefited Jews.
· As such, the only people who would
do these highly sophisticated prank calls
would be Jews.
· The ADL would be able to work
through the above logic, and know it was
Jews behind it.
· The only way that the ADL would
promote a hoax that they knew was being
done by Jews would be if they had strong
reason to believe that the Jews doing it
weren’t going to get caught.
Given that, they would have to have
some knowledge of the Jews doing it to
know that they were unlikely to get caught.
The ADL is also vi o lat ing their
501(c)(3) sta tus by at tack ing Don ald
Trump.
They need to be investigated. This is a
criminal, terrorist organization.

Daesh defeated
sputniknews.com

that government units and people’s militia
were launching a “large-scale operation”
to liberate the district of al-Ruman and the
town.

The Iraqi Army has
c a p t u r e d t h e to w n o f
Rawa, the last town
re main ing un der Daesh
control, a statement by the
Iraqi gov ern ment read.
The operation to liberate
the town was launched on
November 11.
The I raq i mil i tary
“liberated Rawa entirely,
and raised the Iraqi flag over its buildings,”
Lieutenant General Abdul Ameer Rasheed
Yarallah said in a statement from the Joint
Operations Command, as cited by Reuters.

Mopping up

Rawa is situated near the border with
Syria, on the north bank of the Euphrates
River.
On November 12 the Iraqi Army said

Rawa for some time was the sole
remaining Daesh stronghold in Iraq. Prime
Minister Haider Al-Abadi announced in
late October the start of an operation to
retake the western towns of Rawa and
Al-Qa’im, which he described as the last
Daesh footholds in the country.
Al-Qa’im was retaken in the beginning
of November, and later Iraqi forces said
they had taken control over the checkpoints at the Iraqi-Syrian border.

Russia delivers T-90 battle tanks to Iraq
presstv.ir

mis siles.

Russia’s main battle tank
manufacturer, Uralvagonzavod,
has started delivering advanced
T-90 battle tanks to the Iraqi
army under a major deal struck
between Moscow and Baghdad
earlier this year.
“The contract is now being
implemented in accordance with
the schedule as approved by the
par ties,” the press office of
Russia’s Federal Service for Military and
Technical Cooperation announced in a
statement on November 16.
The Rus sian pres i den tial aide for
military-technical cooperation, Vladimir
Kozhin, told Izvestia daily newspaper on
July 20 that “a significant contract for a
large batch” of T-90 tanks has been signed
between the Iraqi government and Russian
manufacturer Uralvagonzavod.
Kozhin did not disclose any information
about the price of the deal, but said “the
number [of tanks] is substantial.”

A Russian-made T-90 main battle tank

Uralvagonzavod had announced in
mid-July that it was going to deliver 73
T-90S and T-90SK tanks to the Iraqi
military this year.
The T-90 is a third-generation Russian
battle tank built upon the time-proven
Soviet T-72 design.
It is among the best-selling tanks in the
world, known for its firepower, enhanced
protection and mobility.
The T-90 features a smoothbore 2A46M
125mm main gun, which can fire both
ar mor-pierc ing shells and anti-tank

The advanced tank also
features sophisticated armor,
ensuring all-round protection
of the crew and crit i cal
systems, including explosive
reactive armor and active
infrared jammers, to defend
it from in bound rocketpropelled grenades, anti-tank
missiles and other projectiles.
In dian, Al ge rian and Azerbaijani
militaries have purchased hundreds of
T-90 battle tanks in past years. Kuwait,
Vietnam and Egypt have also expressed
strong interest in buying the tank.
The Iraqi military plans to reinforce its
fleet of M1A1 Abrams main battle tanks
with T-90s. A large number of American
M1A1 Abrams tanks have been damaged
in the fight against Daesh Takfiri terrorists.

— Jewish problem —
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Israel lobby slowly being dragged into the light
By Jonathan Cook
globalresearch.ca

The scandal surrounding Priti Patel,
who was forced to resign as Britain’s international aid minister last month after secret
meetings with Israeli officials during a
“family holiday,” offers a small, opaque
window on the U. K.’s powerful Israel
lobby.
Patel’s off-the-books meetings with
twelve Israelis, including prime minister
Benjamin Netanyahu, were organized by a
British lobbyist in violation of government
rules requiring careful documentation of
offi cial meet ings. That is to pre vent
conflicts of interest and illicit lobbying by
foreign powers.
Government protocol was flouted again
when Patel headed to the Golan Heights,
occupied Syrian territory, escorted by the
Is raeli army. There she was shown an
Israeli military field hospital that patches
up Syrians, including Al Qaeda-affiliated
fighters, wounded in Syria’s civil war.

Sellout
Afterwards, Patel pressed for the Israeli
army, one of the most powerful in the
world, to re ceive a chunk of Brit ain’s
overseas aid. Meanwhile, she has sought
to cut aid to the Palestinians, including to
vi tal pro jects in Gaza. A clue as to how
she reached such absurd “humanitarian”
priorities is provided in the figure of Stuart
Polak, mentor on her Israel “holiday.”
The honorary president of Conservative
Friends of Israel, Lord Polak has recruited
four-fifths of Conservative MPs and almost
every government minister to a group
whose explicit goal is to advance Israeli
interests in Britain. The prime minister,
Theresa May, is regarded as one of Israel’s
most fervent supporters in Europe.
An idle mind is the devil’s workshop
So get busy; join the angels

Distribute TFF
by the boxful

Money-media combine
That should be a cause for pub lic
indignation – no other foreign State enjoys
such un abashed, high-level po lit i cal
sup port.
Another window on Israel’s meddling
opened briefly last month. The BBC’s
political editor, Laura Kuenssberg, took to
Twitter to relay a damning comment from
an unnamed “senior” member of Patel’s
party. In a clear reference to Israel, the
source observed:
“The entire apparatus has turned a blind
eye to a corrupt relationship that allows a
country to buy access.”
A short time later, presumably under
pressure, Kuenssberg deleted the tweet.
The BBC has not reported the comment
elsewhere and the senior Conservative has
not dared go public. Such, it seems, is the
intimidating and corrupting influence of
the lobby.
More than a decade ago, two leading
American academics wrote a study of the
Israel lobby’s role in the United States,
Israel’s chief patron for half a century. It
was a sign of the lobby’s influence that
John Mearsheimer and Stephen Walt could
not find a publisher at home. They had to
turn to a British journal instead.

By deception
The Israel lobby’s strength in Western
cap itals has de pended precisely on its
abil ity to re main out of view. Simply to
talk about the lobby risks being accused of
perpetuating anti-Semitic tropes of Jewish
cabals.

But Mearsheimer and Walt described a
type of pressure group familiar in the U. S.
– and increasingly in European capitals.
Everyone from Cuba to health insurers and
arms manufacturers operate aggressive
lobbyists in Washington to secure their
interests.
What is special about the Israel lobby in
the U. S. – an amalgam of hawkish Jewish
leadership organizations and messianic
Chris tian evan gel i cals – is the fear it
exploits to silence critics. No one wants to
be labeled an anti-Semite.

From the shadows
Rarely identified or held to account, the
lobby has entrenched its power.
That is what Britain’s heir to the throne,
Prince Charles, was talk ing about three
decades ago – even if he misidentified it
as a “Jew ish” rather Is rael lobby – in a
forgotten letter found in the public archives
and recently publicized.
“Surely some U. S. president has to have
the courage to stand up and take on the
Jewish lobby in the U. S.? I must be naive,
I suppose!” he wrote to a family friend in
1986.

Some light, please

Today, as recent events illustrate, the
lobby is struggling to stay in the shadows.
Social media and Palestinians with camera
phones have exposed a global audience to
systematic abuses by the Israeli army the
Western media largely ignored. For the
first time, Israel supporters sound evasive
and dissembling.
Meanwhile, Netanyahu’s strident efforts
in the U. S. Congress through 2014 and
2015 to prevent a nuclear accord with Iran
dragged the lobby even farther into the
light.
The Israel lobby’s dirty tricks in the
U. K. were exposed earlier this year too.
An Al Jazeera TV documentary showed
Conservative party officials colluding with
the Israeli embassy to “take down” Alan
Duncan, a for eign office minister who

supports the Palestinian cause.

It is noteworthy that Ms.
Patel’s downfall came about
be cause of so cial me dia.
Israeli officials like police
minister Gilad Erdan were
so un used to scru tiny or
ac count abil ity themselves
that they happily tweeted
photos with Patel. Erdan is
a key player in the lobby,
running a “smear unit” to
tar get over seas crit ics of
Is rael.
We may never know why Patel so
grossly flouted ministerial rules or what
she quietly promised in those meetings in
Israel. Colleagues have hinted that, in a
pattern familiar from U. S. politics, she
hoped to win over the lobby and its
wealthy donors for a future leadership bid.
There is no way to know, given the
lobby’s penchant for secrecy, whether
Patel simply proved less adept at treading a
path marked out by former Conservative and
Labour party leadership hopefuls. But it is
also possible that the lobby is discovering
changes to the po lit i cal and cul tural
environment are making its work much
harder.
There is growing hysteria about foreign
interference in U. S. and European politics.
Is it not time for Western States to show as
much concern about the malign influence
of Israel’s lobbyists as they do about
Russian hackers?
A ver sion of this ar ti cle first ap peared in The
National, Abu Dhabi.
Jonathan Cook won the Martha Gellhorn Special
Prize for Journalism. His latest books are Israel and
the Clash of Civilisations: Iraq, Iran and the Plan to
Remake the Middle East (Pluto Press) and Disappearing
Palestine: Israel’s Experiments in Human Despair
(Zed Books). His website is www.jonathan-cook.net.

Jewish mediacracy becomes suddenly silent
K-State hate graffiti turns out to
be – you guessed it – a hoax.
By Nick Givas
dailycaller.com

R

acist graffiti that was painted on a
car parked near Kansas State University
last month turned out a hoax, and was
written by the car’s owner.

What else is new?
The words “Go Home Nigger Boy” and
“Whites Only” were painted across the
back windshield of the car, along with
other explicit words.
Twenty-one year old Dauntarius Williams,
who is African-American, apologized for
the prank, according to The Kansas City
Star.
“I would like to deeply apologize to the

W

here can one beat a deal like 100+
copies of The First Freedom for $35 or
$39? Each issue contains information the
“mainstream” presstitutes may not touch:
working strategies for our White Nation’s
counterstrike against forces sent gnashing
and slashing at us by media munchkins in
thrall to the Zejay overlords we must send
looking for honest employment. Decent
Aryans can control their government, so
let everyone you know benefit from the
growing influence of this newspaper. See
coupon on page 24 and order them today.

community,” Williams said in a statement.

Free ticket
The graffiti was meant as a Halloween
prank, Williams said. Williams even filed a
false police report.
“It was just a Halloween prank that got
out of hand,” he said. “I wish I could go
back to that night but I can’t.”
After the car was discovered Wednesday,
African-American students led a meeting
to discuss possible underlying racism on

campus.
The FBI also got involved, opening a
civil rights investigation. The local police
have thanked them for the help.
No charges were filed in the case.

No charges were filed in the case.
Nothing to see here, goyim.
– nationalvanguard.org

Nothing to see here
Yes, this sad non sense got na tional
at ten tion. I’m sure they made grimly
determined promises to catch and severely
punish the vile White criminal behind this.
Let’s see how that played out.

Yet its aggression faces no real objection
Israel must push for one million
West Bank settlers; enough talk of
two States, says minister.
rt.com

I

srael’s Jerusalem affairs minister is
calling for sheer numbers to root out the
very idea of a sovereign Palestinian State.
He says about a million Jewish settlers in
the occupied West Bank should do the
trick.
Speaking at the “On the Way to a Million”
conference in Jerusalem on November 14,
Ze’ev Elkin said: “This will happen – it is
only a question of when.” According to the
minister, Israel would require between 10
and 20 years to reach the one million mark,
depending on the pace of settlement
con struc tion.
Elkin urged regional councils to develop
plans for expansion of settlements even
if con struction approval by the Israeli
authorities currently seems unlikely.
“Advance plans with all your might, as
if it is possible today, as if you could create
a zoning plan for 1,000 homes and execute
it. If everyone does this, I believe that the
numbers will become the reality of our
lives,” he said, the Jerusalem Post reported.

According to the minister, an increased
number of Israelis in the West Bank “will
change the entire outlook with regard to
diplomacy security and settlements and
will show everyone that there is no turning
back here.”

Chutzpah

The minister brushed aside the idea of a
sovereign Palestinian State in the West
Bank, using Arabic slang to make his point
clearer. “‘Halas’ [enough] with the story of
two States. There is no other option but
the State of Israel; certainly between the
Jordan [River] to the sea there will be one
State,” Elkin said.
The U. N. has time and again condemned
Israeli settlements in the occupied Palestinian
territories as a threat to peace, repeatedly
stressing there is no alternative to the
two-State so lu tion, where Is rael and
Palestine are both recognized as sovereign
Nations. Israel has been ignoring the international community’s calls and steadily
building more houses for its settlers on
occupied land.
In the first half of 2017, 646 settler
houses broke ground in the West Bank,
ac cord ing to the Cen tral Bu reau of
Statistics. The rate appears to be lower than

last year, when the construction of 2,934
homes was begun.
The rate of construction would have to
spike to 100,000-120,000 apartments per
year to meet the one million mark, Elkin
said. 400,000 Israeli settlers live in the
West Bank, ac cord ing to the Cen tral
Bureau of Statistics’ data from 2016. But
the U. N. statistics estimate that the number
of people living in Israeli settlements is
between 600,000 and 750,000.

However, the Peace Now
group, which monitors Israeli
settlement in the West Bank,
sounded the alarm over
“unprecedented developments
in the settlements (in the
past few months), causing
severe damage to chances
of a two-State solu tion.”
According to the group, plans
have been advanced for 6,742
new settler homes in 2017,
with 3,154 con struc tion
tenders being issued.
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North Carolina property owner fights on
By Lt. Colonel Donald Sullivan (Ret)

R

aloe910@aol.com

eaders may get tired of seeing legal
matters in this column,
but I can assure them
they cannot be nearly
as tired of reading
about these adventures
as I am of experiencing
them. The only saving
grace about these
ad ven tures in Le gal
Land (other than the
ten million dollars I saved fighting the
IRS) is the increased knowledge of just
how corrupt our governments have become
because of our lack of vigilance and our
cease less dis trac tion with “bread and
circuses.” As a very bright young lady
once told me at a “Give Me Lib erty”
income tax rally, “Nobody cares until he is
the one ‘gored by the bull’.” Once one
meets the “bull” head on, his life changes
forever; no matter whether he chooses to
fight the “bull,” or decides to hide deeper
from it.
Well, the “bull” gored me in 1999, and
I’ve been fighting ever since, winning
occasionally and accepting my losses with
ever more determination not to leave this
mess to my grandchildren.

Destroying the property tax
In my February, 2017, article, I reported
that my local taxing units, County of Pender
and Town of Atkinson, had decided to
initiate legal action to collect my six years
of unpaid property tax. (I stopped paying
property tax when the IRS dropped the ten
million dollar “rock” on all my land. Why
pay tax on land I probably wouldn’t own
anymore anyway? Besides, I had already
sued the taxing units twice in superior court
and in the court of appeals on assessment
and on a request for refund of property
taxes, losing both, of course, but learning
all the way. These suits comprised two of
my three “legs of the stool” plan to destroy
the property tax. The third “leg” was to
force them to sue me by not paying the tax.
The IRS just made that easy.) On the sixth
of February, in district court, my motion
to dis miss the suit was denied over my
objection to the unconstitutionality of the
property tax in my situation. An interesting
thing happened during the process of that
hearing: As a response to my arguments
about the sanctity of private property and its
being constitutionally immune to property
taxes, opposing counsel made the following
statement: “Your Honor, Mr. Sullivan is
mistaken. There is no such thing as private
property.” Well, you can imagine my shock
at that statement. I objected; and the judge
overruled my objection in spite of my
contention that, without the right to private
property as guaranteed by both our State
and federal Constitutions, there can be no
freedom.

All commercial?

The sad truth is that the op pos ing
counsel was almost right: There is very
little “private property” left in this country.
There is so little, in fact, that the courts have

gotten used to no one having any private
property to defend. It’s all commercial or
licensed, permitted or encumbered by
commercial paper (i.e., a mortgage, deed
of trust or a warranty deed). We have given
the government the power to “regulate”
(read “tax”) commerce – that property
“which exists by the permission of the
State or by its authority.” So, the judges,
thru habit, their personal paradigms, or the
fact that, if they have to pay property tax,
then so do I. This is the same logic used
by juries, if one could ever get to a jury.
However, in my personal situation, my
property was purchased on private bills of
sale, with no encumbrances, and have never
been “listed,” or rendered, for property
taxes; that is, I have never consented to be
taxed.
In March, I moved the court to transfer
the case from district court to superior
court, mostly because I did n’t trust the
district court judge, since he was the lower
court judge in both my preceding property
tax cases. My motion was granted to the
chagrin, and confusion, of opposing counsel.
In May, a superior court judge granted the
plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment
(a sneaky method for avoiding a jury trial,
even though we are guaranteed a trial by
jury in the 7th amendment to the federal
Constitution and in our State Constitution,
both of which all judges are sworn to
“support and maintain”), allowing liens to
be placed on my land for the taxes. I was
forced to appeal that order, of course, which
appeal is currently ongoing, the basis for
the appeal being that my right to trial by
jury was being violated.
Then, in August, a “conservative” judge
allowed the plaintiffs’ motion to strike all
the defenses listed in my answer to the
complaint, about half of which required a
jury determination of the facts, continuing
their second motion for summary judgment
to foreclose on, and sell, my land for taxes
due to their untimely filing of the motion.
My motion for summary judgment was
also continued, but the plaintiffs motion
for judgment on the pleadings was denied.
Not only have I appealed that order, too;
but, also, I filed a formal objection to it,
demanded findings of fact and conclusions
of law, and warned the “conservative”
judge that he was in violation of this oath.
(Lawyers can’t do that. They would lose

their license.)

Elusive heart of the matter
Most recently, I moved the court to stay
all proceedings in the case until my appeals
have been heard by the Court of Appeals,
and to compel the Plaintiffs to provide true
and faithful an swers to my requests for
discovery which they have artfully avoided
doing so far. The result was that the judge
decided to issue an order “continuing” all
court proceedings until after the appeals
have been ad ju di cated, which allows
discovery to continue, tabling both my
mo tion to compel and the Plain tiffs’
motion for summary judgment.

Needed: a well-informed jury
No matter what happens, this is going to
be an interesting case, and the conclusion
of my war against the property tax, win or
lose. If I were a younger man and less
aware of my mortality, I expect I would
defend to the death my right to private
property against those who would steal it
from me. Unfortunately, the victims of
such a defense would have no idea why I
was resisting their efforts to “enforce the
law,” and noth ing would be gained.
Education is the key. Until we can produce
“educated” juries and judges who will
honor their oaths, nothing will change.
In the unlikely event that I should lose
this case on the property tax, the plaintiffs
will still have to overcome the “gold and
silver coin” argument in Article 1, Section
10, of the United States Constitution which
I discussed at length in my article for the
August edition of TFF.
“My people are destroyed for lack of
knowledge.” – Book of Hosea

Hopes too high that it’s over
journal-neo.org

The three-party Sochi summit on Syria
between Russia, Iran and Turkey had not
even started and many countries had already
decided the future fate of that country and
rushed to declare that terrorism in Syria
was almost completely defeated. This led
to many telephone conversations between
the Russian leader and the presidents of
USA and Egypt, the King of Saudi Arabia,
the Prime Minister of Israel, etc.
However, if America is at least taking
part in the war in Syria, what can we say
about Egypt? It is true that Washington is
supporting the Kurdish separatists – the

SDS – against Damascus and every now
and again allowing DAESH militants to
flee from Russian, Syrian and Iranian
forces, through the ranks of its allies, and
hide in the desert. As for Israel, it has a real
influence on the situation in Syria but is not
participating in the political negotiations
aimed at regulating the conflict in Syria.
And Saudi Arabia was not taking part in
the talks either in Astana or in Sochi but
was actively stirring up the situation in
Syria and Lebanon, dragging Israel into a
military engagement against the Iranian
army and Hezbollah’s positions there.
So Syria’s “civil war” is not over yet.

Hungary objects to U. S. meddling there
hungaraianambiance.com

It is unusual that “a democratic country”
like the United States wants to finance the
media of an allied country like Hungary,
said Minister of Foreign Affairs and Foreign
Trade Péter Szijjártó at a press conference
in Budapest.
Szijjártó said this when replying to a
question regarding news reports about
summoning the U. S. envoy to Budapest in
the foreign ministry.

Zog’s stonewalling
“What is this if not interference in an
allied country’s internal affairs?” asked
Szijjártó.
The foreign minister remarked that they
had posed several questions for the U. S.

Department of State, and are still awaiting
answers. One of the questions was in what
other allied country does the United States
finance the media?
We reject the policy of interfering in the

internal affairs of other countries. “We do
not pursue this kind of policy and expect
our allies to do the same,” said the foreign
minister.
The U. S. wants to make a decision on
the winning applications in January. “What
is this if not an interference in the election
campaign, and interference in Hungary’s
internal affairs?” Szijjártó asked. (The
general elections are expected to be held
sometime in April. – ed.)
As reported earlier, the U. S. Department
of State is offering $500,000 grants to
Hungarian media outlets operating in the
countryside. As a requirement to win the
award, applicants must provide “objective
in for ma tion on do mes tic and global
is sues.”
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Author and activist Bill White is
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60,000 nationalists march on Poland’s independence day
By Matthew Taylor
theguardian.com

November 12 – Xenophobic phrases
and far-right symbols marked this event
described by anti-fascists as a magnet for
worldwide far-right groups.

Tens of thou sands of
na tion al ist dem on stra tors
marched through Warsaw
at the week end to mark
Poland’s independence day,
throwing red smoke bombs
and carrying banners with
slo gans such as “White
Europe of brotherly Nations.”
Police estimated 60,000 people took
part in Saturday’s event, in what experts
say was one of the biggest gatherings of
far-right activists in Europe in recent years.
Dem on stra tors with faces cov ered
chanted “Pure Poland, White Poland!” and
“Refugees get out!” A banner hung over a
bridge read: “Pray for Islamic Holocaust.”
The march organized by far-right groups
in Poland is an annual event originally to
mark Poland’s independence in 1918. But,
according to Nick Lowles, from U. K.
anti-extremism group Hope Not Hate, it
has become an important rallying point for
international far-right groups.

New trend
“The numbers attending this year seem
to be bigger and, while not everyone on the
march is a far-right activist or fascist, it is
undoubtedly becoming more significant

Polish nationalists light flares as they march through Warsaw to mark Poland’s independence.

Trump quoted during a visit to Warsaw
ear lier this year. Speak ers en cour aged
at ten dees to stand against lib er als and
defend Christian values.
Many carried the national white-and-red
flag while others held banners depicting a
falanga, a far-right symbol dating to the
1930s. A demonstrator interviewed by
State television TVP said he was on the
march to “remove Jewry from power.”
Among far-right leaders attending the
march was former English Defense League
leader Stephen Lennon, better known as
Tommy Robinson, and Roberto Fiore from
Italy. It also attracted a considerable number
of sup port ers of Po land’s gov ern ing
conservative Law and Justice (PiS) party.

Solidarity
Far-right marchers brandish banners depicting
the red falanga, a symbol dating from the 1930s.

and is acting as a magnet for far-right
groups around the world.”
Some participants marched under the
slogan “We Want God!” from an old Polish
religious song that U. S. President Donald

TVP, which reflects the conservative
government’s line, called it a “great march
of patriots,” and in its broadcasts described
the event as one that drew mostly ordinary
Poles expressing their love of Poland, not
extremists.
“It was a beautiful sight,” the interior
minister, Mariusz Blaszczak, said. “We are

proud that so many Poles have decided to
take part in a celebration connected to the

Polish nationalists carry a banner translating to
“We want God!” during a march in Warsaw.

Independence Day holiday.”
The march was one of many events
marking Poland’s independence in 1918,
when the country regained its sovereignty
at the end of the first world war after being
partitioned and ruled since the late 18th
century by Russia, Prussia and the AustroHungarian empire.
A smaller counter-protest by an antifascist movement took place on Saturday
where, although organizers tried to keep
the two groups apart, nationalists pushed
and kicked sev eral women who had a
banner saying “Stop fascism” and chanted

anti-fascist slogans.
“I’m shocked that they’re allowed to
demonstrate on this day. It’s 50 to 100,000
mostly foot ball hoo li gans hi jack ing
patriotism,” said a 50-year-old Briton,
Andy Eddles, a language teacher who has
been living in Poland for 27 years. “For me
it’s important to sup port the anti-fascist
coalition and to support fellow democrats,
who are under pressure in Poland today.”

Nationalism
Earlier in the day, the president, Andrzej
Duda, presided over State ceremonies also
attended by the European council president,
Donald Tusk, a former prime minister of
Poland.
Tusk’s appearance comes at a time when
Warsaw has been increasingly at odds with
Brussels because of the PiS government’s
controversial interference in the courts,
large-scale logging in a primeval forest and
a re fusal to ac cept migrants. Relations
between PiS and Tusk have been so tense
that Poland was the only country to vote
against his re-election as council president
in March.

E. U. Parliament launches anti-Poland sanctions
By Alexey Vitvitsky

T

sputniknews.com

he move has been
explained as a response to
Poland’s alleged departure
away from the norms of
democracy and the rule of
law.
The E. U. parliament
has adopted a resolution
that pro vides for the
launch of a mech a nism
for the application of sanctions by the
European Union against Poland.

E. U. knows best
According to the statement,
members of the European
Parliament believe that the
situation in Poland represents
a “clear risk of a serious
breach” of European values,
in clud ing the rule of law,
enshrined in the E. U. Treaty.
While Article 7.1 of the
Treaty on the European Union
stipulates the possibility of
trig ger ing the pre ven tive
mechanism if the majority of
four fifths of the European
Council members determine
that there is a violation of
common values, the parliament
has decided by 438 votes to
152 with 71 abstentions to
prepare a formal request that

the Council activate it.
According to the E. U. parliament’s
press release, if the risk still persists and

the Polish authorities refuse to comply
with the E. U.’s recommendations, the
procedure might even lead to suspension
of Po land’s vot ing rights within the
Coun cil.
The move co mes af ter the Pol ish
parliament adopted two controversial bills
on judiciary reform in July. While one of
them empowers the parliament to appoint
mem bers of the Na tional Coun cil of
Judiciary, another bill expands the powers
of the justice minister, enabling the official
to ap point or dis miss chief judges of
ordinary courts.

European Parliament debates rule of law in Poland. “Polish citizens are the victims
of Kaczynski and the agenda of the Polish government,” says @guyverhofstadt.

No diversity

Previously, the European
Commission has expressed
its opposition to the Polish
legislation since it stipulates
dis cr im i na tion again st
individuals on the basis of
gender by providing for the
different retirement age for
female and male judges.
Also, the Polish law was
criticized over undermining
the courts’ independence by
giving the minister of justice
the discretionary power to
pro long the man date of
judges who have reached
retirement age, to dismiss
and appoint court presidents
and ex ert in flu ence on
in divid ual judges through
“vague criteria.”

After the legislation entered into force,
Brussels launched an in fringe ment
procedure aimed at preventing Poland’s
vi o la tion of E. U. le gal norms. The
procedure is held amid a wider dialogue
between Brussels and Warsaw on the rule
of law in Poland ongoing since early 2016.
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Global de-dollarization and U. S. policies
By Vladimir Odintsov

I

journal-neo.org

n its quest for world domination,
which the White House has been pursuing
for more than a century, it relied on two
primary tools: the U. S. dollar and military
might.

Resistance

In order to prevent Washington from
establishing complete global hegemony,
cer tain coun tries have re cently been
revising their positions towards these two
elements by developing alternative military
al li ances and by break ing with their
dependence on the U. S. dollar.
Until the mid-twentieth century, the
gold standard was the dominant monetary
system, based on a fixed quantity of gold
reserves stocked in national banks, which
limited lending. At that time, the United
States managed to become the owner of
70% of world’s gold reserves (excluding
the USSR), therefore it pushed its weakened
competitor, the U. K., aside resulting to the
creation of the Bretton Woods financial
system in 1944. That’s how the U. S. dollar
be came the pre dom i nant cur rency for
international payments.
But a quarter century later this system
had proven ineffective due to its inability
to contain the economic growth of Germany
and Japan, along with the reluctance of the
U. S. to adjust its economic policies to
maintain the dollar-gold balance. At that
time, the dollar experienced a dramatic
decline but it was saved by the support of
rich oil exporters, especially once Saudi
Arabia began to exchange its black gold
for U. S. weapons and support in talks with
Rich ard Nixon. As a result, Pres i dent
Richard Nixon in 1971 unilaterally ordered
the cancellation of the direct convertibility
of the United States dollar to gold, and
in stead he es tab lished the Ja mai can
currency system in which oil has become
the foundation of the U. S. dollar system.
Therefore, it’s no coincidence that from
that moment on the control over oil trade
has become the number one priority of
Wash ing ton’s for eign pol icy. In the
aftermath of the so-called Nixon Shock the
number of U. S. military engagements in
the Middle East and other oil producing
regions saw a sharp increase. Once this
system was supported by OPEC members,
the global demand for U. S. petrodollars hit
an all time high. Petrodollars became the
basis for American domination over the

global financial system which resulted in
countries being forced to buy dollars in
order to get oil on the international market.
Analysts believe that the share of the
United States in to day’s world gross
domestic product shouldn’t exceed 22%.
However, 80% of international payments
are made with U. S. dollars. As a result, the
value of the U. S. dollar is exceedingly
high in comparison with other currencies;
that’s why consumers in the United States
receive imported goods at extremely low
prices. It provides the United States with
significant financial profit, while high
demand for dollars in the world allows the
U. S. government to refinance its debt at
very low interest rates.
Under these circumstances, those hedging
against the dollar are considered a direct
threat to U. S. economic hegemony and the
high living standards of its citizens, and
therefore political and business circles in
Washington attempt by all means to resist
this pro cess.This resistance manifested
itself in the overthrow and brutal murder of
Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi, who
decided to switch to Euros for oil payments,
before introducing a gold dinar to replace
the European currency.

However, in recent years,
despite Washington’s desire
to use whatever means to
sustain its position within
the international arena, U. S.
pol i cies are in creas ingly
faced with opposition.
As a re sult, a grow ing number of
countries are trying to move from the U. S.
dollar along with its dependence on the
United States, by pursuing a policy of
de-dollarization. Three States that are
particularly active in this domain are
China, Russia and Iran. These countries
are trying to achieve de-dollarization at a
record pace, along with some European

banks and en ergy compa nies that are
operating within their borders.
The Russian government held a meeting
on de-dollarization in spring of 2014,
where the Ministry of Finance announced
the plan to in crease the share of rubledenominated contracts and the consequent
abandonment of the dollar exchange. Last
May at the Shanghai summit, the Russian
delegation managed to sign the so-called
“deal of the century” which implies that
over the next 30 years China will buy $400
billion worth of Russia’s natural gas, while
paying in rubles and yuans. In addition,
in August 2014 a subsidiary company of
Gazprom announced its readiness to accept
payment for 80,000 tons of oil from Arctic
deposits in rubles that were to be shipped
to Europe, while payment for the supply of
oil through the “Eastern Siberia-Pacific
Ocean” pipe line can be trans ferred in
yuans. Last Au gust while vis iting the
Crimea, Russia’s President Vladimir Putin
announced that “the petrodollar system
should become history” while “Russia is
discussing the use of national currencies
in mutual settlements with a number of
countries.” These steps recently taken by
Russia are the real reasons behind the
West’s sanctions policy.
In recent months, China has also become
an active member of this “anti-dollar”
campaign, since it has signed agreements
with Canada and Qatar on national currency
ex changes, which re sulted in Can ada
becoming the first offshore hub for the
yuan in North America. This fact alone
can potentially double or even triple the
volume of trade between the two countries
since the volume of the swap agreement
signed be tween China and Can ada is
estimated to be a total of 200 billion yuans.
China’s agreement with Qatar on direct
currency swaps between the two countries
are the equiv a lent of $5.7 billion and
has cast a heavy blow to the petrodollar
becoming the basis for the usage of the
yuan in Middle East markets. It is no secret
that the oil-producing countries of the
Middle Eastern region have little trust in
the U. S. dol lar due to the ex port of
inflation, so one should expect other OPEC
countries to sign agreements with China.
As for the Southeast Asia region, the
establishment of a clearing center in Kuala
Lumpur, which will promote greater use of
the yuan locally, has become yet another
major step that was made by China in the

region. This event occurred in less than a
month after the leading financial center of
Asia – Sin ga pore – be came a cen ter of
the yuan exchange in Southeast Asia after
establishing direct dialogue regarding the
Singapore dollar and the yuan.

New directions
The Islamic Republic of Iran recently
an nounced its reluc tance to use U. S.
dollars in its foreign trade. Additionally,
the President of Kazakhstan, Nursultan
Nazarbayev, has re cently tasked the
National Bank with the de-dollarization of
the national economy.
All across the world, the calls for the
creation of a new international monetary
sys tem are get ting louder with each
passing day. In this context it should be
noted that the U. K. government plans to
release debts denominated in yuans while
the European Central Bank is discussing
the possibility of including the yuan in its
official reserves.
Those trends are to be seen everywhere,
but in the midst of anti-Russian propaganda
Western newsmakers prefer to keep quiet
about these facts, in particular when inflation
is skyrocketing in the United States. In
recent months, the proportion of U. S.
Treasury bonds in the Russian foreign
exchange reserves has been shrinking
rapidly, being sold at a record pace, while
this same tactic has been used by a number
of different States.
To make matters worse for the U. S.,
many countries seek to export their gold
reserves from the United States, which are
deposited in vaults at the Federal Reserve
Bank. After a scandal of 2013, when the
U. S. Federal Reserve refused to return
German gold reserves to its respective
owner, the Netherlands have joined the list
of countries that are trying to retrieve their
gold from the U. S. Should it be successful
the list of countries seeking the return of
gold reserves will double which may result
in a major crisis for Washington.
The above stated facts in di cate that
the world does not want to rely on U. S.
dollars anymore. In these circumstances,
Washington relies on the policy of deepening
regional destabilization, which, according
to the White House strategy, must lead to a
considerable weakening of any potential
U. S. rivals. But there’s little to no hope for
the United States to survive its own wave
of chaos it has unleashed across the world.

Oil prices could double if Middle East conflict escalates
By Peter Tertzakian

B

oilprice.com

arrel trad ers re cently pushed the
price of West Texas Intermediate (WTI) oil
above $55, the first time in over two years.
Scarcity doesn’t really justify the upward
price movement. There isn’t a shortage of
oil in the world. But there could be, in the
worst case, if missiles start flying between
two of the world’s largest oil players:
Saudi Arabia and Iran.
Maybe it won’t happen. But maybe it
will. And that’s what the “geopolitical risk
premium” is all about. It’s an anx iety
surcharge that’s tacked onto every barrel
of oil, in fear of supply disruption on a
moment’s notice. And the fear is back.
After three years of naivety we’re back
to acknowledging the known unknowns of
the Middle East, the uncertainties that strap
a 10-to-20 percent premium on the price of
a barrel.

Wanted
Thinkers
Survivors

The First Freedom is spreading “hate!” whine
those who misapprehend us survivors. It’s really
out of pity that we try so hard to de-program the
brainwashed. Order a boxful of extra copies for
$35 or $39 on page 24 and help distribute the truth.

Paying a risk premium for oil is nothing
new. It’s been around for decades and
has gone up and down with the hostility
thermometer of the Middle East.

Fickle stability
Unusually, the pricing of risk dropped
to zero around 2015. Three main reasons
prompted a sense of world peace: the
promise of the Iranian nuclear deal; a
feeling that booming oilfields in Texas
could offset any disruption; and a growing
surplus of oil inventories in storage tanks
around the world.
Of late, the notion of oil obsolescence has
also perpetuated a feeling of nonchalance.
“Who cares about the Middle East and
their oil?” has been a question driven by
the utopian narrative: “I’m not worried,
everyone will be driving electric cars in a
few years anyway.”
But it’s all been a false sense of security.
Electric cars are still rare. Oil remains
vital to the world economy. Its geographic
concentration is such that a large proportion
of the world’s needs is pro duced from
underneath layers of geopolitics, religious
antagonism, authoritarianism, civil strife
and corruption.
When I reflect on the extremes of oily
politics, I pull out my old copy of Life
Magazine from 1973, the year of the Arab
oil embargo. Back then, in a rare moment
of unity, Arabs came together to curtail oil

shipments to the West, demanding that
Israel cede lands it captured in the 1967
war.
I’m struck by the two-page spread
show ing a Dutch free way that’s
completely empty, not a car on the road
due to widespread gasoline and diesel
shortages. The disruption was less than
three percent of world supply and lasted
only a few months, but it was enough to
momentarily paralyze transportation in
affected countries – and change attitudes
about energy security too. The fallout led
to big changes in personal mobility –
smaller cars, greater fuel economy and
alternate modes of transport like high-speed
rail – especially in Europe and Japan.

When unified action worked
Juxtaposed on the fuel-starved image is
a photo inset of a meeting between various
leaders of the embargo. The snapshot is
taken at a moment with lots of laughter,
suggesting the not-so-subtle message that
they were pleased with their destabilizing
accomplishment. Maybe.
But no one is laughing now. Regional

animosity is elevated, the weaponry is
lethal and it’s hard to figure out allegiances
and regional political ambitions. And the
scale of consequence is bigger too: In 1973
oil consumption was almost 56 million
barrels a day. Today it’s pushing 100 million
bpd, with a quarter flowing through the
Strait of Hormuz, a narrow, strategic
chokepoint between Saudi Arabia and
Iran.

Uncertainties

The geopolitical premium is likely to
increase over the next year. Oil markets are
slowly heading back towards what OPEC
calls “balance” and global inventories are
gradually draining. The calculus is pretty
simple: Progressively thinner margins for
error, plus greater risk of disruption, equals
more volatile prices to the upside.
If oil sup ply is pinched again, for
whatever machination or military operation,
the price of a barrel could easily double
(prices quadrupled as a result of the 1973
embargo). And 20 years from now we may
look back at a magazine spread of a freeway,
this time showing a handful of cars – only
the electric variety.
Higher oil prices are generally welcomed
by petroleum producers and their upstream
stakeholders. Yet amplified volatility and
the po ten tial of an other oil cri sis is a
greater friend to purveyors of electric
vehicles; they are the natural beneficiaries
to their rival’s instability.

— Truth of the matter —
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Mass shootings, mass psychology and self-defense
By Brandon Smith

T

alt-market.com

here is an unfortunate correlation
between crises and catastrophes and mass
psy chol ogy. For those with a de cent
long-term memory, you may have noticed
that the frequency of attacks and tragedies
taking place today around the world is far
above and beyond what occurred ten years
ago. So much so that many in the public
have moved beyond the point of outrage
and have now embraced complacency.

Ominous toleration
The mass shooting issue, for example,
once inspired fevered debate over gun
rights. Not so much anymore. While I am
happy that the re lent less at tempts by
leftists to exploit every shooting as a tool
for their gun grabbing agenda have taken a
back seat, I see a trend in another direction
which is equally dangerous. That trend is a
move towards acceptance that “these things
happen,” instead of a healthy discussion on
real solutions (and no, more gun control is
not one of them).
A decade ago the Vegas shooting would
have inspired media and social discussion
for at least a year. Now, the story disappears
in two weeks and is replaced with ten others.
I will be surprised if the latest church
shooting in Texas in which 26 people were
killed stays on the news feeds for more
than a few days.
Where does this complacency come
from?
It is a complex problem, but one that I
think relates to the state of decline within
any par tic u lar so ci ety. In Carl Jung’s
The Undiscovered Self, Jung mentions a
consistent element of latent sociopathy and
psychopathy within most cultures. Perhaps
10% of people within a society are latent
sociopaths and psychopaths, and around
1% or less represent full blown sociopaths/
psychopaths. Most of the latent people will
never become truly dangerous if they are
living within a culture that is healthy and
mor ally bal anced. In fact, those with
inherent sociopathic traits can become
very high functioning human beings who
are adept at careers that many other people
avoid (surgeons and career soldiers are two
examples).
How ever, in the event that there is
cultural rot and a degradation of principles,
environmental influences come into play
and latent sociopaths/psychopaths have the
potential to mutate into something far more
dangerous. Jung examines this dynamic as an
explanation for the sudden and accelerated
decline of Germany in the 1920s and 1930s

into totalitarianism and moral relativism.
When the mentally disturbed 1% turns into
10% or more, entire Nations can be dragged
along into the abyss.
As a litmus test I find it valuable to look
at popular culture when trying to determine
if a society is on the brink of collapse into
a singularity of moral relativism, because
popular culture often reflects these elements
more honestly than the supposed “experts”
will. When examining Germany before its
fall, I recommend studying the films of
Fritz Lang; particularly his movie “M”
released in 1931, which depicts a serial
killer with a penchant for children being
put on trial by a group of underworld
criminals, not because they abhor what he
does on moral grounds, but because his
activities are drawing too much unwanted
attention from authorities on their own
criminal enterprises. If the dark world of
“M” doesn’t perfectly showcase the decline
of Germany, I don’t know what does.
Today, we are constantly surrounded by
popular culture which leans towards the
morally relative; stories in which the
heroes must become monsters in order to
defeat other supposedly worse monsters.
At another level, our popular culture tells
us that it is only the fantastical, the super
powered and the government contracted
heroes that have the ability to effect change
and disrupt disaster. Underlying all of this
seems to be a narrative of defeat, the notion
that there is nothing the average person can
do. And, of course, we are also bombarded
with stories in which gluttony and decadence
are applauded while anyone that takes a
more respon sible path is portrayed as
unhappy or joyless in the long run.

The looney left
Translate this to the developing trend of
mass shootings around the world and the
public reaction to them. On one end of the
spectrum, in the past it was the sociopathic
left that saw mass death as an opportunity
to enforce political control over gun rights
advocates, with the goal of eventually
achieving total disarmament. These people
do not care about the dead, let alone logic,
they only care about fur ther ing their
agenda. They see government power as the
answer to every problem.
If you were to hold up examples like the
Paris or Mumbai attacks to gun grabbers
and point out that disarmament only makes
mass shootings easier for criminals and
terrorists, they would not listen. Obviously,
if any of the citizens including the off-duty
police officers had been armed in Paris, the
attack might have been stopped much

sooner.
In the case of the church shooting near
San Antonio, that attack was interrupted by
an armed neighbor of the church who used
his rifle to fend off Devin Kelley, forcing
him to escape in his vehicle. Had that
neighbor not been armed, the massacre
might have gone on much longer. Had one
of the people within the church been
armed, the attack might have ended in
seconds, as we saw in Denver in 2007.
Now, as I said earlier, there are sociopathic members of the political left that
seek to take advantage of these scenarios,
but these people have fallen by the wayside
recently. On the political right, sadly, I
have seen another brand of sociopathy
rising, with some arguing that all the people
within the San Antonio church that were
unarmed “deserved to die.” This is just as
dangerous a mentality as the exploitations
of the left.

If the liberty movement
itself sets aside empathy and
resorts to sensationalist or
morally relative methods to
drive forward a political
agenda, then we are only
has ten ing the fall of our
culture, not protecting it.
And, we become no better
than the leftist disarmament
thugs we abhor.
In between these two extremes sits a
coagulated mass of people who simply
don’t care much as long as a particu lar
disaster doesn’t involve them. These are
the folks who are uninterested in solutions
and don’t really want to hear anything
about it. It is these people who tend to
become wreckage floating on the tides of
history; their lack of concern eventually
comes back to haunt them in the future.
So, if these are the wrong ways to
approach the mass shooting problem, then
what are the right ways?
I think it is vi tal that Americans in
particular maintain our care and concern for
the victims of these events. The solution to
mass shootings is clearly a responsibly
armed populace. According to all the stats
on active shooters, defense by citizens is
the only factor that seems to make much
difference. But to convince more and more
people of this requires a level of conscience
and empathy that inspires confidence, and
perhaps brotherhood. When people know
that you give a damn and aren’t simply

pursuing an agenda like the political left
does, it is more likely that they will listen to
what you have to say.

Fighting fire with fire
As I noted in my article “How To Stop
All Future Mass Shootings,” the Vegas
attack was organized by someone who
was smart enough to avoid a point-blank
engagement in a city and State in which
con cealed-carry fire arms are more
common. Point-blank attacks are by far the
most common because they are generally
attempted by people who have minimal
train ing or be cause the at tack ers are
relatively certain that their victims will be
disarmed in the area they have chosen (gun
free zones).
The Vegas attacker (or attackers) chose
to use sniper-like tactics to prolong the
massacre. However, what this shows is that
an armed citizenry is a factor or barrier in
how an attack is planned. With properly
trained and armed security overwatching
major events along with an armed population,
there may never be another mass shooting
again.
This is what Americans should be talking
about, yet, there is no practical discussion
on solving the problem. Is this a symptom
of impending collapse within our society?
Possibly. If there was ever an honorable
task for the liberty movement today, it is to
inspire solutions and to maintain moral
balance. These shootings and other crisis
events should not be forgotten within a
week. They should at the very least be a
learning process, a means by which we
evolve our way of life and become more
self reliant and by extension more safe.
If you are not a conceal- or open-carry
pro po nent, then you should be. If you
understand that the majority of shooting
events that are stopped are stopped by
average citizens that are armed, then it
should only follow that you should become
one of those armed citizens. In the meantime,
it is not for us who are consistently armed
to admonish disarmed victims as if they
“deserve what they got.” Their failure is
our fail ure as well. For, if we are not
working diligently to convince others of
the importance of citizen self defense, then
we have contributed to the conditions that
led to these massacres taking place.
There are methods for stemming the
tide of so cial collapse. There are in fact
solutions. They begin with each individual
acting in small ways and big ways every day.
Complacency and zealotry are the enemy
as well as those that would encourage such
mentalities.

They’re always shooting themselves in the left foot
Jews cyber lynch NYT journalist
for accidentally humanizing this
pro-White activist.
By Eric Striker

A

dailystormer.hk

journalist for the New York Times
recently interviewed Tony Hovater of the
Traditionalist Worker Party to ask about
whether he eats babies and how he plans to

bring about Helter Skelter.

Straightfor ward
Instead, the reporter discovered that
he’s just a normal guy with a different
political opinion.
Instead of killing the story or lying
(standard Judenpresse protocol), reporter
Richard Fausset (probably an honest liberal

Gentile) transcribed his conversations with
Tony about his dreams, his po lit i cal
awakening, his daily routine, his social life

and his hobbies.
Because Fausset didn’t defame Tony,
blue Jude star twit ter is com ing to his

doorstep with pitchforks and torches.
Holy smokes, I haven’t seen Jews this
mad in a long time!

Lebanon preparing for Jewish invasion!
By Andrew Anglin

T

dailystormer.hk

he thing about Jews is that if they think
they can kill you, they will try to. Pretty
much whenever or for whatever reason.
Gotta watch ’em.
Be ready.
RT:
§ The head of the Lebanese Army has
asked the military to be at “full readiness”
to face “the Israeli enemy” at the southern
border. The announcement comes as Arab
Nations, including Saudi Arabia, vow to
tighten their grip on Lebanon’s Hezbollah
militia.
§ The army needs to be prepared to
“confront the threats and violations of the
Israeli enemy and its hostile intentions
against Lebanon,” Joseph Aoun said on
November 21. He also urged the army to
cooperate with United Nations forces in
Lebanon under U. N. Security Council
Resolution 1701, adopted to resolve the
2006 Israel-Lebanon conflict.

§ The statement comes after Lebanese
President Michel Aoun said that “Israeli
targeting still continues and it is the right of
the Lebanese to resist it and foil its plans by
all available means,” according to Reuters.
§ President Aoun’s remarks were echoed
by Lebanese Foreign Minister Gebran
Bassil, who also cautioned Tel Aviv
against sparking a war. Lebanon is ready to
act, but will do its utmost to prevent Israel
from an invasion, he told RT last month.
“We should restrain Israel from starting a
war exactly because Lebanon is sure to win
it,” he said.
§ Lebanon is undergoing a deep political
crisis after its Prime Minister Saad Hariri
abruptly resigned on November 4 in a
televised statement from Saudi Arabia. In
his resignation address, Hariri accused Iran
and Shiite Hezbollah militia of sowing
strife in Arab countries.
Lebanon is the only country which has
ever won a war about the kikes. At least
since, like, Roman times. In 2006, they did

what Hitler couldn’t manage to do.
The evil, ratlike Jews have been itching
for revenge ever since.
It seems with the present chaos following
the end of the era of ISIS – chaos which is
being purposefully sown by kikes and their
Sunnigger henchmen in order to push back
against the Russian/Shia victory – Israel
thinks an opportunity for a revenge war is
soon going to present itself.
And they would know if such an
op por tu nity is go ing to pres ent it self
because they are creating that opportunity.
Godspeed, Lebanon.
By fight ing the kikes head-on, you
give all of goyimdom a chance to live
vicariously through your struggle.
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— Deceptions versus revelations —

Jew-incited genocidal wars
“To the petulant and persistent
secessionist, why, death is mercy.”
– U. S. Major General William
Tecumseh Sherman
By John Peeples
firstfreedom.net

S

herman de scribed his ul ti mate
purpose in the War of 1861 to his wife:
“Extermination, not of the soldiers alone,
that is the least part of our trouble, but the
people.” His loving wife responded by
expressing her “sincerest wishes that the
war would be a war of extermination and
that all [Southerners] would be driven like
swine into the sea. May we carry fire and
sword into their States till not one habitation
is left standing.”
“…I know of no way to exterminate
them except to burn out the whole country.”
– U. S. General Phil Sheridan’s letter to
General-in-Chief Grant, Union (U. S.) Army

“Jew”
Communist journalist Karl Heinzen, who
came to the U. S. and supported Lincoln
and his war, wrote:
“If you have to blow up half a continent
and cause a blood bath to de stroy the
party of barbarism, you should have no
scruples of conscience. Anyone who
would not joyously sacrifice his life for
the satisfaction of exterminating a million
barbarians is not a true republican.” (Read
this again and let it sink in.)

Truth will out
And note: In General Ulysses S. Grant’s

South.”
“Af ter the Civil War phase, the
United States re ally is only now
entering the revolutionary phase.”
– Karl Marx
The Toronto Star on 26 February 1940
printed the declaration of a Rabbi Perlberg,
director of the British Section of the Jewish
World Con gress: “The Jew ish World
Congress is in a state of war with Germany
for seven years.”
The Jew ish mag a zine Sen ti nel of
Chicago printed in its issue of 8 October
1940: “When the National Socialists and
their friends cry or whisper that this [the
war] is brought about by Jews, they are
perfectly right.”

Hitler’s plan
Hitler now put into operation the plan of
getting all German areas into one State and
all ethnic Germans in those areas near to
Ger many proper un der one Ger man
government. The Germans in Rhineland,
the Germans in Austria and the Sudeten
Germans responded willingly. In January
1935, the Saar Valley voted to return to
Germany with a 90% poll in favor. There
were also Germans in East Prussia and in
Danzig now divided by land ceded to
Po land by the Treaty of Ver sailles. It is
interesting to note that between 1933 and
1937 10,000 Jews migrated into Hitler’s
Germany, 97 percent of them coming from
Palestine.

in Paris. Those five bullets fired were the
logical result of the inflammatory Jewish
declaration of war on Germany of March
1933 and put an end to the effort being
made to explain and extend the importance
of the Munich Agreement and to revise the
Treaty of Versailles.
The assassination provoked anti-Jewish
riots in Germany, involving the burning of
synagogues and the looting and burning of
Jewish shops. The anti-Jewish riots now
inflamed public opinion in Great Britain
and America against Chamberlain’s efforts
to re lieve An glo-Ger man ten sion. In
America, Ger mans were as saulted, and
persecuted Jews began leaving Germany.
The Parisian magazine L’Amida wrote
about the latter: “These people fled from
Germany because they attempted to set up
a rule of fire and blood and to let loose the
horrors of civil war and universal chaos.”
The American Secretary of State James
Forrestal, who later died in mysteri ous
cir cum stances, wrote in his Forrestal
Diaries (Cassel and Company, London,
1952): “Have played golf with Joe Kennedy
[U. S. Ambassador to Britain]. According
to him Chamberlain declared that Zionism
and world Jewry have obliged England to
enter the war.”
The Jew Schlomo Asch, in a pep talk to
French troops on the front line, wrote in the
Nouvelles Littéraires (10 February 1940):
“This is our war, and you are fighting it for
us. Even if we Jews are not in the trenches,
bodily with you, we are nevertheless morally
with you.”
On 8 October 1942, Sentinel magazine
stated squarely: “The Second War is being
fought for the defense and fundamentals of
Judaism.”

Ulysses S. Grant

Prime Minister Chamberlain had given
an assurance that: “The British government

An agree ment was signed between
Germany (under Hitler) and Great Britain
(Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain) that
suggested a peaceful revision of the wrongs
committed by the Treaty of Versailles. A
four-power conference was suggested
which would preserve the peace. The four
powers were Great Britain, Germany,
France and Italy.
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of civilians. The flames from a burning
Hamburg were a mile high. Dresden was
an undefended art city, no anti-aircraft
defenses, no anti-aircraft guns, no search
lights, yet Dresden was totally destroyed
along with as many as 250,000 inhabitants
– mostly women, children, the elderly and
cripples. 16,130 were injured and another
350,000 people made homeless; 35,000
were missing.
Such mass murder (genocide) has been
outlawed by the Geneva Convention, but
that meant nothing to Roosevelt, Churchill
and Joseph (the Butcher) Stalin.

Vengeance

Punish and reconstruct
the South
Upon the death of Lincoln, Karl Marx (a
Jew), author of the 1847-48 Communist
Manifesto, addressed a letter to President
Andrew Johnson in which he railed against
the defeated South and and encouraged
Johnson to “punish and reconstruct the

Bombings continue
British and American bombers carpeted
German cities with their millions of tons of
explosives and incendiary bombs creating
firestorms. They made little effort to target
railheads, fac to ries, docks or mil i tary
installations, deliberately killing millions

Terror bombing total war fare

The Munich agreement

writings, it was made clear that the War of
1861 was fo mented by in ter na tional
Jewish interests, especially the House of
Rothschild, and Grant considered the
B’nai B’rith a spy agency. The B’nai B’rith
created the ADL in 1913 (Transfer of
Power, by Elliott Germain, page 72).

less critical of our inactivity if they had
understood what we had done. Hitler would
have been willing at anytime to stop the
slaughter. Hitler was genuinely anxious to
reach with England an agreement confining
the action of aircraft to battle zones.”

Warrior Winston Churchill

Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain:
“Peace for our time.”

The paper Truth of 5 Janu ary 1952
stated that Mr. Oswald Pirow, South
African Minister of Defense, was sent on a
mission to Germany in 1938 by General
Smuts to ease tension on the Jewish issue.
The British Prime Minister told Pirow that
pressure of international Jewry was one of
the principal obstacles to an Anglo-German
accommodation and that it would greatly
help him resist that pressure if Hitler could
be induced to moderate his policy toward
the German Jews. Pirow stated that Hitler
viewed this idea with favor and an AngloGerman agreement was in sight; the effect
would have been, in the event of war, to
limit the conflict between Germany and
Russia, the other great powers intervening
to enforce their own terms when those two
combatants were exhausted.
However, the Four Nations Pact was not
to be. Jews put an end to it on 7 November
1938, just a few weeks after the Munich
Agreement and shortly before the journey
to Paris by the German Foreign Minister
von Ribbentrop, when a Polish Jew shot
the German third Secretary of State, Ernst
von Ruth, dead inside the German Embassy

would never resort to the deliberate attack
on women and children and other civilians
for the purpose of mere terrorism.”
Yet Chamberlain’s successor Winston
Churchill appointed as his personal advisor
the Jewish Professor Frederick Alexander
Lindemann who, later as Lord Cherwell,
recommended bombing German cities and
suggested that working class areas were
legitimate targets. From then onward (just
like during Lincoln’s War of 1861), the last
vestiges of civilized decency in warfare
were abandoned.
These terror bombings began 10 August
1940 with bombing the small open town of
Freiburg on the Swiss frontier. Fifty-three
civilians were killed, including twenty
children playing in the park, as reported by
a Mr. Taylor of the American Red Cross in
The New York Times on 3 May 1940. This
was before Germany began bombing any
British cities. Mr. J. M. Speight, principal
secretary to the Air Ministry, wrote in his
book The Splendid Decision:
“Adolf Hitler only undertook the bombing
of British ci vil ian targets af ter the RAF
had commenced bombing German civilian
targets. It gave Coventry, Birmingham,
Sheffield, Southampton the right to look
Kiev, Khark, Stalingrad and Sebastopol in
the face. Our Soviet allies would have been

In 1941, long be fore there was any
assembling of European Jews for Hitler’s
supposed extermination camps, Theodor
N. Kaufman, a Jew, wrote Germany Must
Perish, wherein he set forth a plan for the
total destruction of the German population
by the mass sterilization of all German men
and women between the ages of puberty
and sixty years old. He described how to
go about constructing the organization for
doing this. His book was thus the basis of
the Morgenthau Plan for total destruction
of German industry and the enslavement of
the German people. Naturally these plans
by Germany’s enemy got into the hands of
German Propaganda Minister Goebbels and
stiffened resistance throughout the Nation
to avoid defeat. The Morgenthau Plan was
the basis of discussions between Roosevelt
and Soviet dictator Josef (the Butcher)
Stalin acting through his liaison officer, a
Jew named Zborowski, and also formed
the basis of the Yalta Agreement.
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Netanyahu: “It is time to deport Africans”
newobserveronline.com

The time has come to “increase the
pace of deporting Africans” from Israel,
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has
announced, con firming that all 40,000
Blacks who invaded that country pretending
to be refugees will be forcibly deported
from the Jewish ethnostate.
As reported in the Jerusalem Post,
Netanyahu was ad dress ing the weekly
Is raeli cab i net meet ing on Sunday,
November 19, as it unanimously passed the
law closing down the Holot concentration
camp in southern Israel and drawing up
plans to deport all the Africans illegally
resident in that country.
Netanyahu said he has a “three-pronged
policy” to get rid of the Africans, with the
current focus being to “encourage most of
them to self-deport to a third country,”
which the Je ru sa lem Post claims is
Rwanda, but other reports have identified
as Uganda.
Netanyahu said the State had already
carried out the first two prongs of its strategy:
stopping the flow of new infiltrators by
building a wall and through legislation, as
well as getting more than 20,000 to “leave”

through the voluntary deportation program.
The third stage – forcible deportations –
he said, “can be carried out thanks to an
international agreement which I obtained
which al lows us to de port the 40,000
remaining infiltrators against their will…
“This is very important. This will allow
us to empty the Holot Detention Center in
the future and to redirect portions of the

large resources we are using there,” from
guarding the infiltrators “to other needs of
the State.”

Money moves

In Au gust, the Israeli High Court of
Justice ruled that if the State managed to
get a third country to accept the infiltrators
and passed a new law to exploit such a
deal, then deportation against the invaders’

will could become legal.
The de ci sion to forc ibly de port all
African invaders from Israel will not be
widely reported in the Jew ish-lobbycontrolled media directed at the gentile
West, for fear of expos ing the Israelsupporting Jewish lobby’s hypocrisy for
demanding that White countries take in as
many fake refugees as possible.

4,000 Africans invade Spain in one week
newobserveronline.com

4,000 Africans invaded Spain in a week
after November 9, many at the southern
port of Cartagena having been “rescued”
from 44 different boats over the previous
twelve hours, and another 40 found on two
boats in the Strait of Gibraltar.
Noted the International Organization
for Migration, for the period November 9
to 15, a total of 3,261 invaders landed in
Spain – a dramatic 292 percent increase
over the previous week when “only” 832
invaded Europe via that route.
Spain has become the preferred route to
Europe after the crypto-communist fake
“charities” were halting from acting a free

taxi services to Italy.
The invaders have decided to focus on
the shorter crossing route into Spain after
their free transport services stopped, and
this has resulted in a steady increase in the
invasion numbers via the Strait of Gibraltar.
According to the IOM, so far this year
some 17,687 nonWhites have invaded
Spain by sea this year in total – which
means that more than 20 percent have
landed in just one week alone.
A further 5,473 have invaded Spain by
land, bringing the total this year so far to
23,160. For all of 2016, “only” 13,246
landed in Spain, according to IOM figures.
The 461 fake refugees who landed on

that Saturday were on boats reportedly
launched from Algeria, and they were
“rescued” by the Navy, and the Guardia
Civil police – and tended to by the Red
Cross, media reported.
The media quoted Francisco Bernabe,
the Spanish representative in the region of
Murcia, as saying that the invasion was a
“coordinated and unacceptable attack on
our borders.”

Summit was being hosted by President of
the European Commission Jean-Claude
Juncker and Swed ish Prime Min ister
Stefan Löfven. At the meet ing in
Gothenburg, the heads of E. U. institutions,
the heads of State and government of the
European Union’s member States, as well
as social partners, were discussing how to
facilitate the proliferation of fair working
conditions and economic growth within
the European Union.
The goal of the summit was for the
Eu ro pean Par lia ment, the Coun cil of
Europe and the European Commission to

jointly announce the establishment of a
European pillar of social rights, while
stressing that the three institutions fully
support the twenty principles and rights
included within the pillar. The initiative
aimed at establishing the social pillar was
announced by Jean-Claude Juncker in his
2015 speech on the state of the European
Union, and the official proposal was put
forward by the European Commission in
April 2017.
The participants of the Gothenburg
summit will also be reviewing the future of
education and culture.

herself with creating uniforms for female
pregnant soldiers. Ilse Koch, “die Hexe
von Buchenwald,” falsely accused of the
silliest, unsubstantiated crimes, was meant
to be hanged, but the American government
de sisted because she was found to be
pregnant. Killing her would have also
killed her unborn child. During the Third
Reich no woman be ing preg nant was
executed. But modern day Germany does
not seem to have such qualms. In war a
soldier is meant to kill or be killed. The
fetus would be killed with the woman
soldier. Another point: Are these female
soldiers just meant for parades and for
show and no actual fighting is expected of
them? Then the whole idea of female
soldiers in the army is a charade.
In George Orwell’s dystopia 1984, Julia,
the lover of Winston Smith as a single
woman, has to live in a women’s dorm. She
hated it and told Winston: “I live in the
stench of women.” I don’t have to live in
the stench of women, but I start to resent
being surrounded by women in authority,
especially government. Wherever I look,
in Germany the majority of mayors seem to
be women. In Pforzheim the female mayor
and her associate mayor speculated without
authority in derivatives and were badly
burnt. Pforzheim is bankrupt. Men had to
clean up the mess. But nobody dared to
convict these two women of maleficence.
The female mayor of Cologne showed the
German women how to prevent being
sexually molested. “Put your hands up
with palms to the outside!” What is even
better than just being a woman when you
run for a government position is being a
lesbian.

meeting. What achievement is there in
being a lesbian which merits an applause? I
personally do not want to know about the
sexual practices of any man or woman. I
wish to be spared! My husband and I had
children and therefore were two in one
flesh, but we did not go around and tell
anybody what went on in the privacy of the
bedroom. Why can’t the gays, the lesbians,
the transsexuals, etc., etc., do likewise and
shut up?

Rescues

Other media reported that the number of
invaders plucked from the sea was as high
as 600, with patrols intercepting more than
110 Africans in the Alboran Sea, between
Morocco and Spain’s Andalusian coast.

One State finds its salvation
hungarianambiance.com

“The Hungarian model works and we
Hungarians have no intention of replacing
it,” Prime Minister Viktor Orbán said at the
E. U. Social Summit on November 17 in
Gothenburg.
In his speech at the session on “Changing
Jobs to Meet Chal lenges,” the Prime
Min is ter high lighted: “We are hear ing
many good sug gestions, and during my
period as Prime Minister I too have taken
part in several similar meetings aimed at

own mod els must be valued, and “we
Hungarians, who have been pulled out of
the economic crisis by our own model, also
have no intention of replacing our own
model.”
The Prime Minister added that he didn’t
think other countries could automatically
apply the Hungarian model, “but perhaps
they could use certain elements of it.”

Seeking a federal model
Friday was the first time in twenty years
that the leaders of the European Union’s
member States held a Social Summit. The

Feminism
By Christine Miller

O

Viktor Orbán

giving each other good ideas, and there are
several good ideas on the table again today,
for instance the expansion of the E. U.’s
higher education program, Erasmus… But
the success of our policies doesn’t depend
on the quality of our ideas; the key to
success is being capable of constructing a
system out of good ideas, and whether we
are capable of establishing models using
excellent ideas,” he pointed out.

Self government
“Hungary was in a very deep depression
prior to 2010, but we es tab lished a
Hungarian model,” he reminded those
present.
“The Hungarian model rests on three
pil lars. The first is that we set full
employment as our goal and want to build
a work-based econ omy,” he said. “The
second is that we do not want external help
to solve our workforce or demographic
problems, meaning we do not want to solve
problems through immigration,” he added.
“And thirdly, we want to be flexible with
re la tion to job mar ket reg u la tions; tax
regulations and dual training are both very
flexible,” he explained.

“Seven years ago, the rate
of unemployment in Hungary
was 12.5 percent, today it is 4
percent; growth was at minus
5-6 percent, today it is at plus
4 percent, and government
debt is being permanently
kept under three percent,”
he said.
Mr. Orbán said that in his opinion our

millercbm@gmail.com

ne of my favorite novels is Brot, by
Karl Heinrich Waggerl. The hero of the
book, Si mon, builds
a homestead in the
mountainous wilderness
miles away from the
near est vil lage. The
f a r m h a v i n g b e en
established he and his
wife, Regina, have a
summer guest from the
city, Anita. After the
field is harvested, plowed and harrowed
Simon sets out to sow winter wheat. He
raises his hand up high to disperse the
seeds as evenly as possible. The summer
guest who enjoys helping with the chores
asks Simon to let her reach into his seed
apron and try her hand at seed ing too.
Simon says: “No, not that, woman!”
The good instinct that Simon had is
gone in the Western World. For Simon,
man is the rightful sower of the seed,
woman is the good earth which receives
the seed, harbors it over winter and brings
it forth in spring to bear fruit in the fall.

Natural order
We have a pond with a little is land.
Every spring a pair of wild geese come, to
take repossession of the nest on the island.
The female goose patiently sits on her eggs
while the male patrols the area and tries to
lure us away from the nest. He is the
protector of the female, the nest and his and
her offspring, the goslings.
Recently I saw a photo of the defense
ministers of the varied European Nations.
They were all women. Women have not
only usurped sowing the seed which they
can’t produce (is that why so many women
are frustrated and use anti-depressants?) –
they also usurped the male prerogative to
protect the nest. The female defense minister
of Germany, Ursula von der Leyen, concerns

Silly people

Biden praised Baldwin, one of our
senators from Wisconsin, for outing herself.
In Germany Alice Weidel, member of the
AfD, outed her self as a les bian. The
audience awarded her with applause. Only
Günter Deckert dared to walk out of the

A most shameless woman
Angela Merkel (her maiden name
Kasner is Germanized from the Polish
Kazniertzak by her father) hates Germany
and is committing high treason against the
German people and breaking her oath
which she swore to rule for the benefit of
the Germans. The “German“ media call her
“Mutti” Merkel despite the fact that she is
childless. She is the wicked stepmother out
of Grimm’s fairy tales who wants to kill
her stepdaughter, Germany, and replace the
Germans with a plethora of foreigners.
What men did not accomplish with two
World wars to eradicate Germany and the
Germans according to Theodore Kaufman’s
dictum Germany Must Perish, a determined
woman has come close to achieving. When
Germans welcomed the “asylum seekers”
at the train stations with teddy bears and
balloons, they were all girls.
Women are ruled by feelings. In short,
they have more soul. Men are ruled by
thinking; they have more brains. For a
stable society, both have to be balanced.
This balance is gone, and what we have
now is a touchy-feely, do goody-goody,
feministic, crazy society. Our laws which
were made by thinking men have become
meaningless and are being supplanted by
sentiment, or shall I say sentimentality? So
many men seem to have submitted to that
mentality. Let the African asylum seekers
in and thereby abolish ourselves. The
height of decadence is self-destruction.
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Another look at the facts
When the Presidio shut down in
San Francisco as a U. S. base, the
Gorbachev Foundation located its
offices there. Said Gorbachev: “This
is a symbol of our irreversible
transition… to a new world order.”
By Elliott Germain

American Defense Party
Roosevelt that there was a run on the banks
to exchange the paper “gold certificates”
for their real gold, Roosevelt outlawed the
redemption of paper into gold. Roosevelt
used the exact same law (the very same
wording) that was written for Lincoln to
suspend the use of specie.

Transfer of Power

This irreversible transition is akin to
the irreversible “legal
fiction” of America’s
“reconstruction” which
our States have yet to
clearly de fine, much
less reverse.
George H. W. Bush
(for mer CIA) joined
(former KGB) Mikhail
Gorbachev in the Gorbachev Foundation’s
“State of the World Forum,” a presentation
ti tled: “To ward a New Civ i li za tion:
Launching a Global Initiative.”

New World Odor
George Bush said of his relationship
with Gorbachev:
“Out of these troubled times a New
World Order can emerge… this is the vision
I share with Mr. Gorbachev.”
This plan wouldn’t be complete without
a word from a Rockefeller of the time –
David Rockefeller: “This present window of
opportunity during which a truly peaceful
and interdependent World Order might be
built will not be open for long.”
He thus implied that the culmination of
centuries of work is now reduced to a brief
“window of opportunity.”
The mystery of today’s chaotic world
can be solved by looking more closely at
the Treason of 1861. It goes further back
than that, but that is far enough to get the
picture. The key to restoring the American
National and State Constitutions, and the
liberty and justice therein, is to be found by
unraveling the legal fiction of America’s
re con struc tion. How ever, cau tion is
required: legal fiction is not defenseless;
but it is vulnerable, vulnerable to the truth
and to the letter of the law. The liberty
guaranteed by the Constitution will only
belong to the people again if and when
“We the People” claim it.
Fast forward….
The war that began against the American
people in 1861 by certain persons within
our gov ernment has not ended. Those
radicals indeed have died, but the hidden
agenda has per petu ated to this day. The
military war ended in 1865, but then it
transformed into a war of law. The power
in Washington D.C. has never openly
admitted the Constitution is overthrown,
which is a chink in their armor. Technically
we will not be a conquered people until
they openly abandon the Constitution.
They could live in the quasi-constitutional
status forever and maintain a high degree
of control, but avarice and greed are never
content with leaving loose ends that could
reverse their powers no matter how remote
the possibility might be.

Communism’s hangout
Their final strategy to conquer America
must include destroying any remnants of
our Constitutions. This attempt will likely
come through international treaties that
may yield America’s national sovereignty
“voluntarily” to a world government.
After Karl Marx observed the War of
1861 and upon its conclusion, he stated
that the world revolution would best be
served operating from the United States.
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Karl Marx

But national and world revolutions require
maintenance; tyranny is not automatically
perpetual, even collective tyrants have had
setbacks.
When the War of 1861 ended and after
martial law was lifted in 1877, despite the
best efforts of the federal iron fist, liberty
began to return. Lincoln and the radical
stooges gained more power over America
than any predecessor. Then Congress even
exceeded Lincoln’s military treason by
crafting irreversible legal fictions; yet that
radical Congress died off. Newer members
not privy to the deliberate dismantling of
the Constitution were elected. Although
the legal mechanism established by the
13th Amendment voided the body of the
Constitution, legal arguments were made
that State citizens still enjoyed rights as
guaranteed under the Constitution.
As the war politicians retired to their
graves, the Su preme Court tilted more
toward the conservative interpretation of
the law. But, make no mistake, the bankers
who had caused this trouble were still
around in the per sons of their dynastic
children. And whenever America gets too
close to repairing the Constitution, the
bankers step in, hire new politicians and
repeat those political tactics, establishing
more effective controls through the further
expansion of federal powers.
The best way to express this statement is
to give a comparison of Lincoln’s assuming
powers with Roosevelt’s grab for powers
in the 1930s. The latter’s actions were also
scripted by international bankers, aimed to
achieve the second major phase of a plan.
Lincoln conquered the government, while
Roosevelt would conquer the economy.

Comparison One
Lincoln began his 1861 war by issuing
Executive Order #1, which suspended the
Constitution and gave him martial law
powers to enforce a naval blockade of
Confederate ports and North Carolina, a
State that had not seceded.
When Franklin Roosevelt became U. S.
President he decided to declare “war” on
the economic depression caused by those
same bankers who scripted his economic
remedies. Therefore, on March 9, 1933, he
declared an “economic emergency” giving
himself dictatorial authority that, with or
without Congress, would supposedly mean
emergency actions to defeat the economic
threat to America.

Comparison Two
Lincoln, operating under martial law,
ordered Congress back into an emergency
session, giving him power over Congress.
When Roosevelt became President, he
issued Executive Order #2038, and called
Congress into an emergency session.

Comparison Three
After Lincoln printed his “greenbacks”
there was a run on the banks to exchange
them for “specie” (gold coins) but there
wasn’t enough specie to back the “paper”
so he suspended the use of specie.
After the Federal Reserve Bank advised

When the Supreme Court was going to
hear a case in 1863 which questioned the
legal standing of Lincoln’s blockading the
State of North Carolina before that State
had seceded, Lincoln stacked the court and
won. This was also the case when the
Supreme Court ruled against Lincoln’s use
of martial law, Exparte Milligan (1864),
after which, the Court was again stacked
before hearing the Exparte McCardle case
which would have ruled on the legality of
reconstruction. Lincoln’s “New America”
Supreme Court declined jurisdiction in the
McCardle case.
The Supreme Court ruled in the 1935
case of Butler versus the United States that
Roosevelt’s “New Deal” policies had no
constitutional power over the individual
States. Roosevelt followed the Lincoln
playbook and stacked the Court so that, in
1937, Roosevelt’s “New America” U. S.
Supreme Court reversed the decision. In
the Butler decision, because Roosevelt had
declared “war” on America’s economy, the
Supreme Court ruled that Article III courts
cannot decide on what is a state of “war”;
that was a political question. The Supreme
Court declined jurisdiction.

Comparison Five
Lincoln remarked that the “old Union”
could not be saved and that a “new Union”
must be established in its place.
Roosevelt said: “We will never go back
to the old system.”
So the Roosevelt regime updated the
work of Lincoln and Thaddeus Stevens,
but the “New Deal” got more permanent
and more specific and made the entire
American economy federal business.
The legal mechanism used to make the
federal government overseer of all American
businesses was a congressional act from
World War I: the 1917 “Trading with the
Enemy Act.” That act regarded possession
of all “trade and property” of anyone in
America trading with Germany. Roosevelt’s
allies in Congress took the exact wording
of that act and subtracted the reference to
“enemies” and inserted the “people of the
United States.” Mean ing: this war was
economic, and the enemy in this war was
the American people, and so to win this
economic war, Roosevelt and his advisors
at the Federal Reserve Bank stepped in to
control those “enemy trading Americans.”
This act implied that we no longer had a
“personal” standing in court because we
spend money, and spending money was a
threat to the economy, thus the remaining
status of con stitutional citizen ship was
reduced to a commercial status. This tactic,
making citizens parties to an “economic”
war, created a legal fiction to “justify” the
use of “war or emergency” powers, thus
blocking a citizen’s access to constitutional
legal remedies.
This is the basis of authority for the
government to require the many licenses
for everything that affects the economy,
and this is where a person’s deeds to
intra-State prop erty became subject to
federal controls. Meaning, under rules of
war, all property can be seized for “public
use,” even to support our national debt.
When Roosevelt began his assault on
American liberty it did not go unnoticed.
There have always been Americans who
were concerned enough to pay attention
and willing to speak out in the face of
tyranny. One such example is found in a
statement made by Congressman Beck in
1933 as he argued against the assumption
of such powers by Roosevelt. Congressman

Beck:

“I think of all the damnable
heresies that have ever been
suggested in connection with
the Constitution, the Doctrine
of Emergency is the worst. It
means that when Congress
declares an emergency, there
is no Constitution.”
The Lincoln-invoked, congressionally
extended martial law powers ended in
1877. Question: How long have the 1933
Roosevelt-invoked “emergency powers”
lasted? Answer: In 1973, U. S. Senator
Frank Church led a Senate committee
called the “Spe cial Committee on the
termination of the National Emergency” to
study Nixon’s use of emergency powers.
Senator Church stumbled into something
much bigger than he expected. The report
of the committee stated:
“Since March 9, 1933, the United States
has been in a state of declared emergency
… hundreds of statutes delegate to the
President extraordinary powers… This
vast range of powers, taken to gether,
confer enough authority to rule the country
without reference to normal constitutional
processes.
“Under the powers delegated by these
statutes, the President may: seize property;
organize and control the means of production;
seize com mod i ties; as sign mil i tary
forces abroad; institute martial law; seize
and con trol all trans por ta tion and
communication; regulate the operation of
private enterprise; restrict travel; and in a
plethora of particular ways, control the
lives of all Americans.”
Senator Church said:
“If the President can create crimes by
fiat and without congressional approval,
our system is not much different from that
of the communists….”

Too little, too late
Senator Church and his committee
voted to end the national “emergency”
but left in place Section 5, which was the
Trading with the Enemy Act as amended to
apply to citizens spending money which is
the core of all post-Roosevelt Executive
Orders with their Washington bureaucratic
administrations. In other words they did
nothing to end the emergency powers.
Those extra-constitutional powers remain
in place today. If Senator Church truly
eliminated the emergency powers, it would
have resulted in an “emergency” (Catch
22). This determination makes Roosevelt’s
usurpation of the Constitution, by their
inter pretation, irre versible. Lincoln and
the Radical Repub licans created their
“irreversible” treason; and Roosevelt and
the Radical Democrats created their own
ver sion of “emergency ir re vers ible”
trea son.
It should be noted here that the transition
from the Rad i cal Re pub li cans to the
Radical Democrats was done beginning
with “Virginian” Woodrow Wilson. Wilson’s
Presidency began in 1913. The Republican
version of the Federal Reserve Act, the
Aldrich bill, failed because Americans
were well aware of the collusion between
the Republicans and the bankers. The
bankers switched parties, recruited two
Democrats to reintroduce it as the GlassOwen Bill and the Federal Reserve Act
passed with President Wilson’s blessing and
signature. The switch had occurred, but
only at the highest levels in Washington.
The bankers needed to merge elements of
the Republican Party into the Democrat
Party.

WWII – the hustle

The South, resentful of the 1861 Transfer
of Power, continued to vote Democrat, in
what came to be known as the Southern
Democrats. The Republicans could not
implement their revolution fast enough
because the South ern Democrats were
standing as a block in opposition. President
Roosevelt’s was the administration that

— Transfer of Power —
accomplished this “party switch” promoting
big government intrusions. Roosevelt was
elected to four terms as President and,
though he died in office in his 12th year, it
was enough time to complete the transition
of “big brother” from Radical Republicans
to Radical Democrats.
The economic emergency that the bankers
pro vided to Roo se velt al lowed him to
introduce his big government socialistic
ideas into an economy that he controlled
through his ill-gotten emergency powers.
The “federal citizens” that were once the
“possession” of the Republicans became
the voting “chattel” of the party that now
created higher levels of entitlements with
patronizing rhetoric claiming to compensate
for historical victimizations. The Southern
Democrats turned to a third party, the
States Rights Party (Dixiecrats) but it fell
short of com pet ing with the mon ied
parties. The Democrat South migrated into
the Republican Party.
What can be said about the his toric
position in which we find ourselves today?
Are we the pos ter ity of our Found ing
Fathers only by our bloodline, or can we be
their equals in our deeds? The majority of
Americans refuse to question the existing
authority; they’re slaves to their possessions,
jobs and cowardice. What is the fate of a
Democracy whose majority has been
bought off with the trinkets of daily life?
If the majority submits to such domestic
tyranny, can we expect them to rise up
when global tyranny ascends to the throne,
offering trinkets and altruisms? As these
evils surely come to fruition, does liberty’s
last brigade have a single workable option?

Proclamation for liberty
When in the course of hu man events
it be comes nec es sary for one peo ple to
dis solve the bands that tie them with
another, it is prudent for that people to list
the grievances which have caused this
course of action.
Our law ful needs have al ready been
established by our forefathers and because
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there has been no war against us nor
subsequent treaty with us to explain our
loss of rights, legally we cannot, and have
not, been deprived of those rights. The rights
which we were given by our forefathers
were non-revokable rights. And no legal
fiction, whether presented as a congressional
bill, Executive Order, or constitutional
amendment or any other illegally obtained
legislation, judicial review, treaty or compact
can separate the liberty established by our
forefathers from us, their posterity.

Nullification
Ours is not a conflict of one people
against another, but a conflict devised by
certain persons within our government to
divest We the People from our guaranteed
cultural sovereignty. The usurpation of our
rights by our own Executive, Legislative
and Judicial Branches of government
through acts of legal fiction are not to be
accepted as the legitimate Rule of Law by
We the People. Therefore, any claim of
governmental authority over the original
citizens of the States derived from such
attempts at legal fiction cannot be accepted
as a de facto Rule of Law.
This chal lenge to all le gal fic tions
perpetrated against the posterity, that is, the
heirs of the Constitution, is written to be
exact and concise enough to leave the
perpetrators with nowhere to hide. Their
deceptions at law are no lon ger able to
conceal this agenda of avarice and greed.
They will no longer be able to successfully
hide behind the pretense of their selfpro claimed justifiable cause whether
masquerading as a “national emergency”
or to protect the so-called “public safety”
or “civil order,” or to suppress any more
contrived “insurrections or rebellions,” or

enforce so-called “appropriate legislation”
in defense of human rights. None of these
clever tactics can usurp the Law of the
Land nor excuse their legal evasion of this
challenge at law.
Neither does the Pretender to the Throne
have the option to ig nore or refute our
lawful claim or deny our proclamation of
grievances based upon their claim that our
actions are feigned because entangled in or
benefiting from the socialistic network that
they have created. There is no le gal
slight-of-hand that can assert that “We the
People” have been removed from our
constitutional rights by force or by legal
submissions. This claim is constitutional
and can be proved to be true. But where
can it be proved in court? Both Article III
and Article I Courts have become tributary
courts serving the Pretender to the Throne
and therefore are by their present nature
hos tile and prej u diced against We the
Posterity. There is no justice to be found
among them; we know them by their fruits.
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the ob vi ous ten dency and in ev i ta ble
con se quence of which would be to
transform the present republican system of
the United States, into an absolute, or at
best a mixed monarchy.”
How much more authoritative judgement
could Americans require than these words
from the Father of the Constitution? If any
other authority were requested, it would
likely be a solicitation from the minions
who wield the new powers; and so let them
judge their assumption of powers by the
words of the author of the Declaration of
Independence, Thomas Jefferson, in his
warnings against the assumption of powers
by the federal government of 1798, in his
Kentucky Resolution:
“Re solved, That the sev eral States
composing the United States of America,

Early warnings
Legal fictions have been used to subvert
our rights and create a myriad of national
courts and bureaucracies superior to, yet
un au tho rized by, the Con sti tu tion. This
federal consolidation of sovereign States
unto itself has had the effect of reducing
the American people to the subservient
condition as feared by the author of the
U. S. Constitution, James Madison, who
stated in his Virginia Resolution of 1798:
“…this Assembly doth explicitly… declare
that it views the pow ers of the federal
government… as limited by the plain sense
intention of the instrument constituting the
compact… and that in case of a deliberate
… and dangerous exercise of other powers
…the States… are in duty bound, to
interpose for arresting the progress of the
evil… That the General Assembly doth also
express its deep regret, that a spirit… has
been manifested by the federal government
to enlarge its powers… so as to consolidate
the States by degrees, into one sovereignty,

Thomas Jefferson

are not united on the principle of unlimited
submission to their general government…
and whensoever the general government
assumes undelegated powers, its acts are
unauthoritative, void, and of no force…
that the gov ern ment cre ated by this
compact was not made the exclusive or
final judge of the extent of the powers
delegated to itself; because that would have
made its discretion, not the Constitution,
the measure of its powers… each party has
an equal right to judge for itself….”
The above is from Transfer of Power, 270 page book
by Elliott Germain, yours PPD for $10 check or cash.
Liberty Nation, P. O. Box 464, Hanover, VA 23069

Karzai: U. S. colluding with Daesh in Afghanistan

Former Afghan President Hamid Karzai
presstv.com

Former Afghanistan President Hamid
Karzai says the U. S. is colluding with
Daesh in that country and allowing the
Takfiri group to flourish across the
war-stricken land.
“In my view, un der the full [U. S.]
presence, surveillance, military, political,
intelligence, Daesh has emerged,” he told
Qatar’s Al Jazeera television last month in
an interview.
“And for two years, the Afghan people
came, cried aloud about their suffering, of
violations. Nothing was done,” he said.
The terrorist outfit began establishing a
notable presence in Afghanistan almost a
year after making sweeping land grabs in
Iraq and Syria in 2014.
It has mostly been pop u lating the
eastern province of Nangarhar, from where
it has carried out high-profile brutal attacks
at major population centers in the Central
Asian country.
Karzai said the U. S. administration of
President Donald Trump had also used
Daesh as an excuse to drop a massive
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bomb on Afghanistan in April 2017.
Also known as “mother of all bombs”
(MOAB), GBU-43, the largest non-nuclear
bomb which the U. S. has used in combat,
was dropped in the Achin District of the
province.
“And the next day, Daesh takes the next
district in Afghanistan,” Karzai said. “That
proves to us that there is a hand in it and
that hand can be no one else but them (the
U. S.) in Afghanistan,” he added.

Karzai con demned the
at tack as “in hu man and a
most bru tal mis use” of
Af ghan i stan as a “test ing
ground for new and dangerous
weapons.”
He also welcomed a recent call by the
International Criminal Court (ICC) chief
prosecutor to investigate war crimes in
Afghanistan.
“She’s right to launch such a thorough

His suc ces sor Don ald Trump also
promised to scale back the U. S. military
involvement in Afghanistan but, ever since
his in au gu ra tion in Jan u ary, the U. S.
president has ordered a deployment of
thousands more troops to the war-torn
country.
The U. S. has dropped the largest non-nuclear
bomb in the coun try’s ar se nal on an area of
eastern Afghanistan.

What’s more American than resistance
to tyranny? We must stop entering that
sheepfold called the voting booth!

investigation,” Karzai said, referring to
ICC Chief Prosecutor Fatou Bensouda. He
said he would help with any investigation,
even into his own potential complicity.
The U. S., under Republican George W.
Bush’s presidency, invaded Afghanistan
on Oc to ber 7, 2001. That of fen sive
removed the Taliban regime from power,
but violence never subsided in the country.
The militants have made a resurgence and
are now present across about half of the
country.
Af ter be coming pres ident in 2008,
Barack Obama, a Democrat, vowed to end
the war but did not live up to his promise.
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U. S. sanctions itself, not Russia
“Ri vals will ‘in ev i ta bly’
replace American firms blocked
from Russia by U. S. sanctions.”
– Putin
rt.com

“By banning ExxonMobil from
working in our Arctic, [the U. S.] only
deprived it from an interesting project
that could have boosted the U. S.
economy and created more jobs in the
U. S., bringing in revenues and taxes,” the
Russian president advised reporters on
November 11 at a press conference at the
APEC summit in Vietnam. Adding that the
oil giant is just one case among others,
Putin warned: “Your [U. S. companies’]
place will be taken over by ri vals. It is

inevitable in the modern world.”
Saying that “everyone wants to work in
Russia,” Pres ident Putin noted that the
majority of businesses that attended the St.
Petersburg International Economic Forum
(SPIEF) in June were from the United
States.

Although relations are still “in a state of
crisis,” Moscow is ready “to turn the page
and move on, look into the future and solve
problems important both to the people of
the U. S. and Russia.” Putin expressed
hope for cooperation within the “sphere of
security, and of economic interaction,
which has dropped to virtually zero.”
In 2011, for mer Exxon CEO Rex
Tillerson clinched a deal with Russian
State-owned oil company Rosneft, paving
the way for ex ploration in the Russian
Arctic, the Black Sea and Siberia. However,
U. S. sanctions imposed on Russia over the
Ukraine crisis forced Exxon to suspend its
cooperation, costing the company up to $1
billion in losses.
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The Turner Diaries
By Andrew Macdonald
William Pierce

a.k.a. Dr.

SolarGeneral.com

Chapter III

September 21, 1991.
Every muscle in my body
aches. Yesterday we spent
ten hours hiking, digging and
carrying loads of weapons
through the woods. This eve ning we
moved all our sup plies from the old
apartment to our new hideout.
It was a little before noon yesterday
when we reached the turn off near
Bellefonte and left the highway. We drove
as close to our cache as we could, but the
old mining road we had used three years
earlier was blocked and impassable more
than a mile short of the point where we
intended to park. The bank above the road
had collapsed, and it would have taken a
bulldozer to clear the way. (Note to the
reader: Throughout his diaries Turner used
so-called “English units” of measurement,
which were still in common use in North
America during the last years of the Old
Era. For the reader not familiar with these
units, a “mile” was 1.6 ki lo me ters, a
“gallon” was 3.8 liters, a “foot” was .30
meter, a “yard” was .91 meter, an “inch”
was 2.5 centimeters, and a “pound” was the
weight of .45 kilogram – approximately.)
The consequence was that we had
nearly a two-mile hike each way instead of
less than half a mile. And it took three
round trips to get everything to the car. We
brought shovels, a rope, and a couple of
large canvas mail sacks (courtesy of the
U. S. Postal Service), but, as it turned out,
these tools were woefully inadequate for
the task.
Hiking from the car to the cache with
our shovels on our shoulders was actually
refreshing, after the long drive up from
Washington.
The day was pleasantly cool, the autumn
woods were beautiful, and the old dirt
road, though heavily overgrown, provided
easy walking most of the way.
Even digging down to the top of the oil
drum (actually a 50-gallon chemical drum
with a removable lid) in which we had
sealed our weapons wasn’t too bad. The
ground was fairly soft, and it took us less
than an hour to excavate a five-foot-deep
pit and tie our rope to the handles which
had been welded to the lid of the drum.
Then our trouble began. The two of us
tugged on the rope as hard as we could, but
the drum wouldn’t budge an inch. It was as
if it had been set in concrete.
Although the full drum weighed nearly
400 pounds, two of us had been able to
lower it into the pit without undue difficulty three years ago. At that time, of
course, there had been several inches of
clearance all around it. Now the earth had
settled and was packed tightly against the
metal.
We gave up trying to get the drum out of
the hole and decided to open it where it
was. To do that we had to dig for nearly
another hour, enlarging the hole and
clearing a few inches all around the top of
the drum so we could get our hands on the
locking band which secured the lid. Even
so, l had to go into the hole headfirst, with
Henry holding my legs.
Although the outside of the drum had
been painted with as phalt to pre vent
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cor ro sion, the lock ing le ver it self was
thoroughly rusted, and I broke the only
screwdriver we had trying to pry it loose.
Finally, after much pounding, I was able to
pry the lever out from the drum with the
end of a shovel. With the locking band
loosened, however, the lid remained as
tightly in place as ever, apparently stuck to
the drum by the asphalt coating we had
applied.
Working upside down in the narrow
hole was difficult and exhausting. We had
no tool satisfactory for wedging under the
lip of the lid and pry ing it up. Finally,
almost in desperation, I once again tied the
rope to one of the handles on the lid. Henry
and I gave a hard tug, and the lid popped
off!
Then it was just a matter of my going
headfirst into the hole again, supporting
myself with one arm on the edge of the
drum, and passing the carefully wrapped
bundles of weapons up past my body so
that Henry could reach them. Some of the
larger bundles – and that included six
sealed tins of ammunition – were both too
heavy and too bulky for this method and
had to be hauled up by rope.
Needless to say, by the time we had the
drum empty I was completely pooped. My
arms ached, my legs were unsteady, and my
clothing was drenched with perspiration.
But we still had to carry more than 300
pounds of munitions half a mile through
dense woods, uphill to the road, and then
more than a mile back to the car.
With proper pack frames to distribute
the loads on our backs we might have
carried everything out in one trip. It could
have been done easily in two trips. But
with only the awkward mail sacks, which
we had to carry in our arms, it took three
excruciatingly painful trips.
We had to stop every hundred yards or
so and put our loads down for a minute,
and the last two trips were made in total
darkness.
Anticipating a daylight operation, we
hadn’t even brought a flashlight. If we
don’t do a better job of plan ning our
operations in the future, we have some
rough times ahead!
On the way back to Washington we
stopped at a small roadside cafe near
Hagerstown for sandwiches and coffee.
There were about a dozen people in the
place, and the 11 O’clock news was just
beginning on the TV set behind the counter
when we walked in. It was a news broadcast
I’ll never forget.
The big story of the day was what the
Organization had been up to in Chicago.
The System, it seems, had killed one of our
people, and in turn we had killed three of
theirs and then engaged in a spectacular –
and successful – gunfight with the authorities.
Nearly the whole newscast was occupied
in recounting these events.
We already knew from the papers that
nine of our members had been arrested in
Chicago last week, and apparently they
had had a rough time in the Cook County
Jail, where one of them had died. It was
impossible to be sure exactly what had
happened from what the TV announcer
said, but if the System had behaved true to
form the authorities had stuck our people
individually into cells full of Blacks and
then shut their eyes and ears to what
en sued.
That has long been the Sys tem’s
extra-legal way of punishing our people
when they can’t pin anything on them that
will “stick” in the courts. It’s a more
ghastly and dread ful punishment than
any thing which ever took place in a
medieval torture chamber or in the cellars
of the KGB. And they can get away with it
because the news media usually won’t
even admit that it happens. After all, if
you’re trying to convince the public that
the races are really equal, how can you
admit that it’s worse to be locked in a cell
full of Black criminals than in a cell full of
White ones?

Anyway, the day after our man – the
newscaster said his name was Carl
Hodges, someone I’ve not heard of before
– was killed, the Chicago Organization
fulfilled a promise they’d made more than
a year ago, in the event one of our people
was ever seriously hurt in a Chicago jail.
They ambushed the Cook County sheriff
outside his home and blew his head off
with a shotgun. They left a note pinned to
his body which read: “This is for Carl
Hodges.”
That was last Sat ur day night. On
Sunday the System was up in arms. The
sheriff of Cook County had been a political
bigwig, a front-rank shabbos goy, and they
were really raising hell.
Although they broadcast the news only
to the Chicago area on Sunday, they trotted
out several pillars of the community there
to de nounce the as sas sina tion and the
Organization in special TV appearances.
One of the spokesmen was a “responsible
conservative,” and another was the head of
the Chicago Jewish community. All of
them described the Organization as a
“gang of racist bigots” and called on “all
right-thinking Chicagoans” to cooperate
with the political police in apprehending
the “racists” who had killed the sheriff.
Well, early this morning the responsible
conservative lost both his legs and suffered
severe internal injuries when a bomb wired
to the ignition of his car exploded. The
Jewish spokesman was even less fortunate.
Someone walked up to him while he was
waiting for an elevator in the lobby of his
office build ing, pulled a hatchet from
under his coat, cleaved the good Jew’s
head from crown to shoulder blades, then
dis ap peared in the rush-hour crowd.
The Organization immediately claimed
responsibility for both acts.
Af ter that, it really hit the fan. The
gov er nor of Il li nois or dered Na tional
Guard troops into Chicago to help local
police and FBI agents hunt for Organization
members. Thou sands of persons were
being stopped on Chicago streets today
and asked to prove their identity. The
System’s paranoia is really showing.
This afternoon three men were cornered
in a small apartment building in Cicero.
The whole block was surrounded by
troops, while the trapped men shot it out
with the police. TV crews were all over the
place, anxious not to miss the kill. One of
the men in the apartment apparently had a
sniper’s rifle, because two Black cops
more than a block away were picked off
before it was realized that Blacks were
being singled out as targets and uniformed
White cops were not being shot at. This
White im mu nity ap par ently was not
ex tended to the plain clothes po lit ical
police, however, because an FBI agent was
killed by a burst of submachine-gun fire
from the apartment when he momentarily
exposed himself to hurl a teargas grenade
through a window.
We watched breathlessly as this action
was shown on the TV screen, but the real
climax came for us when the apartment
was stormed and found empty. A quick
room-by-room search of the building also
failed to turn up the gunmen.

Disappointment at this outcome was
evident in the TV newsman’s voice, but a
man sitting at the other end of the counter
from us whistled and clapped when it was
announced that the “racists” had apparently
slipped away. The waitress smiled at this,
and it seemed clear to us that, while there
certainly was no unanimous approval for
the Orga ni za tion’s ac tions in Chicago,
neither was there unanimous disapproval.
Almost as if the System anticipated this
reaction to the afternoon’s events, the news
scene switched to Washington, where the
attorney general of the United States had
called a spe cial news con fer ence. The
attorney general announced to the nation
that the federal government was throwing
all its police agencies into the effort to root
out the Organization. He described us as
“depraved, racist criminals” who were
mo tivated solely by hatred and who
wanted to “undo all the prog ress toward
true equality” which had been made by the
System in recent years.
All citizens were warned to be alert and
to assist the government in breaking up the
“racist conspiracy.” Anyone observing any
suspicious action, especially on the part of
a stranger, was to report it immediately to
the nearest FBI office or Human Relations
Council.
And then he said some thing very
indiscreet, which really betrayed how
worried the System is. He stated that any
citizen found to be concealing information
about us or offering us any comfort or
assistance “would be dealt with severely.”
Those were his very words, the sort of
thing one might expect to hear in the Soviet
Union, but which would ring harshly on
most Amer i can ears, de spite the best
propaganda efforts of the media to justify
it.
All the risks taken by our peo ple in
Chicago were more than re warded by
provoking the attorney general into such a
psychological blunder. This incident also
proves the value of keeping the System off
balance with surprise attacks. If the System
had kept its cool and thought more
carefully about a response to our Chicago
actions, it not only would have avoided a
blunder which will bring us hundreds of
new recruits, but it would probably have
figured a way to win much wider public
support for its fight against us.
The news program concluded with an
announcement that an hour-long “special”
on the “rac ist con spir acy” would be
broadcast Tuesday night (i.e., tonight).
We’ve just finished watching that “special,”
and it was a real hatchet job, full of errors
and out right in ven tion and not very
convincing, we all felt. But one thing is
certain: the media blackout is over. Chicago
has given the Organization instant celebrity
status, and we must certainly be the numberone topic of conversation everywhere in
the nation.
As last night’s TV news ended, Henry
and I choked down the last of our meal and
stumbled outside. I was filled with emotions:
excitement, elation over the success of our
people in Chicago, nervousness about being
one of the targets of a nationwide manhunt,
and chagrin that none of our units in the

— Decision time —
Washington area had shown the initiative
of our Chicago units.
I was itching to do something, and the
first thing that occurred to me was to try to
make some sort of contact with the fellow
in the cafe who had seemed sympathetic to
us. I wanted to take some leaflets from our
car and put one under the windshield wiper
of every vehicle in the parking lot.
Henry, who always keeps a cool head,
emphatically vetoed the idea. As we sat in
the car he explained that it was sheer folly
to risk calling any attention whatever to
our selves un til we had completed our
present mission of safely delivering our
load of weapons to our unit. Furthermore,
he reminded me, it would be a breach of
Organization discipline for a member of an
underground unit to engage in any direct
recruiting activity, however minimal. That
function has been relegated to the “legal”
units.
The underground units consist of
members who are known to the authorities
and have been marked for arrest. Their
function is to destroy the System through
direct action.
The “legal” units consist of members not
presently known to the System. (Indeed, it
would be impossible to prove that most of
them are members. In this we have taken a
page from the communists’ book.) Their
role is to provide us with intelligence,
funding, legal defense, and other support.
Whenever an “illegal” spots a potential
recruit, he is supposed to turn the information
over to a “legal,” who will approach the
prospect and sound him out. The “legals”
are also supposed to handle all the low-risk
propaganda activity, such as leafleting.
Strictly speaking, we should not even have
had any Organization leaflets with us.
We waited un til the man who had
applauded the escape of our members in
Chicago came out and got in a pickup
truck. We drove by him and noted his
license number as we pulled out of the

lot. When the network is established, the
information will go to the proper person
for a follow-up.
When we arrived back at the apartment,
George and Katherine were as excited as
Henry and I. They had also seen the TV
newscast. Despite the exertions of the day,
I could no more sleep than they, and we all
piled back in the car, George and Katherine
sharing the back seat with part of our
greasy cargo, and went to an all-night
drive-in. We could stay in the car and talk
safely there without arousing suspicion,
and that’s what we did – un til the
early-morning hours.
One thing we decided was that we
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would move immediately to new quarters
George and Katherine located yesterday.
The old apartment just wasn’t satisfactory.
The walls were so thin that we had to
whisper to one another to avoid being
overheard by our neighbors. And I’m sure
that our irregular hours had already caused
the neighbors to speculate on just what we
do for a living. With the System warning
ev eryone to re port sus picious-look ing
strang ers, it had be come down right
dangerous to us to remain in a place with so
little privacy.
The new place is much better in every
way except the rent. We have a whole
build ing to our selves. It is ac tu ally a
cement-block commercial building which
once housed a small machine shop in a
single, garage-like room downstairs, with
offices and a storeroom upstairs.
The place has been condemned, because
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it lies on the right-of-way for a new access
road to the high way which has been in
the planning stages for the last four years.
Like all government projects these days,
this one is also bogged down – probably
permanently.
Although hundreds of thousands of men
are being paid to build new highways,
none are actually being built. In the last
five years most of the roads in the country
have deteriorated badly, and, although one
always sees repair crews standing around,
nothing ever seems to get fixed.
The government hasn’t even gotten
around to actually purchasing the land it
has con demned for the new high way,
leaving the property owners holding the
bag. Legally, the owner of this building
isn’t supposed to rent it, but he evidently
has an arrangement with someone in city
hall. The advantage for us is that there is no
official record of the occupancy of the
building – no social security numbers for
the police, no county building inspectors or
fire marshals coming around to check.
George just has to take $600 – in cash – to
the owner once a month.
George thinks the owner, a wrin kled
old Ar menian with a heavy ac cent, is
convinced we intend to use the place for
man u factur ing ille gal drugs or stor ing
stolen goods and doesn’t want to know the
details. I suppose that’s good, because it
means he won’t be snooping around.
The place really looks like hell on the
outside. It’s surrounded on three sides by
a sagging, rusty chain-link fence. The
grounds are littered with discarded water
heaters, stripped-down engine blocks, and
rusting junk of every descrip tion. The
concrete parking area in front is broken
and black with old crankcase oil.
There is a huge sign across the front of
the building which has come loose at one
end. It says: “Welding and Machining, J. T.
Smith & Sons.” Half the window panes on
the ground floor are missing, but all the

ground-floor windows are boarded up on
the inside anyway.
The neighbor hood is a thoroughly
grubby light man u factur ing area. Next
door to us is a small trucking company
garage and warehouse. Trucks are coming
and going at all hours of the night, which
means the cops will not have their suspicions
aroused if they see us driving in this area at
odd hours.
So, having decided to make the move, we
did it today. Since there was no electricity,
water, or gas in the new place, it was my
job to solve the heating, lighting, and
plumb ing problems while the others
moved our things.
Restoring the water was easy, as soon as
I had located the water meter and gotten
the lid off. After turning the water on I
dragged some heavy junk over the meter
lid so no one from the water company
would be likely to find it, in case anyone
ever came looking.
The electric problem was a good deal
more difficult. There were still lines up
from the building to a power pole, but the
current had been shut off at the meter,
which was on an outside wall. I had to
carefully knock a hole through the wall
behind the meter, from the inside, and then
wire jumpers across the terminals. That
took me the better part of the day.
The rest of my day was occupied in
carefully covering all the chinks in the
boards over the downstairs windows and in
tacking heavy cardboard over the upstairs
windows, so no ray of light can be seen
from the building at night.
We still have no heat and no kitchen
facilities beyond the hot-plate we brought
over from the other place. But at least the
john works now, and our living quarters
are tolerably clean, if rather bare. We can
con tinue sleep ing on the floor in our
sleeping bags for a while, and we’ll buy a
couple of electric heaters and some other
amenities in the next few days.

Occupied Germany dictates what one may believe
By Christine Miller

A

millercbm@gmail.com

letter to Herr Schadendorf, manager
of the Herder Verlag, a Catholic publishing
house in Germany…
Dear Mr. Schadendorf: The book, The
End of Justice, by Jens Gnisa (Herder
Verlag) has arrived and has been read
(price: $38). And now I feel that I have
been deceived. The title of the book and its
content do not match. A German teacher
would give this book the failing grade 5,
with the comment: “Subject missed.”
Gnisa goes after mosquitos but does not
seem to notice that all-destroying elephant
in the living room. The Bundestag (federal
parliament) has dictated laws contradicting
das Grundgesetz (ba sic law) which
guarantees freedom of speech and freedom
of religions. In doing so this political
“elite” has erected a medieval “religious”
dictatorship, in our times not ruled over by
Rome, but by Jerusalem. “The Holocaust,”
as a new religion, has to be believed.

Spoke up for the people
Horst Mahler was sentenced to twelve
years in prison. Has he murdered anybody?
No! Has he abused a child? No! Has he
lied, stolen or embezzled? No! His guilt?
He has told the truth: “The German Reich
continues on but, completely disempowered,
is occupied by its enemies; and, as Obama
said in Ramstein (the major American air
force base in Germany) to the American
troops, will remain occupied.” But the
worst of Horst Mahler’s “heresy” was that
he challenged the veracity of the Holocaust.
The case of Ernst Zündel: Ernst Zündel
was imprisoned for two years in Canada,
where conditions were medieval, following
which he was extradited to Germany and
served another five years. In Germany a
prisoner with good conduct after serving
2/3 of his sentence is usually spared the
rest of his prison term. This didn’t apply to
Ernst Zündel. He had to serve the full five

years. His crime? He had commissioned
The Leuchter Report, a forensic examination
of the Auschwitz gas chambers. The result
of that examination? These rooms could
not have been used as gas chambers. Gitta
Sereny, Jewish “Holocaust Survivor” and
author of the book, Into the Darkness, in a
London Times interview (8/29/2001) said
this: “Why has everybody made Auschwitz
into a holy cow? Auschwitz was a horrible
place, but it was no extermination camp.
The extermination camp was Treblinka.”
With that pronouncement she wanted to
secure the Holocaust lie, because nothing
is left of Treblinka.

Represented a non-believer
Sylvia Stolz was the defense lawyer for
Ernst Zündel. That was her crime! Her
prison sentence was over three years. After

she was free again she gave a talk in Thun,
Switzerland. In this talk she castigated the
justice system in Germany. She did not
mention the Holocaust with one word. But
she was accused of not believing in the
Holocaust and convicted again. In Germany
there is a song: “Die Gedanken sind frei.
Wer kann sie erraten? (Thoughts are free.
Who can know them?”) But, just like in
Orwell’s 1984, thoughts in Germany are no
longer free, because the prosecutor knew
her thoughts – namely that she did not
believe in “the Holocaust.”
Yes, there was a Holocaust, a German
Holocaust and a Jewish “Holocaust” only
insofar as Jews were affected by the real
German Holocaust. You can’t pulverize a
country, drop bombs on trains and trucks
and expect well fed, healthy concentration
camp inmates. In November 1944 an

American airplane dropped a bomb on the
local train running from Guenzburg to
Jettingen. In this attack Maria Hampp from
Muensterhausen (age 26) was killed. All
the victors had their concentration camps,
euphemistically called internment camps.
The camp for the Germans of Wisconsin
was at Fort McCoy, Sparta, Wisconsin.
I also would like to know what Gnisa
has against Populism. To this day in Rome
on the street corners stands the acronym
“SPQR” – Senatus Populusque Romanus –
Senate and People of Rome. What has
Gnisa against the people?

Will you SHARE

The First Freedom
with someone,
or just keep all this to yourself

?

Record million protesters march in Spain
By Rachel Blevins

pending charges for their involvement in
the declaration of independence.

activistpost.com

November 13 – Close to one
million people took to the streets
in Spain to call for the release of
Catalan political prisoners – but
this historic gathering fell in line
with a series of unprecedented
protests in Spain, which have
been virtually ignored by the
mainstream media.
“Look at all the peo ple here! The
independence movement is still going
strong,” Pep Mo rales, a 63-year-old
protester told reporters as he marched with
Catalonia’s main grassroots independence
groups and called for the release of their
movement’s leaders from prison.

Drastic measures
As a report from The Guardian noted in
October, the Spanish government “took
control of Catalonia, dissolved its parliament
and an nounced new elec tions af ter

secessionist Catalan MPs voted to establish
an independent republic.” Then in November,
a judge or dered eight members of the
deposed Catalan government to be arrested

The First
Freedom
is for someone you know.
YES! We’ve still got them.
3x5 polyester with 2 metal
grommets, $12 each PPD in
C. S. A. and U. S., or free by
request with any first-time
12-issue $25 subscription.

The blatant and ongoing
corruption within Spain’s
government has been both
ignored and even justified by
the mainstream media. As
WikiLeaks Founder Julian
Assange noted, while the
crowd of protesters reached
nearly one million people, it
was portrayed by the local
media as an insignificant,
regular protest.
“Watch this video of last night’s protest
of around a million people calling for Spain
to release Catalan political prisoners,”
Assange wrote. “Then follow this link to
see how this vast crowd was depicted on the
front pages of Spain’s biggest ‘newspapers.’”
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— MLK Boulevard —

Truth can’t hold off for fifty years
Previously secret FBI
File on Martin Luther
King Jr. released
By Michael Hoffman
revisionistreview.blogspot.com

T

he Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,
that pious pillar of rectitude and shining
light of probity
contrasted with White
Southern moral lepers,
is a fixture of “Civil
Rights” mythology and
Hol ly wood cin ema,
and comprises a sacred
tenet of the dogmatic
re li gion of Multiculturalism and Diversity which is shoved
down every public school child’s throat
annually in January, when Ronald Reagan’s
national “King Holiday” is observed.
We knew something was terribly wrong
with King when in 1977 a federal judge
sealed the main trove of secret government
files on him for 50 years – until
the year 2027. They remained
sealed to this day. Yet in the
re cent “doc u ment dump” of
pre vi ously clan des tine U. S.
in tel li gence dos siers on the
assassination of President John
F. Ken nedy, files on King’s
activities in 1964 and 1968 have

been released.
Among these is a 20 page FBI dossier in
which the last two pages focus on King’s
sex ual ac tiv i ties, in clud ing re lent less
adultery, conceiving a child out of wedlock,
and sex perversions, among them orgies
both heterosexual and homosexual.

replied, “Image prevails
over reality.”
But not any more. Not in
our time when much of the underside of the
reality about official heroes no lon ger
appalls and is merely grist for the media
thrill mill.

Tactical move

Calculated conditioning
Predicated on the gradual processing of
humanity from human to bestial, the freezethaw formula for handling information the
American people have the right to know
immediately, is to freeze it at the time that
the people remain morally upright, and
then release it after a period of time in
which their con di tion ing has been
maximized and they themselves are too
compro mised to care. Adul tery and
children born out of wedlock – in age when
30 million infants have been murdered in
government-sanctioned abortion, and men
who sodomize other men can have their act
legally dignified as matrimony – is no
longer a hot topic for most Americans –

though King’s orgies with men and women
in the midst of his Civil Rights seminars
and convocations probably still retains
some shock value, even in 2017.
Other facts about King, that he was a
Communist sympathizer and a fake PhD.
(he cheated on his PhD. thesis), were
known to “conservative” President Ronald
Reagan prior to his signing the Martin
Luther King National Holiday into law.
The quondam Hollywood B-movie actor,
whose White House schedule was set by
San Francisco astrologer Joan Quigley,
shrugged his broad shoul ders when
chal lenged by the Gov er nor of New
Hampshire about the prudence of making
King into a national icon. Reagan cynically

Martin Luther King was assassinated by
his own handlers in 1968. He had become a
liability as his sexual appetite increasingly
entailed orchestrating group sex acts that
were difficult to conceal. Meanwhile the
na tion was en dur ing in creas ing street
violence on the part of his “nonviolent”
followers. To the Cryptocracy that directed
the Civil Rights revolution, King was
worth more as a dead martyr than alive as a
highly compromised hypocrite.
The ques tion to pon der con cerns
whether the hour is now too late for anyone
to seriously care enough to rescind his
holiday and repudiate his movement – a
movement which took away the immemorial
right of employers to hire, and property
owners to house, whom they choose. The
loss of these rights is not a cause for
celebration. Perhaps a new generation of
home-schooled young people will, in the
future, restore sanity to our laws. Until
then, Mar tin Lu cifer King remains a
government and media-certified saint.
Copyright © 2017
by RevisionistHistory.org

Detroit: critical blackness

By Tommy Shackleford
identitydixie.com

According to the FBI, Detroit has
racked up another year as “The Most Violent
City in Amer ica.” It’s be come such a
backwater that it receives little attention
compared to prime war zones like Chicago
or Baltimore. It’s probably because these
rival cities still have quite a ways to plummet
un til they reach the level of De troit.
African savagery within its city limits is
such a given that nobody really bothers to
discuss it anymore.
I wouldn’t either, except for the fact that
it serves as an excellent predictive model
for the trajectory of any municipality once
it acquires a certain level of Black biomass.
It dem on strates that no mat ter how
prosperous a city is, once it becomes Black
enough, then it’s beyond redemption. This
prin ci ple as serts it self no mat ter how
generous or progressive the government
might be, or how much coercive social
engineering it is willing to apply to local
Whites. De troit is fur ther along in this
process than any other city in America.
Sadly, it fell from great heights.

Henry Ford opened
his first auto plant in
1903. Things really
started taking off in
WW2, as mas sive
industrial output was
required for the war
effort. Hun dreds of
thou sands of ru ral
Whites flocked there
in order to man the
factories. And nearly
200,000 Ne groes
arrived as well. This
constituted the nascent
ker nel of its de struc tion. In a small
foretaste of the horrors to come, these
Blacks provoked the first race riot in 1943,
in which dozens were killed.
Fueled by the postwar boom, the city
con tin ued to grow un til it be came the
nation’s fifth largest in the 1950s. At this
point, the White population peaked as
many residents departed for the whiteness
of the new suburbs. Still, it remained a
thriving industrial metropolis for years to
come. The Black population of Detroit
was by far the wealthiest and most wellemployed of any in the entire history of
their race. Of course, this prosperity didn’t
last long. A critical turning point arrived in
the form of an epic chimpout.

The long hot summer of 1967

As prosperous as it gets
Detroit began growing into the world’s
pre mier in dus trial pow er house when

Wanted
Thinkers
Survivors

The First Freedom is spreading “hate!” whine
those who misapprehend us survivors. It’s really
out of pity that we try so hard to de-program the
brainwashed. Order a boxful of extra copies for
$35 or $39 on page 24 and help distribute the truth.

African culture kills Detroit
The se ver ity of this riot serves as a
troubling portent of what could happen
during the implosion of Weimerica. The
cause of the riot isn’t worth discussing
since we al ready know that lit er ally
anything can spark a chimpout. It’s the
results that are significant. Dozens were
killed, 1,189 in jured, and over 2,000
buildings were destroyed over five days of
mayhem. The chimps even shot a White
firefighter dead while he attempted to put

out a blaze. It got so bad that National
Guard units under command of Governor
George Romney, the father of King Cuck,
were unable to quell the violence. This
forced President Johnson to deploy nearly
5,000 troops from both the 101st and 82nd
Airborne Divisions to finally bring the
situation under control. According to the
his tor ical re cord, the fault for this riot
belongs to Whites.

It was down hill from there
The government responded with all
kinds of affirmative action hiring schemes,
subsidies and “fair housing” laws. Whites
with common sense with drew to the
suburbs, and the city’s decline accelerated.
By 1973, Detroit had its first Black mayor,
ushering in an era of inept governance.
Industry continued to leave and Blacks
continued to be Black until the city became
the post-apocalyptic wasteland we’re all
familiar with today. There’s no saving the
place as long as it remains Black. It’s gotten
so bad that Bill Clinton even advocated
re vi tal iz ing it with 10,000 Syr ian
“urban homesteaders.” This idiotic
suggestion illustrates how completely
out of ideas the es tablish ment is on
fix ing the ur ban di sas ters blight ing
Weimerica. The spin is endless, but
actual solutions are nonexistent.

what form it will take: the States and the
federal government will run out of the means
to pay for them. If government payments
such as welfare, housing subsidies, etc.,
were cut off today, then starvation and
anarchy would begin tomorrow.
What’s also clear is that the fed eral
gov ern ment is rack ing up debt and
unfunded obligations that exponentially
exceed its capacity to ever make good on.
Meanwhile, the productive White population
of this country is contracting as vibrancy
soars. In Oc to ber alone, the fed eral
government ran a deficit of 200 billion
dollars. By digitally creating trillions in
U. S. dollars to buy up the debt, things are
kept going temporarily. Money then moves
from low-yield bonds into equities. This is
why the stock market and a variety of asset
prices are soar ing far be yond rea son,
divorced from the underlying economy,
which shows key symptoms of a depression.
When this process inevitably hits a wall,
Detroit will face a terrible reckoning.

The State of Michigan
Assuming there’s no economic
downturn (that’s an enormous
assumption), Michigan will be
running annual deficits of at
least two to five billion dollars
per year by 2020, which will
increase as more and more baby
boomers stop being productive
work ers and start col lect ing
retirement benefits. This will
pile onto a State debt that’s
already at 89 billion dollars and
rising steadily. Much like Chicago over in
Illinois, Detroit went from being the crown
jewel of Mich i gan to con sti tut ing a
millstone around its neck. Black cities
function as black holes for money, into
which unlimited amounts can be poured
for nothing useful in return.

Critical blackness
“To a city, Blacks are like firebombs.”
That’s a common refrain here on the
Alt-Right. It’s hard to dispute this assertion
but I ac tu ally do. This is be cause
firebombing is a far more dig ni fied,
honest, swift, and humane process than a
thorough nigging. Indeed, blackness is the
means by which civilization is rendered
into primitive barbarism before our very
eyes. Detroit today must be a very painful
sight to a native son who grew up in its
heyday. It illustrates perfectly why the only
feasible solution to our problems is White
Nationalism.
Subscribers to this newspaper are
eligible as non-paying members of
the non-voting political movement

The grizzly climax

American Defense Party

It’s impossible to accurately predict
when the killing blow to cities like Detroit
will arrive. However, it’s easy to forecast

Your annual dues are what you pay
for The First Freedom, so sound off
in its pages why we’re NOT VOTING
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Bobby Fischer’s “Notes on the Jew”
By Benjamin Garland
dailystormer.ai

Bobby Fischer is seen by many as the
greatest chess player of all time. Whether
that is true or not, is impossible to know.
But that he is the most famous, important
and influential player of all time is not even
up for dispute. He captivated the world
with his prodigious talent and genius, and
pretty much singlehandedly put chess on
the map.
The 1972 World Chess Championship,
in which he de feated Boris Spassky
12½-8½, was seen as a Cold War proxy
battle between the U. S. and the Soviet
Union, which was at the time the source of
the majority of the world’s most formidable
players.

Prodigy

Fischer was only 28 years old at the
time. His victory over Spassky and the
Soviets, and the meteoric rise that led to it
(Fischer had become both the youngest
grandmaster and the youngest U. S. Chess
Champion by the age of 15) was a source
of great pride for our na tion, and he
became a national hero.
Despite his unfortunate partial Jewish
heritage, Fischer also absolutely hated the
Jews. He saw what they had done and were
doing to the world, and was not at all
ashamed or afraid to openly call them out
for it, regardless of the negative consequences

it brought upon him and his legacy.
Living in Brooklyn, New York, from the
age of 6, Fischer had many bad experiences
dealing with Jews throughout his life. The
chess world was also riddled with them.
According to Fischer, in a 1961 interview
with Jew pornographer Ralph Ginzburg,
there were “too many Jews in chess” and
they had “taken away the class of the
game.”
In an in ter view Fischer gave to
Philippino grandmaster Eugenio Torre
while he was locked in jail in Japan as a
political prisoner in 2005, here is a transcript:
§ A few notes on the Jew:
§ Jews are anti-social, destructive,
intolerant, mean-spirited, deceitful, et
cetera. They wish to destroy, rule and kill,
rob whoever gets in their way. To facilitate
them getting what they want, they have
developed a perverted, unnatural,
destructive, evil lifestyle.
§ Even though they live off the non-Jews
as parasites, they still hate them and wish
to destroy them. Jews hate nature and the
natural order, because it’s pure and
beautiful, and also because it’s bigger and
stronger than they are, and they feel that
they can not fully control it. Nature’s
beauty and harmony stands in stark
contrast to their squalidness and ugliness,
and that makes them hate it all the more.
§ Jews are destroyers. They are anti-

humans. The anti-human Jew hates and
wants to destroy all non-Jews. He will also
destroy even other Jews who are less
destructive and evil than he is, if they get in
his way.
§ Apparently, the wickedness of the Jew
is genetically based. Jews are destroyers.
They are anti-humans. By the act of
circumcision, the Jew shows his hatred
towards nature and the natural order. By
this bloody, cruel, senseless act, he shows
his cruelty and sadism, and that he will stop
at nothing to obtain his ends. Surely the
Jews are also behind the Islamic
circumcision, which serves as an ideal
cover and distraction from their own
wickedness in this regard.
§ Jews are truly anti-human and antinature. Jews are intensely selfish, intolerant
and anti-social, et cetera. They are full of
hate, greed, malice, et cetera. Naturally,
other people, i.e., the non-Jews, don’t like
being bulldozed aside, robbed and
murdered by the Jews, and will sooner or
later resist. That is where the lies and deceit
of the Jews come into place.
Following this, the interviewer objects
with some platitudes about “peace and
unity” and everybody all getting along, to
which Fischer replies “I don’t think there’ll
be any peace until these Jews are dealt
with, Eugene – these people are animals.”
And he was absolutely right. I couldn’t

have said it better myself.

No overeducated moron
The Jews dismiss Fischer’s truthful
anti-Semitic statements, slandering him as
being nothing more than a crazy paranoiac.
It’s true he maybe was a bit crazy and a
bit paranoid at times, especially in his later
years, but that does n’t change the fact
that he was spot-on about the evil and
destructive nature of the Jew.

Fischer had an IQ somewhere between
180 and 187 – the kikes weren’t fooling
him.

Yes, Virginia, there is a White culture
By Quintilian
counter-currents.com

The Left lies, it lies about everything,
and it lies all the time. One of the most
egregious lies of the Left is that, while
Negroes and Mestizos are said to have their
own racially-iden tifiable cultures, White
people do not possess a uniquely White
culture. The disingenuousness of this lie is
exacerbated by the Left viewing Negroes
and Mestizos as cultural monoliths while
treating Whites as a collection of disparate
ethnic entities.
The Left cunningly advances its false
narrative by deliberately contributing to
the confusion between two terms: culture
and civilization. Simply put, a civilization
is an overarching (continental) commonality
of shared genetics, religious beliefs and
political, artistic and linguistic characteristics.
A civilization is generally racially identifiable:
African civilization, Asian civilization and
White European civilization. A civilization
can have any number of constituent cultures.
The culture of the Danes and that of the
Poles are very different in superficial details,
but they are both immediately identifiable
as belonging to the same Western civilization.
Africans are similarly divided among a
Are you worried about America’s
in va sion by il le gal Third World
im mi grants?
Have you been denied employment
opportunities because of AffirmativeAction programs?
Are you concerned about the war
being waged against Christianity, and
that our cultural heritage is under assault
by the wicked “usual suspects”?
You CAN make a difference by
joining the Council of Conservative
Citizens.
For 30 years, the CofCC has fought
for the rights of European Americans,
and has won legal and political battles
to protect our heritage and liberties.
The CofCC also believes in America
First, and opposes Globalism and One
World Government.
In addition, the CofCC supports the
First Amendment’s guaranteed Freedom
of Association, and opposes the forced
integration of schools, neighborhoods
and workplaces.
Visit our website today at CofCC.us
and join those dedicated to the survival
of our race. Thank you.

variety of cultures and ethnicities. This
realization is covered up by the Left in
order to avoid uncomfortable truths, such
as the Hutu-Tutsi genocide and the fact that
the slave trade was originated by Africans
themselves aided and abetted by their
Jewish middlemen.

How transparent can it get?
By falsely claim ing that cul ture is
racially based for Negroes and Mestizos
while it is non-racially based for Whites,
the Left can claim that there is no such
thing as White culture. This is the main
source of the leftist howling about cultural
appropriation. Every time a White person
eats fried chicken or uses gram mar
in cor rectly, the Left screams cul tural
appropriation; yet, no such complaints are
heard when Negroes engage in activities
that they appropriate from White Western
civ i li za tion, e.g., the use of the wheel,
writ ten lan guage, civil dis course, the
scientific method, etc.
The truth of the matter is that White
culture as defined by the Left is actually
West ern civ i li za tion with its roots in
Europe and the Indo-European family of
languages. The various cultures of White
Western civilization were held together by
Christianity (of the non-Judeo variety) and
the use of Latin as a lingua franca. White
West ern civ i li za tion (cul ture) is panEuropean and has been culturally unified
since the time of the Roman Empire. White

culture as defined by the Left includes all
European political, philosophical, scientific
and artistic achievements from the time of
the Trojan War to the 20th century and
beyond.
As White people began to explore and
settle outside of Europe, White Western
civilization (or culture as defined by the
Left) spread with them. Western civilization
would not have spread without White
people. It cannot be maintained without
White people because it is genetically
based. This, in many ways, explains why
academic failure and criminal behavior are
so prevalent among Negroes. They are
simply competing in an arena in which
they are at a genetic disadvantage. In an
interesting way, Negro activists and their
White liberal apologists are onto something
when they say that logic, mathematics,
proper grammar, the scientific method and
good manners are racist, but what the Left
views as racist are really genetically-based
characteristics of White culture.

Unmistakable pattern
White flight and a concomitant influx
of Negroes inevitably bring about squalor.
Ne groes ap pear to be in ca pa ble of
maintaining the infrastructure that Whites
have left behind. With such high rates of
unemployment and welfare use in Negro
communities, it seems strange that filthy
homes should be so common given that
their inhabitants have nothing but time on

their hands.

This, then, is an other
possible psychological reason
for the de nial of White
culture. Since Negroes have
such difficulty adapting to
White culture and very few
are able to achieve much
without affirmative action
and lowered standards, the
denial of White culture is a
way of avoiding the reality of
Negro failure. One cannot
fail at something that is said
not to exist.
Western civilization is not a fungible
commodity. It cannot be implanted into an
unwilling host. John Locke’s tabula rasa
has as much sci en tific va lid ity as
phlogiston, and neither a throwaway phrase
from the Declaration of Independence nor
a third-rate poem appended to the base of
the Statue of Liberty can alter that fact.
In sum, the claim by the Left that Whites
do not have a culture is as ridiculous as
saying that Bill Gates has no money. White
culture is Western civiliza tion. Whites
created it, only Whites can maintain it, and
everyone else who receives benefits from it
is merely a guest.

Japan cracks down on illegal invaders
newobserveronline.com

Japan will curb all “asylum
seek ers’” rights to work and
detain any not deemed refugees
or who have made mul ti ple
applications, the Yomiuri daily
newspaper has reported – a
move which further tightens one
of the developed world’s secondtoughest anti-invasion systems.
From mid-November, Japan
will only allow those it regards
as bona fide refugees the right to
work. The Justice Ministry estimates that
the new rule will effectively deny the right
to work for more than 10,000 asy lum
seek ers a year who don’t qual ify for
refugee status, the Yomiuri said, without
citing sources.
Oth ers, in clud ing those who fail to
qualify as refugees in initial checks and

multiple asylum applicants, will be held in
detention centers after their permission to
stay in Japan expires, the report said.
At present, “asylum seekers” with valid
visas receive renewable permits allowing
them to work in Japan while their refugee
applications are reviewed – a system the
government says encourages people to

seek asylum in order to work.
“We are looking at policies, including
that in the (Yomiuri) article. We haven’t
decided whether to put it into action,” said
Yasuhiro Hishida, a Justice Ministry official
overseeing refugee recognition.
Japan accepted just three refugees in the
first half of 2017 despite a record 8,561
fresh asylum applications, and only 28 in
2016. Human Rights Watch in January
described the country’s record on asylum
seekers as “abysmal.”
Immigration remains a controversial
sub ject in Ja pan, where many pride
them selves on cul tural and eth nic
ho mo ge ne ity.
Al most six in 10 Jap a nese think
diversity of ethnic groups, religions and
races makes their coun try a worse place,
a poll last month by the Pew Research
Center showed.
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On the revolutionary struggle
By Chad Crowley

I

counter-currents.com

n the most literal sense might, i.e., “to
be mighty,” is to be in the possession of an
impressive power or strength; and this,
dear friend, is the penultimate purpose of
our movement, regardless of ideological
slant or philosophical predisposition. For
our purposes, we will define power as the
capacity to exert influence. We White
Nationalists, Identitarians, or whatever
term encapsulates your worldview, strive
for one thing, and that one thing
is power. As ethnonationalists
we seek to shepherd our people
away from the prec ipice of
degeneracy that is the postmodern
world. To reassert ourselves
and reclaim our ancestral lands
and legacy, we must become
the tip of the spear and battle
the degen eracy that characterizes the
postmodern dys to pia of the West. In
ancient times past, our Indo-Euro pean
ancestors claimed ownership over a land,
or people, by attaining dominance through
combat. It was spear-won, what the ancient
Greeks called doryktetos, and it is through
the instrument of power that today we shall
lay claim over our natural birthright.

Nietzsche believed that the
basic character of all beings
was the pursuit of the will to
power.
The philosopher even went so far as to
declare that “this world is the will to
power.” Regardless of the universal veracity
of this statement, for our purposes and for
the purposes of our racial struggle, truer
words have never been written. Martin
Heidegger went one step further and when

writing about the Nietzschean “Will to
Power,” positing that the human will is a
resolute openness to oneself, and that
through the attainment of this willed desire,
we gain self-mastery over our selves. As
individuals, we must harness our inner
power, or in ner will to wards both the
attaining of existential and tangible success,
while si mul ta neously cul ti vat ing our
intrinsic physical and mental strengths.
European civilization has dominated the
planet since time immemorial because
we have been the best, the
stron gest, the smart est and
the most ingenious. As racial
revolutionaries we must cultivate
this success within ourselves
and project it forward towards
a greater movement.
In Nietzschean par lance,
Macht (power with a purpose)
was the sublimation of Kraft (a primal,
bestial strength), towards the overcoming
of some obstacle. As a movement our goal
is simple, the perseveration of our race.

Looking to win
We can save our race, and overthrow the
artificiality of the liberal-humanist world
view, but only if we are strong enough,
individually and collectively. Cicero wrote
that the individual possesses no greater
duty than to his community, and as White
ethnonationalists this is a position that we
uniquely understand. The community – the
folk which populate the community – are a
continuation of the natural world, of the
ordered normalcy that we as a movement
wish to restore. This world has failed because
White values have been universalized and
forced upon alien peoples who possess no
commonality, and thus no familial ties to
one and other. As revolutionaries we need

to be strong enough to lay the metaphysical
foundation for our future struggle, and to
present a vision, a clear vision for future
generations of the new order. It’s easy to
destroy, but it takes true character to create,
and our strength must be facing towards
the future.
We seek power to steel our selves,
and our move ment, for the in ev i ta ble
revolutionary struggles of the future. Our
rev o lu tion is unique, in that it seeks a
return to the normalcy of the natural order.
The veneer of the postmodern world is a
hollow, vacuous shell. Nature abhors a
vacuum, and the specious hollowness of
the postmodern world has endowed our
people with the unique chance to seize the
reins of the momentum that is history and
precipitate a return to the natural order.
Like the Roman Emperor Aurelian, who
reunited the Roman Empire and restored
the cos mic or der that was the Ro man
Imperium, our struggle requires that we
possess the strength to destroy, and from
this de struction craft a new or der from
the ashes of the old. Most revolutionary
struggles falter and ultimately collapse
because they fail to create, whereas our
struggle must be powered by the forceful
creativity of the greatness that is the White
race. By its very nature, the no tion of a
rev o lu tion ary strug gle calls for the
destruction, of the overthrow, of that which
exists. Destruction presupposes creation,
and as a community of individuals devoted
to the preservation of the White race it is
our duty to formulate the shaping of this
new world order. Like the delicate balance
that exists in Nietzsche’s metaphysical
mus ings about Kraft and Macht, the
successful revolutionary struggle is one
which balances the fury of destruction with
the ordered vitality of creation, and it is

from the attainment of this balance that the
falsity of the degenerate postmodern world
will be laid to waste.

Willpower and endurance
Historically speaking, the White race
is unique in that we alone are the agents
of our own change. Racially speaking,
and much to the chagrin of the Marxist
academics, we are not dominated by the
whims of a capricious natural world, but
rather agents of our own historical destiny.
Our ancestors wrought change, because
they possessed the inner individual and
collective strength to catalyze change. If a
river stood in the path of our ancestor, we
didn’t roll over and submit, we pushed
forward and overcame the river. We now
once again find ourselves with a decision,
probably the greatest decision of our racial
history. Do we submit to forces weaker
than ourselves, or do we reorient ourselves
towards a yet unimagined future? Like the
two faced Roman God Janus we must look
backward and forward, and craft an order
adherent to the timelessness that is the
natural cosmic order, but with eye towards
the victories of a triumphant future. Through
strength we must seek to overcome the
trials and tribulations of the “Culture of
Critique” and surge forward to undreamt of
pastures. The reigning order will collapse,
whether it’s pushed or shatters of its own
accord, while our goal in true Nietzschean
fashion is to endure. To endure we must be
strong, strong for ourselves, our families
and our folk. The natu ral or der is truth
personified, made manifest and real by the
cosmos, and we as Whites, as Europeans,
as seekers of truth, live by the maxim
“know thyself,” and it is from this covenant
with the truth of the natural world that our
cause is just and destiny glorious.

Prince Charles blamed European Jews for Mideast crisis
presstv.com

a U. S. president would “have the courage
to stand up and take on the Jewish lobby.”

A leaked correspondence of Prince
Charles dating back to over three decades
ago shows that the heir apparent to the
British throne had blamed the chaos in
the Middle East region on the influx of
European Jews to the occupied territories.
The Brit ish Daily Mail news pa per
revealed on November 12 that Prince
Charles had made an assessment of the
Israeli-Palestinian con flict in a letter to
his close friend Laurens van der Post in
November 1986.
The British royal penned down the letter
after official visits to Saudi Arabia, Bahrain
and Qatar.

Enlightened

Prince Charles wrote that during his
“fascinating” Persian Gulf tour, he had
“learned a lot about the Middle East and

Ouch!

Prince Charles, heir apparent to the
British throne

Arab outlook.”
“Also I now begin to understand better
their (Arabs’) point of view about Israel.
Never realized they see it as a U. S. colony,”
he wrote, adding, “I now appreciate that …
it is the influx of foreign, European Jews
(especially from Poland, they say) which
has helped to cause great problems.”
Prince Charles also expressed hope that

Stephen Pollard, an editor of the Jewish
Chronicle weekly, criticized the prince’s
use of the term “Jewish lobby” and claimed
that his views were “the absolute classic
Arab explanation of the problems in the
Middle East.”
A spokeswoman for Prince Charles said
the letter was not reflective of “the Prince’s
own views about Arab-Israeli issues but
represented the opinions of some of those
he met during his visit” and that he was
“sharing the arguments ... with a longstanding friend in an attempt to improve
his understanding” of the issue.
Britain contributed to the creation of the
Israeli entity on Palestinian territories.

In a document issued in November 1917
by the then Brit ish for eign sec re tary,
Arthur Balfour said the U. K. government
“views with favor the establishment in
Palestine” of Israel.
It set the stage for Nakba Day (the Day
of Catastrophe) in 1948, when hundreds of
thousands of Palestin ians fled or were
expelled from their homes by Israel.

Not interested
Ear lier this year, Prince Charles was
invited to visit Israel to mark the Balfour
Declaration centenary.
The U. K. Foreign Office nixed the visit
“to avoid upsetting Arab Nations in the
region who regularly host U. K. Royals.”
Despite invitations, no member of the
U. K. royal family has made an official trip
to Israel since 1948.

Denmark revokes citizenship for Daesh supporters
By Andrey Stenin

I

sputniknews.com

n a pioneering case, a 25-year-old
jihadist who left Denmark to fight for
Daesh (ISIS/ISIL) has been stripped of his
Danish citizenship. This marks the first
time a person born and raised in Denmark
has had his national passport revoked.
Denmark’s Supreme Court sentenced
Enes Ciftci to six years’ imprisonment,
deprivation of citizenship and expulsion
from the Nordic country for joining Daesh
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and fi nanc ing terror ism eco nomi cally,
Danish Radio reported.
The man fought alongside his fellow
Islamists in Syria and was first sentenced
to seven years in prison by the District
Court. However, the sentence was changed
by the Court of Appeal, which also denied
the jihadist his Danish citizenship. Nevertheless, the sentence was upheld by the
Supreme Court.
The court emphasized that the man had
twice joined Daesh, where he received
arms training, while also supporting the
organization with DKK 20,000 ($3,200)
and publicly praising terrorism after the
deadly attack in Copenhagen in 2015.

Simple justice
The deprivation of citizenship is firmly
rooted in in ter na tional law, since the
for eign fighter also hap pens to be a
Turkish citizen.
Ciftci was born in Denmark in 1992 to
Turkish parents and was brought up and
schooled in the Nordic country. His grandparents came to Denmark as guest workers

in the 1960s and 1970s. He is single and
lived with his parents until his arrest. He
dropped out of high school and worked at
the family’s pizzeria.
This case, where a Danish-born person
was stripped of his citizenship, is expected
to set a precedent for similar trials in the
future. In the past, only one person had lost
his Danish citizenship because of crime.
This happened in June 2016 to Said
Mansour, who was also a Mo roc can
cit i zen. Mansour, lo cally dubbed the
“Book seller from Brønshøj” and
“al-Qaeda’s PR man” was found guilty of
fomentation and support of terrorism.
Unlike Ciftci, however, he was not born in
Denmark, but immigrated into the country
as an adult.
Ciftci’s defender, Michael Juul Eriksen,
argued that it is far from certain that his
cli ent will be ex pelled to Tur key for
humanitarian reasons, as the country fails
to comply with human rights on a number
of points. Juul Eriksen also voiced the
possibility of proceeding to the European
Court of Human Rights.

It is there fore likely that Ciftci will
remain in the Nordic country under a
scheme known as “tålt ophold” (or “tolerated
stay”), in which foreigners are allowed to
re main if they are at risk of the death
penalty, torture or other inhuman treatment
in their homelands.

Some States never learn
Earlier this year, the idea of revoking a
jihadist’s citi zen ship was pro posed in
Sweden, where “repentant” Islamists are
fun neled back into so ci ety through a
reformation scheme that involves State
ben e fits, which was pro posed by the
Con ser va tive Party. How ever, Jus tice
Minister Morgan Johansson of the ruling
Social Democrats, who argued that people
couldn’t be rendered stateless, rejected the
scheme.
Denmark and Sweden have “contributed”
to the conflict in Syria and Iraq with 135
and 300 jihadists, respectively, which
exceeds the combined number of their
troops and military instructors stationed in
the Middle East.

— Bulletin board —
Our Coming Apocalypse
We, humans, consider Earth our planet,
but what if we destroyed it and became
extinct? Surely one of the last survivors
would have left a message full of secrets
and warnings to whatever species or alien
beings would follow us. Want to know the
answer? Go to Smashwords.com and order
“My Message to Her Royal Majesty the
Future Queen Ant On Our Apocalyptic
Demise” by Amdahl Omland. As this
esoteric tale unwinds, many of our beliefs
will be challenged. This storytelling looks
to our past while warning the future Queen
Ant of our mistakes, revealing forgotten
facts.
What could an ant culture learn from
us? What should we have learned from
them? This tantalizing tale reveals untold
truths, tragedies, forgotten events and lost
history as it examines wealth, greed, sex,
passion, politics, laws and wars.
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view
/724892 $2.99 www.Thorstonbooks.com

FOR ONE free pocket Constitution send a
self addressed stamped (70 cents) envelope
to:
NCCS, 37777 W Juniper Rd
Malta, ID 83342
or, for 100 copies, $35 to same address.

CONFEDERATE BATTLE FLAGS, 3x5
polyester with metal grommets, $12 each
PPD in C. S. A., current limit ONE, or free
with any first-time 12-issue subscription by
request to The First Freedom for $25. TFF,
P. O. Box 385, Silverhill, AL 36576.

SIX MILLION: FACT OR FICTION?
How many really died? Were there really
“gas chambers”? Best introduction to the
“holocaust” story. Recently banned by
Amazon! 22 chapters, 125 pages, index.
$15 plus $3 S&H. Order from: GA books,
1332 Audubon Drive, Cocoa, FL 32922.

Letters…

-

JOIN GIDEON’S ELITE, PREPARE
FOR KINGDOM SERVICE! Hear
Pastor Peter J. Peters daily on WWCR
shortwave radio. For a FREE newsletter
with com plete broad cast sched ule:
Scriptures For America, POB 766, LaPorte
CO 80535. 24 hrs daily internet streaming
@ www.scripturesforamerica.org
THE BAD WAR: Truth Never Taught
About WW2. The GERMAN side of
WW2. Millions of young men from many
countries fought under the swastika for a
new Europe. None have regrets. This
book, BANNED BY AMAZON, offers the
German view. Tabloid style with photos/
illustrations on every page. 314 pages. $25
plus $4 shipping. Order from G A Books,
1332 Audubon Dr, Cocoa, FL 32922

The First Freedom

FREEDOM MOVEMENT ACTION
NEWSLETTER has news, views and
rec om mended ac tion on sub jects of
in ter est to pa tri ots, many not cov ered
elsewhere and features in-depth, engaging
yet concise summaries in a unique wordplay style. No compromises – no retreat –
no surrender. Twelve bimonthly thoroughly
engrossing issues cover a two year period
for only $30, or $4 for a sample copy. Give
legible contact information with mailing
address. Send check or money order to:
Sidney Secular, P. O. Box 7753, Silver
Spring, MD 20907.
ODINIST skinheads take heart! You are
not alone! The Valhalla Bound Skinheads
seek to unite all worthy Odinist & National
Socialist skins into one movement that can
greatly aid the White Nationalist cause!
Embrace your wyrd! Research our group
on web, in “news,” on Twitter or Facebook
and email 14VBS88@gmail.com for info.
Valhalla Bound
P. O. Box 7666
Spokane, WA 99207
thevalhallaboundskinheads.com
WHY are Jews the reproach of Nations?
The point of departure for this problem is
Matthew 27: 24-25.

IN MEMORY OF

Kathy Ainsworth
Murdered in cold blood by
the ADL and FBI
Set yourself free; trash the TV
Television = teLIEvision
TFF pays absolutely awesome testimony
and tribute to the two late greats: Rev. Fr.
Charles E. Coughlin and Huey P. Long.
You guessed it; they, too, were branded
Auntie Semites.
AMERICAN FREE PRESS, the biweekly
newspaper, offers an introductory rate of 8
issues for $15. 16000 Trade Zone Ave,
Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774.
FREE DVD catalog on global conspiracy,
legal sovereignty, reduce taxes and avoid
taxes, land patent, allodial title, etc. Over
200 listings plus discounted DVDs and
books. Call 800-770-8802, leave name and
address. ToolsForFreedom.com .
SALTY SID sends seven separate scandal
sheets for eleven dollars. Super-sized set
includes CofCC Newsletter, Heritage &
Destiny, Impact, Citizens Informer, The
First Freedom, The Nationalist Times and
bonus essays by patriots. Send check to
Sidney Secular, P. O. Box 7753, Silver
Spring, MD 20907.

Your signed letter with phone number and address is welcome, but will be edited as necessary to fit available
space. Send to The First Freedom, P. O. Box 385, Silverhill, Alabama 36576 or email editor@firstfreedom.net

RACIAL GREETINGS, WHITE
AMERICA!
Everyone has been getting on the soap
box on this whole NFL deal. Well, I am
going to voice my opinion on this as well.
First off, our Nation, our race, our folk have
gotten too involved in worldly things. Just
as many of our brothers and sisters know
that God’s Holy Word says in Romans 12:2
“And be not conformed to this world: but
be ye transformed by the renewing of your
mind, that ye may prove what is that good,
and acceptable, and perfect, will of God.”
This whole NFL deal is merely another
diversion among many that our folk have
seen and experienced, all created from the
Liberal Jewish controlled left. Remember,
the Jews use entertainment (Hollywood),
music industry (rap and hip-hop music),
sports (all your Negro dominated sports),
celebrities (sports stars and movie stars) as
their platform. While the Jew has our folk
disgruntled and upset about those Negroes
not standing for the National Anthem, they
are obviously doing harm and destruction
to our White Christian race by other means
that we just don’t know about yet.
We all stand around complaining about
the problem all day and all night long, but,
is that going to fix the problem? No! Our
folk, our race, is looking for answers and
looking for results. One thing to hold in
mind, we can not keep supporting these
Negroes and Jews. I have seen lots of White
guys on video take their NFL regalia and
burn it. I commend these guys for making a
statement. But, do not go out and rebuy the
same things you just set afire because your
favorite Negro team is winning. Do not go
out and buy tickets or season tickets. Stop
watching the games on the Jew tube on
Sundays; instead, go and visit your family,
spend that much needed time with your
kids. Boycott the NFL and all of these
Negro invested sports teams. Sports to
some White Americans is like a drug; they
cannot go without it. As a race we need to
come together and hit these Negroes and
Jews where it hurts the worst and that is in
the pocketbook. If any of these race traitors,
Negroes and Jews were out for their so
called “cause,” any of these professional
Negro athletes could financially take care
of these problems that their people have
caused. This is not the White man’s problem
so let’s keep it that way. These apes and
Jews have created this problem. There are
so many other things a White man could be
doing instead of watching a Black ape run
up and down a football field. 1 Tim. 6:12:
“Fight the good fight of faith, lay hold on
eternal life whereunto thou art also called,
and hast pro fessed a good pro fes sion
before many witnesses.”
REV. RAY EDWARDS
Moselle, MS
Whether one is Christian, Odinist or
Atheist, a keen observer cannot fail to
see these challenges are put to us by the
perfect Mind behind a sacred universe.

TODAY’S SCRIPT
I’ve had my eyes and ears open as my
instincts tell me this could be far more than
simply the usual type of demonstrations.
Along with some very vitriolic speeches
made at the Labor Day Black Communist
picnic against Trump supporters and White
supremacists, it was clearly stated that any
expressions of White pride, etc., will not
be tolerated in Seattle and such people will
be driven out of town. As far as I know I
may be the last man standing in Seattle
who defiantly wears Confederate flag and
White pride shirts, patches, etc., openly, in
refusing to bow to the anti-White, Marxist,
progressive, socialist Commie Lilliputians.
I will not be bowed, bent, broken, silenced
or reconstructed!
This is probably tied in to something
planned by the Deep State swamp creatures
in DC, which indicates that a government
coup may be what is in the offing. This is
very likely, as the Communist Radical Left
has become way too powerful in the past
eight years under Obamunism. Speaking
of which, that devil has not bowed out of
the picture and is still up to much trouble in
cahoots with the Soros-a-saurus.
Lastly and most disturbing, I awakened
this morning at 5:00 AM and turned on my
radio to hear a speech on leftwing station
KEXP about Orwellian totalitarianism as
being foisted on the American people by
Trump and the Nationalist Alt-Right. What
the Left is doing was blamed on Trump and
White supremacists. Yes, I do tune in to
Leftist radio to hear what is being said and
going down. I’m very vigilant! What I was
hearing was extremely disturbing since the
speaker seemed very confident regarding
the progressive internationalist movement
and mass demonstrations, saying they will
get violent and bloody if that’s necessary to
put down Trump’s America First program
and all Nationalism.
It looks like things are going to get ugly.
A lot more anti-White venom spewed out
in the speech. This was hate speech at its
ultimate, which I’m hearing more and
more of. Just a reminder: This is 2017, 100
years since the Bolshevik takedown of the
Czar and Russia in 1917.
DEANO FEHRMAN
Seattle, WA
Edwin Meese and Reagan’s cabinet
reversed all that the Hollywood actor as
President devised. In Trump’s case, it’s
federal judges putting the quietus on his
promises. When will we ever learn?
HELP WANTED
Must have excellent writing skills,
be computer savvy, capable of hard
work and willing to relocate. If that
sounds like you, call 850-624-5490
or email editor@firstfreedom.net. All
expenses paid while in training, with
decent compensation to follow.
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David Lee’s BIBLE ERRORS REVEALED
and Related Topics. Thirty years research
seeking the Truth. Six paper back 8½ x 11
volumes $20 each PPD. Vol. I – 179 pages
including Genesis chapter one, Noah’s
flood & Khazar Empire. Check or m.o. to
SBO 66, Box 05292, Miami, FL 33102.
THE PLOT Against The Church – Why
does the Roman Catholic Church appear
to be Catholic but in reality for 55 years
has served the interest and goals of JudeoFreemasonry, Communism and Zionism?
This book proves that a small but well
organized 5th column supporting all three
operated inside and controlled the Second
Vatican Council to promote those goals
from the late 1960s until our own day. The
Church is in eclipse and serves the forces
of Anti-Christ.
The Plot Against The Church
$23 + $5 S&H. Order from
Omni Publications, P.O. Box 900566,
Palmdale, California 93590-0566
Phone/fax 661-274-2240
MATTHEW chapter 27: 22-25
ADVERTISE on this bulletin board. Just
$10 per insertion, maximum 50 words, 10¢
each additional word. Please indicate any
capitalization or italics desired.

TFF deletes vulgarity and will correct any defects in grammar or spelling.
Predicate verbs and objects must agree in number with their subjects.

DISTRIBUTOR
Before, when I had various good folks
chipping in to help with the costs, I could
afford to order 100 once in awhile.
It is different now, as it’s basically me
purchasing the papers and distributing
them by myself. I’m on a fixed income plus
the rainy colder weather is coming soon.
However, getting out 15+ papers a
month is still quite possible. Hopefully I
can get some financial help on ordering
more issues. Also I’m hoping that many
new subscribers are signed up. We will
keep moving forward. Fourteen words.
KEN OGNJAN
Hazel park, MI
Thanks to our “boots on the ground”
supporters, you will continue receiving
100+ copies of each issue for handout.
The best places to pass them out are of
course Movement events. Barber shops
will usually welcome 50 copies. Random
handouts on the streets get few results.

Sponsors:

Boots on ground
distributors
are waiting for extra TFFs
to hand out as free samples
because they know that’s
how we fight to win. True
information was never so
much in need of attention.
Please donate by per-box
increments of $35 to help
us bring in subscribers.
ROUND FIVE
Patron sponsoring ten boxes (1,000
copies) of The First Freedom to “Boots
on the ground” distrib u tors. $350 cash
enclosed.
DALE HILDEBEITEL
Kempton, PA
BOOTS ON GROUND
I don’t get out and about much anymore,
so I can’t hand out materials, but others
can. Hope this helps.
J. D. LENK
Fincastle, VA
Use this for “boots on the ground” or for
someone who can’t afford a subscription.
The arm of the flesh is not going to get us
out of this mess, only a repentant people in
prayer to our Heavenly Father.
LORI SCHULTZ
Harrison, AR
Those attending a White Nationalist
event who would like to pass out TFFs at
no cost: please accept these sponsors’
generosity and order however many.

NEW BOOK
Hitler in Los Angeles, by Steven J. Ross,
tells the true story of the harmless-sounding
Community Relations Committee, a private
Mossad funded by Hollywood’s Jewish
movie moguls, which relentlessly spied on
American Right-wingers from 1933 to
1948 in southern California.
Tapped to run the spy ring was lawyer
Leon Lewis who, according to the author,
had joined the ADL when it organized in
1913. “He also served as executive director
of Chicago’s Sinai Social Center from
1915 to 1917 and began monitoring movies
on behalf of the ADL, looking for antiSemitic images” (page 9).
Lewis and friends went from monitoring
movies to editing them. “He [Lewis] first
met” rabbi Edgar Magnin, a close friend of
MGM honcho Louis B. Mayer “in 1927
when they worked together pressuring
Cecil B. DeMille to remove offensive
scenes from King of Kings” (page 71).
Sometimes it’s downright amazing – the
history you don’t know.
JOSEPH TRAINOR
Attleboro, MA
Some of which may even be true.
VEGAS AND GUN CONTROL
Was all of that carnage in Las Vegas an
un der cover op er a tion to speed up gun
control, so a one world government would
have less to fear in the event of a citizens’
revolt?
Was Steven Paddock simply an antisocial, gun-loving patsy, manipulated to
carry out such an atrocity? What doctor
prescribed Valium to Paddock, and what
other drugs was he on and for how long?
And in what concentration?
ANTHONY YARBROUGH
Little Rock, AR
MOVEMENT FICTION
Enclosed is $80 check for one-year sub
renewal, 22 copies of TFF and $35 to help
a distributor or a tip at your discretion. As
always, am looking forward to being able
to donate more, and to giving your great
paper to more people receptive to it.
Have one comment, not a chide – note
chapter 1 of The Turner Diaries in the 10/17
issue, curious to know if you’ll serialize it
or just a tease? I was a member of the NA
in the 1980s and do not wish to be seen as
excessively disparaging the late Dr. Pierce.
May the God he didn’t believe in grant
repose to his soul.
If that TDD chapter was a tease, and you
thought of running some other samples of
Movement fiction, I hope that you might
consider contacting Harold Covington at
northwestfront.org and see if he would be
amenable to your running chapter ones of
A Distant Thunder or A Mighty Fortress.
His Northwest novels are, in my humble
opinion, the pinnacle of Movement fiction.
BRIAN SCHLAUPITZ
Datona Beach, FL
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— Self-government begins at home —

Reviving Western civilization
By Olaf Childress

O

editor@firstfreedom.net

ur people take things at face value. It
plays us into choosing sides as set up by an
all-too-clever enemy who usually controls
both or all of the given
choices. Thus we vote
for Tweedledee, never
Dum, his war-inciting
opposite who must go
directly to jail without
collecting $200 right
after the election. Says
Dee, having gained the
prize: “Aw, let’s just be
cool and mellow, she has suffered enough
already, and get on with making America’s
war machine great again.”
That’s the kind of confusion his Jewish
handlers want to hear. Now ordering their
media machinery to attack him continually
– but with kid gloves, none of that venom
which took out Richard Nixon for serving
the people while eluding themselves – he
responds on cue: “Fake news! Fake news!”
So what else is new?
Less than a year into office, he’s not yet
gotten credit for invading Russia, China or
Iran. His handlers don’t dare at this time.
But, putting more troops into Afghanistan,
Iraq and elsewhere while penetrating such
soft targets as Yemen with contract killer
mercenaries and drone bombings, the day
of reckoning when it becomes clear that
this country manufactures little except war
machinery and Federal Reserve Notes will
soon start opening some droopy eyes.
These “spontaneous” Antifa and BLM
riots are becoming thicker. “Treason doth
never prosper, what’s the reason? For, if it
prosper, none dare call it treason.” Thus we
find our Jewish would-be world overlords
in desperation mode – less into harmlessly
calling us racists and anti-Semites, bolder
at interrupting web linkages and shutting
down online payment conveniences.
Who’s to be surprised? Haven’t all, or
nearly so, governmental or private money
transfer offices been occupied during our
lifetimes by Jews?
“Lord” Rothschild: “Give me control of
a Nation’s money and I care not who
makes its laws.”
With Russia, Iran and others migrating
to the gold-backed Chinese Yuan, our own
country producing nothing much beyond
armaments, can the dollar’s collapse be far
behind? Well, actually the Dee is credited
with delivering more than just bombs, he’s
also into unprecedented bombast. Which is
useful to the media munchkins, their jobs
being to cook up constant infotainment as
“news,” ever focusing attention anywhere
except on that figure behind the curtain,
seldom any mention about what’s actually
happening in the world.

Step one
But the international Jew is our concern.
As the world’s foremost problem because
so relentless in setting goy Nations against
one another, he’s a danger even to himself.
Such a psychopath clearly wants us dead
and deserves zero Aryan sympathy, so let’s
ask him to resign control of the money and
media before we start resigning the clever
fellow. This is no game of diplomacy or a
“peace process” evolved to his advantage,
but a matter of our survival and growth in
The First Freedom
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virtue, morality and integrity.
Are we talking impossibilities? Soros is
not an organizer; he’s simply got scouts
who can find the “facilitators” that make
things happen and then funds their Nation
wrecking riots.
Let us weigh carefully all the published
works of retired CIA agents and Pentagon
officials, some of which may prove useful
in determining the comings and goings of
their Jewish chieftains, before inviting the
latter’s resignations.

Fighting our way out from
under the Jewish money and
media, once their hold over
those systems has collapsed,
will not be an accomplished
fact until our Aryan national
government is in place.
People can get used to what’s coming –
sovereign States exiting or sticking with a
revived U. S. Constitution whose ultimate
passage is the Tenth Amendment – else go
where the freebies look more appealing
than here in liberated America.The Jew is
to be disenfranchised from all positions of
power over us, nor may ambitious goyim
who will do anything for a million or so
hang onto those offices in his stead while
he’s exiled behind that curtain.
“Must I again be persecuted the same as
throughout history, never a place of rest?”
Jew, every action begets a reaction. You
aren’t injured or oppressed – except in the
myths your munchkins invent – and in fact
could enjoy all the conveniences of wealth
you’ve acquired – if it were honestly come
by.

Whatever it takes

Getting those parasites off our backs is
going to be the toughest challenge we have
ever undertaken. They’ve enjoyed control
of our universities turning out Communists
who front for them in government and the
media so long that neither they nor their
munchkins can now imagine we’ve found
Judaism’s Achilles Heel, which means the
epithets racism and anti-Semitism fly past
us without any effect. In fact, the opposites
of such silly name-calling should produce
letters and articles arguing why pro-Jewish
reporting shouldn’t drone on and on, never
to consider another viewpoint.
And, if the pro-Semitic racism of your
campus or town newspaper can’t let both
sides of the disputation sound off, it’s time
for an alternate tabloid to step into that
void, rattle the libtards and get something
going with which they’re unfamiliar – a
real debate. For the well-documented facts
are all there, mostly written by Jewish men
of letters themselves, “self-hating Jews” as
the supremacists among them are wont to
call those who insist on spilling the beans,
yet it’s an indictment among a people who
can admit that a full investigation would
close the argument otherwise than in their
favor. So they forbid the mediacracy, this
combine of TV infotainment “news,” a few
shrinking newspapers and today’s school
textbooks from going there where so much
diversionary bombast would automatically
lead.
By replacing the editors of twenty-five
foremost dailies back when people were
still reading, they gained control first of the
government’s policies throughout the land,
and were in a strong position at last to put
Andrew Jackson’s honest currency out of
business. The Federal Reserve Act sailed
into “law” because little published debate
appeared arguing that only Congress may
“coin Money, regulate the Value thereof,
and of foreign Coin, and fix the Standard
of Weights and Measures…”
And here were a coterie of international
Jewish bankers taking charge of our dollar
simply through ownership of their media –
following which the wind blew, feathers
flew and down the pike came yet another
Reconstruction crew. Must one explain to
the clueless libtard that from then on “our”

government, not unlike the plain citizen,
was borrowing FRNs into existence less in
value than agreed to be repaid. Yes! This is
impossible usury, but those investors in the
game knew from the very start that it
would bring ever-increasing inflation and
finally our total enslavement.
They did it by expending sums we can
never match to control the media. But, with
today’s mediacracy losing viewers, readers
and believers, alternates are moving into
that vacuum without a thought for bidding
on anything except its physical premises.
Who needs a staff of ageing munchkins?
Okay, the Jews in power over us will be
invited to resign those positions and given
stern warnings that it’s no joke. Just how
many of them must we take down by force
from unconstitutionally-gained subversive
influence before they all capitulate remains
to be seen. Let’s gird ourselves for a war on
the home front and see it through. Ready or
not, this one has been a long time overdue.

Keeping focused
And we must not become sidetracked
with repatriating all those hordes of other
“refugees” until our primary objective –
getting the Jews off our backs – is finally
accomplished. The very thought regarding
such a historic turnaround can inspire us on
to victory.
Western civilization doesn’t need them,
never did, but suffers and appears in these
dire straits today almost solely because of
the Jews lording it over us. Nowhere does
one turn without seeing images of White
“racism” alongside cosmopolitan “virtue,”
or in-your-face miscegenation. Which is
why we must invite their resignations not
only from moneychangers’ mountebanks
but the media as well. And the non-Jewish
underlings who would jump in to serve as
those usurers’ and misinformation moguls’
replacements? Send them invitations; let’s
have a thorough housecleaning.
But a decent respect for the opinions of
mankind does not require our belaboring
what everybody knows. We’re now taking
the world’s foremost problem to task with
determined preparation.
Can this resolution actually ignore the
Jew’s argument that he’s doing nothing
more nor less than what the world has long
tolerated? Yes. With all the proofs spelled
out regarding his eternal perfidy, it’s time
we moved decisively in favor of Western
civilization’s renewal.
Despite the Jew’s sympathizers on both
coasts, in the “flyover country” where that
affinity is less pronounced you will meet
more than a few endorsers of where this is
headed. Which opening phase in our War
on Treason won’t necessarily require the
dollar’s total collapse, another 9/11 or any
such triggering mechanism, only the will
to reawaken White nationalism and then
recover real self government.

Reconfirming potentials
Jews in positions of high power over us
should expect maybe two or three notices
to resign by way of drone copters before
our people adopt more serious methods for
dealing with The Problem. All Nations see
America, even in her present descent into
hedonism, as the discoverer of what works,
and this will prove such faith justified like
nothing else within historical memory. It’s
a new day.
Our enemies must be sent reeling from
their ill-gained moneychanger and media
mogul thrones without further concern for
where that finds them, even if it’s like the
closing scene from Gone With The Wind:
“But where will I go, what’ll I do?” Which
gets short shrift: “Frankly, my dearies, we
don’t give a damn.”
Media and money manufactured ideas
of a Jewish dominated world government
are suddenly meeting resistance wherever
one turns. Even the unassimilable hordes
from Asia and Africa quickly realize they
can only grab temporary advantages in the
cultures they’ve momentarily knocked off

balance, even as the indigenous Europeans
begin sensing the extent to which so much
Nie wieder open-borders hospitality must
never again repeat such self betrayals.
Reviving Western civilization is just a
matter of the very few taking on equally
minuscule numbers from among Judaism’s
foremost troublemakers. Most people will
have no part in any such fight; some would
only bungle or betray the effort anyway if
in it just for a little excitement.

Interregnum
So the Jew no longer exercises power
over us. But, won’t that bring an end to the
Zionist Occupational Government as well?
Can anyone foresee what this portends in
the immediate future? With no orders for
the city and State police to “stand down” as
at Charlottesville, will they not have taken
leave of those badges anyway once it was
clear the federal behemoth had collapsed?
Some cops may prove useful when coming
over to join the mopping-up exercises, but
nobody has any idea how long this struggle
for honest media, money and Nationalist
governance may require.
As our enemy hijacked from Congress
its mandate to coin money and declare
wars, this no less imaginative remedy is
but slightly more than a century overdue.
Many things take time, like Jewish loose
cannons rolling all around that elephant in
the room which few people except children
dare notice, and even then the latter know
not what to make of such a game; they get
it spelled out in indoctrination centers.
This coaching has continued further into
the internet’s “Add a comment” appraisals
where Hasbara prompters soon have many
an otherwise modestly decent participant
spouting profanities in order to “spice up”
the discussion by going with our English
language’s increasingly polluted flow.
But what’s the point in removing those
would-be world rulers from high places of
power over us if we’re only going to take
charge speaking the same rubbish? Let’s
recall our people to the great expectations
held by their forebears. Up! from today’s
Slough of Despond. On, Pilgrim!

New horizons
True enough, it’s obvious we’re always
the “reactionaries,” never such instigators
of “wars to end wars”; wars on poverty,
drugs, hate speech, homophobia and those
foreign States having elected a President
who wasn’t properly vetted. We would in
fact have no problem at all with a Muslim
Brotherhood electing one of its members to
head up a Muslim State, and get excited
only when that little Mideast rogue “doing
wars by deception” finances the coup that
arrests thousands for voting the wrong way
then demonstrating against their elected
President’s imprisonment. Egypt, you have
lived millennia under monarchs, but had a
very short stab at “democracy.”
Being reactionaries is simply our place
in the sun. Perhaps a mere one percent of
the people can’t resist that deception mode,
the usury or disinformation route to power,
while Aryan civilized restraint will not let
its equally small numbers jump in and set
things aright until those deceivers’ actions
have become more than intolerable. Which
leaves 98% of the population swearing and
tossing stones at images upon their cave’s
wall while not turning to face the light.
We may speculate endlessly but never
know why the elements, races of animals
including humans, and attitudes among the
latter are so consistently divided as to make
this Earth such an interesting planet to live
upon. Consider: lacking the hustlers, their
cohorts and other opportunists zeroing in
on unguarded properties or little old ladies,
how could we Boy Scouts earn any merit
badges?
Then let us get down on our knees each
morning and pray for guidance in coping
with the new day’s arrival. We must secure
the existence of our people and a future for
White children.

